PROGRAMS FOR THE IOSCS MEETINGS
IN NASHVILLE, NOVEMBER 18–21, 2000
AND BASEL, AUGUST 3–4, 2001

Nashville, Sunday, November 19
9:00 – 11:30 a.m.
Leonard J. Greenspoon, Creighton University, Presiding
Cameron Boyd-Taylor, University of Toronto
Reading Between the Lines: The Appeal to Context in LXX
Lexicography
Sara B. C. Winter, Eugene Lang College
The Account of the Tabernacle in the LXX of Exodus Revisited
Tony S. L. Michael, University of Toronto
The Jeremiah Translator/Reviser Theory Revisited
Johann Cook, University of Stellenbosch
The Septuagint of Proverbs—A Palestinian Writing
Jessie Rogers, University of Stellenbosch
“It Overﬂows, like the Euphrates, with Understanding”: Another Look
at the Relationship between Law and Wisdom in Sirach
Timothy Jay Johnson, Marquette University
The Third Singular Feminine Sufﬁx in Job 40:2
Nashville, Monday, November 20
1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Benjamin G. Wright, III, Lehigh University, Presiding
Dirk Büchner, University of Durban-Westville, South Africa
The Semantics of LXX Leviticus
Robert Hiebert, Trinity Western Seminary
Introducing the NETS Version of Genesis to the Reader
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Siegfried Kreuzer, University of Wuppertal
A German Translation of the Septuagint
Gary Chamberlain, Portland, ME
LXX Lexicography: A “Taxonomic” Approach
Business Meeting

Basel, Friday, 3 August
Session I. 9 – 10.40 (pres. J. Lust)
0. Welcome
1. E. G. Dafni, Theologie der Sprache der Septuagint
2. J. Joosten, Divine Omniscience and the Theology of the Septuagint
3. J. Cook, Theological/Ideological Tendenz in the Septuagint–LXX
Proverbs: A Case Study
Session II. 11.10 – 12.40 (pres. A. Pietersma)
4. A. Aejmelaeus, “Nebuchadnezzar, My Servant”—Redaction History
and Textual Development in Jer 27
5. G. Fischer and A. Vonach, Tendencies in Jeremiah–LXX
6. T. S. L. Michael, The Translator/Revisor Problem of LXX–Jeremiah:
The Doublets
Session III. 14.30 – 16.10: parallel sessions
Session A (pres. V. Spottorno)
7. M. Cimosa, Translating the Old Testament
8. S. Sipilä, Septuagint and the Greek Orthodox Bible
9. F. Austermann, Stilistische Elemente im Septuaginta Psalter. Plädoyer
für eine Ausweitung der Untersuchungen zur Übersetzungsweise
10. O. Lazarenco, Meletavw in the Septuagint. On the Relationship of
Dependence between Several LXX–Books
Session B (pres. T. Muraoka)
11. A. Voitila, Présent et imparfait de l'indicatif dans le Pentateuque
Grec. Une étude du syntaxe de traduction
12. G. Walser, The Greek of the Pentateuch as a Model for Subsequent
Greek Texts
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13. F. Siegert, Hebräischer Vers und griechischer Prosarhythmus in der
Septuagint
14. M. Zipor, When Midrash Met Septuagint
Session IV. 16.30 – 17.30 (pres. J. Joosten)
15. M. Knibb, The Textcritical Value of the Quotations from 1 Enoch in
Ethiopic Writings
16. C. Dogniez, Les noms de fête dans le Pentateuque grec
Session V. 17.50 – 18.50 (pres. R. Sollamo)
17. P. Gentry, Hexaplaric Materials in Ecclesiastes and the Role of the
Syro-Hexapla
18. R. Kraft, Papyri on the Web
Basel, Saturday, 4 August
Session VI. 9 – 10.30 (pres. P. Gentry)
19. T. Rajak, Types of Actualisation. The Language of Power
20. R. Sollamo, Repetition of Prepositions in the Greek Genesis
21. C. Cox, Tying the Text Together. The Use of Particles in the Old Greek
Job
Session VII. 11 – 12.40: Parallel sessions
Session A (pres. R. Hiebert)
22. H. Van Rooy, The Headings of the Psalms in the Shorter Syriac
Version of the Commentary of Athanasius on the Psalms
23. R. J. V. Hiebert, Preparing a Critical Edition of 4 Maccabees
24. J. W. Wesselius, The Oldest Greek Version of Daniel
25. J. de Waard, Textual Analysis in Proverbs: An Exercise in Futility?
Session B (pres. A. Aejmelaeus)
26. C. Boyd-Taylor, An Ear for an Eye: Septuagint Origins and the
Advent of a Jewish Literate Tradition
27. T. Janz, A New Fragmentary Witness to Ezra-b: The Table of Contents
in Paris, Coils., 8
28. M. Victoria Spottorno, Diversity in Coincident Pluses in the Greek
Text of the Historical Books
29. T. Muraoka, Gleanings of a LXX Lexicographer
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Session VIII. 14.30 – 16.30: Panel Discussion on: “The Relation between
MT and LXX in Literary Divergent Biblical Texts.”
Pres. A. Schenker
1. N. Fernández Marcos, The Hebrew and Greek Texts of Judges
2. A. Schenker, MT und LXX in 1 Könige 20:10–22 = 3 Königreiche
21:10–22
3. P.-M. Bogaert, La vetus latina de Jérémie (Jr 39 et 52)
4. J. Lust, Literary Divergencies Between LXX and MT in Ezechiel
Session IX. 17.00 – 18.00 Panel cont.
5. O. Munnich, MT et LXX en Daniel
6. D. Böhler, Die beiden Rezensionen des Esrabuches: Esr-Neh (MT) –
Esdr A (LXX)
7. E. Tov, The Nature of the Large-Scale Differences between the LXX
and MT S T V, Compared with Similar Evidence in Other Sources
8. General discussion

Business Meeting: Nashville
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Business Meeting
Annual General Meeting in Nashville, Nov. 19, 2000
1. The minutes were approved.
2. R. Hiebert reported that our account balance as of June 30 was about
$3,420 in the US account, $977 in the Canadian, and $10,191 in the NETS
account. After paying for the most recent bulletin the account balance is
about $2,500. Hiebert moved the adoption of the treasurer's report. Seconded by Wooden. Approved.
3. David Aiken moved that the membership accept the recommendation of
the Executive to have Eisenbrauns become the publisher of the bulletin after the conference in Basel. This will raise the proﬁle of the bulletin and increase the number of articles published on the LXX. Seconded by Cook.
Approved.
4. Due to the number of accounts that are still past due and the proposed
move to have the bulletin published by Eisenbrauns, Hiebert moved and
Pietersma seconded that bulletins only be sent to paid up members in the
future. Approved.
5. Hiebert moved that a new fee structure be instituted once the bulletin begins publishing by Eisenbrauns. The categories would include members,
student members, non-members, and institutions. The ﬁnal price would
have to be determined but it would be approximately $23.00 US for an individual member and $26.00 for an institution.
6. Bergren reported that the next bulletin should be ready by February. This
would bring us current. Congratulations Ted.
7. Peters reported as editor of the SCS series:
a. The transition of the Editorship of SBLSCS from Taylor to Peters is
formally complete even though Taylor continues to edit projects he
started, including the latest Congress Volume.
b. One submission was turned down and one accepted after being reviewed. The accepted volume is entitled: Consistency of Translation
Techniques in the Tabernacle Accounts of Exodus in the Old Greek, by
Martha Wade.
c. The following volumes have now appeared:
Zipora Talshir: I Esdras: From Origins to Translation
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Kristin de Troyer, The End of the Alpha Text of Esther: Translation and
Narrative Technique in MT 8:1–17, LXX 8:1–18, and AT 7:14–41
Peters moved the adoption of the report. Seconded by McLay. Approved.
8. Greenspoon reported that Kenneth Turner would be the recipient of the
LXX prize this year for his paper.
9. Wright reported that the Psalms fascicle is now available and the committee hopes to convince Oxford to do another volume on the Romances. The
committee would also discuss a commentary series.
10. Everyone was reminded that the next meeting will be Aug. 3–4 in Basel
and that the IOSCS will not meet in Denver next year.
Respectfully submitted,
Tim McLay
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Treasurer’s Report

International Organization for Septuagint
and Cognate Studies
TREASURER’S REPORT
U.S. DOLLAR ACCOUNT
JULY 1, 2000 – JUNE 30, 2001
Account No. 4507919 – Royal Bank of Canada, Oakville ON
BALANCE 7/1/00

3,420.94

CREDITS
7/4/00 (Interest)
7/28/00 (Deposit)
7/28/00 (Deposit)
8/1/00 (Interest)
9/1/00 (Interest)
9/25/00 (Deposit)
10/2/00 (Interest)
11/1/00 (Interest)
11/3/00 (Deposit)
11/3/00 (Deposit)
12/1/00 (Deposit)
1/2/01 (Interest)
1/8/01 (Deposit)
1/8/01 (Deposit)
2/1/01 (Interest)
3/1/01 (Interest)
4/2/01 (Interest)
4/6/01 (Deposit)
4/6/01 (Deposit)
5/1/01 (Interest)
6/1/01 (Interest)
6/7/01 (Deposit)
6/7/01 (Deposit)
6/28/01 (Deposit)
6/28/01 (Deposit)
Total

1.10
30.00
855.00
0.63
0.78
480.00
0.78
0.94
10.00
270.00
0.99
0.95
20.00
310.00
0.91
0.58
0.64
40.00
622.00
0.74
0.78
70.00
396.00
33.00
769.89
3,915.71

DEBITS
7/6/00 (Publication costs for BIOSCS 32)
11/29/00 (Postage costs incurred by SCS editor)
12/13/00 (IOSCS paper prize)
4/20/01 (Non-proﬁt organization fee)

2,000.00
97.81
250.00
20.00

Total

2,367.81

BALANCE 6/30/01

4,968.84
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SUMMARY
BALANCE 7/1/00

3,420.94

7/1/00 – 6/30/01 Credits

+3,915.71

Total

7,336.65
7,336.65

7/1/00 – 6/30/01 Debits
Total
6/30/01

-2,367.81
4,968.84

BALANCE

Respectfully submitted:
Robert J. V. Hiebert
IOSCS Treasurer

4,968.84

Audited:
Bruce Guenther
Associated Canadian Theological Schools

Treasurer’s Report – Canadian Dollar Account
July 1, 2000 – June 30, 2001
Account No. 8082-010 Bank of Montreal, Mississauga ON
BALANCE 7/1/00

1,148.78

CREDITS
7/31/00 (Interest)
8/4/00 (Deposit)
8/31/00 (Interest)
9/25/00 (Deposit)
9/25/00 (Deposit)
9/25/00 (Deposit)
9/29/00 (Interest)
10/31/00 (Interest)
11/3/00 (Deposit)
11/3/00 (Deposit)
11/3/00 (Deposit)
11/30/00 (Interest)
12/29/00 (Interest)
1/8/01 (Deposit)
1/31/01 (Interest)
2/28/01 (Interest)
3/30/01 (Interest)
4/6/01 (Deposit)
4/6/01 (Deposit)
4/6/01 (Deposit)

0.24
15.00
0.25
10.00
45.00
150.00
0.25
0.29
45.00
20.00
10.00
0.30
0.31
5.00
0.31
0.28
0.31
30.02
15.00
13.76
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4/30/01 (Interest)
5/31/01 (Interest)
6/28/01 (Deposit)
6/29/01 (Interest)

0.31
0.28
15.00
0.12

Total

377.03

DEBITS
Total

.00

BALANCE 6/30/01

1,525.81

SUMMARY
BALANCE 7/1/00
7/1/00 – 6/30/01 Credits
Total

1,148.78
+377.03
1,525.81
1,525.81

7/1/00 – 6/30/01 Debits
Total

– .00
1,525.81

6/30/01 BALANCE

1,525.81

IOSCS PETTY CASH
Item

Amount

Respectfully submitted:
Robert J. V. Hiebert
IOSCS Treasurer

Balance
10.55

Date
6/30/01

Audited:
Bruce Guenther
Associated Canadian Theological Schools

NEWS AND NOTES

Call for Papers
The heart of the Bulletin is the articles published in each issue. Please consider submitting, and encouraging your students to submit, articles, papers
read at conferences, critical notes, and so forth. Essays read at annual meetings of the IOSCS are especially appropriate.
Reviews of Web Sites
In forthcoming issues, we will continue to print reviews of websites that
are relevant to Septuagint studies. If you know of a site that should be reviewed, or that you would like to review, please contact the editor (tbergren@
richmond.edu). Website reviews included in past issues clearly illustrate the
merits of this endeavor.
Reviews of Software Packages
In the same vein, we would also like to review software packages that are
relevant to Septuagint studies. If there is a package that you use regularly and
would like to review, please contact the editor.
Books and Book Reviews
Book reviews are solicited. If you have published something in the ﬁeld,
please ask your publisher to send us a copy (the Bulletin’s circulation is 250
scholars and 150 libraries and institutions). If there is a particular book that
you would like to review, please contact the editor.
Essay Prize Competition
The International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies is offering an annual prize of $250 to be awarded to an outstanding paper in the
ﬁeld of Septuagint Studies. This ﬁeld is construed broadly, and a paper may
focus on any aspect of the study of the Greek translations of the Jewish Scriptures. The IOSCS wants to encourage the study of these translations by
younger scholars, and eligibility is thus limited to advanced graduate students
or recent Ph.D. recipients (3 years or less after receiving the degree). The papers will be judged by a committee constituted of IOSCS members, and papers receiving prizes will be published in the following BIOSCS. Depending
on its assessments of the papers submitted, the committee may decide not to
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award the prize in any given year. The deadline for submission is August 31
of each year. Papers should be sent to Benjamin G. Wright, Department of Religion Studies, Maginnes Hall, 9 W. Packer Ave., Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015.
NETS Project Bears Its First Fruits in New Fascicle
The ﬁrst volume of A New English Translation of the Septuagint, entitled
The Psalms of the Septuagint, has been released in fascicle form by Oxford
University Press, which will eventually publish the entire, ﬁnished version.
The Psalms is edited and translated by Albert Pietersma, NETS co-chair.
The volume is a handsome, small paper edition of xxvii + 149 pages. The
introduction “To the Reader of NETS,” by NETS co-chairs Pietersma and
Benjamin Wright, which will also ﬁgure in the ﬁnal form of NETS, serves to
introduce the translation as a whole, covering issues such as the rationale for
a new translation, the relation of this translation to the NRSV, “Translating a
Translation,” and criteria for interpreting the Greek text. The introduction “To
the Reader of the Psalms,” by Pietersma, addresses the base edition of the
Greek text, provides a translation proﬁle of the Greek, and summarizes the
strategy of the present translation. There follows the translation itself, including Psalm 151 and the Prayer of Manasses. The style is simple yet elegant.
Notes are minimal, averaging only one line per page, and cover mainly alternative translations and variants found in Alfred Rahlfs’ text.
This volume will be reviewed in a future issue of the Bulletin.
Other News from NETS
The editorial committee of NETS hopes that within the next few months
you will see a volume dubbed Biblical Romances. It will contain (1) the NETS
Introduction, (2) a brief introduction to the genre of Romance and (3) the individual introductions to and texts of (a) Ruth, (b) Judith, (c) Susanna, (d) Tobit, and (e) Esther. Thereafter, plans are for the remainder of NETS to be
ready by 2003. For the Committee: Al Pietersma and Ben Wright.
Additional LXX Website Noted
Frederick Knobloch, in connection with his review of CCEL in BIOSCS
vol. 33, notes that another Unicode Greek font, and a searchable HTML version of the CCAT Septuagint, are available at:
http://titus.fkidg1.uni-frankfurt.de/texte/etcs/grie/sept/sept.htm.
Colloquy on the Septuagint
Groupe de Recherches sur la Septante, Université des Sciences Humaines
de Strasbourg, Faculté de Théologie Protestante: Jan Joosten organise à Stras-
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bourg les 8 et 9 novembre 2002 un Colloque sur la LXX et ses apports à
l’étude de l’Antiquité. Intervenants: P.M. Bogaert, J. De Waard, C. Dogniez,
Ph. Le Moigne, J. Lust, N. Fernández Marcos, O. Munnich, T. Muraoka,
A. Passoni dell’Acqua, R. Roukema, A. Voitila, N. Walter.
Progress on « La Bible d’Alexandrie »
The editors of « La Bible d’Alexandrie » provide the following summary
of progress:
LA BIBLE D’ALEXANDRIE
Traduction et annotation des livres de la Septante sous la direction de Marguerite Harl, Gilles Dorival et Olivier Munnich. Collaboration scientiﬁque:
Cécile Dogniez.
1. La Genèse, par Marguerite Harl, 1986.
2. L’Exode, par Alain Le Boulluec et Pierre Sandevoir, 1989.
3. Le Lévitique, par Paul Harlé et Didier Pralon, 1988.
4. Les Nombres, par Gilles Dorival, 1994.
5. Le Deutéronome, par Cécile Dogniez et Marguerite Harl, 1992.
6. Jésus (Josué), par Jacqueline Moatti-Fine, 1996.
7. Les Juges, par Paul Harlé, 1999.
9. 1. Premier livre des Règnes, par Michel Lestienne et Barnard Grillet,
1997.
17. Les Proverbes, par David-Marc d’Hamonville, 2000.
23. 4–9. Les Douze Prophètes, Joël, Abdiou, Jonas, Naoum, Ambakoum,
Sophonie, par Marguerite Harl, Cécile Dogniez, Laurence Brottier, Michel
Casevitz, Pierre Sandevoir, 1999.
In press:
23. 1. Les Douze Prophètes, Osée, par Jan Joosten, Eberhard Bons,
Stephan Keller.
18. L’Ecclésiaste, par Francoise Vinel.
New Books in Septuagint Studies
Four important, comprehensive new books in Septuagint studies have appeared during the past year:
(1) C. Dogniez and M. Harl (eds.), La Bible des Septante. Le Pentateuque
d’Alexandrie, Paris, 2001. Pp. 922.
(2) Bernard A. Taylor, ed. IOSCS Congress of the International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies, Oslo, 1998. SCS 51. Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2001. Pp xviii + 581.
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(3) The Old Greek Psalter: Studies in Honour of Albert Pietersma, ed.
Robert J. V. Hiebert, Claude E. Cox, and Peter J. Gentry. JSOTSup 332; Shefﬁeld: Shefﬁeld Academic Press, 2001.
(4) Helsinki Perspectives on the Translation Technique of the Septuagint.
Proceedings of the IOSCS Congress in Helsinki 1999, edited by Raija Sollamo and Seppo Sipilä. Publications of the Finnish Exegetical Society 82. The
Finnish Exegetical Society in Helsinki. Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
2001 (ISSN 0356–2786, ISBN 951-9217-37-1, ISBN 3-525-53620-8).
Details on the contents of several of these books appear in the “Varia” section of this issue.
Scrolls Publication Complete, Tov Says
By Mayaan Jaffe. Excerpted with permission from the November, 2001, issue
of The Orion Newsletter.
After over ﬁfty years of meticulous research and editing, the ofﬁcial publication of the Dead Sea Scrolls in the Discoveries in the Judean Desert (DJD)
series is now complete, with but a few supplementary volumes still to follow.
Emanuel Tov, Editor-in-Chief of the DJD series and Hebrew University J. L.
Magnes Professor of Bible, made the ofﬁcial announcement at a press conference of the Israel Antiquities Authority at the New York Public Library on
November 15, and at the Society of Biblical Literature (SBL) Annual Meeting
on November 19 in Denver, Colorado.
“Basically, we made the Dead Sea Scrolls available to the public,” Tov
said in his modest manner. However, Tov’s accomplishment is far from modest. Between 1955 and 1990, only 8 DJD volumes were published. Since
Tov’s appointment as editor-in-chief in 1991, another 28 DJD volumes have
been completed.
Upon assuming his editorial post, Tov decided to speed up production and
keep down costs by expanding the team of Scrolls editors and assembling a
separate production staff. This has been a formidable task, as he explains: “We
had to arrange a team of over 60 scholars . . . from all over the world. . . . We
realized that it would only work if we ourselves prepared the camera-ready
manuscripts. So, we do it all here,” he said, pointing to a little room next to his
ofﬁce, which houses computers, printers, and archives, as well as the production staff who create the DJD volumes.
The editors worked with thousands of fragments of what are assumed to
have once been larger scrolls. Over nine hundred individual texts have ultimately been published in the DJD series. The volumes are categorized in
keeping with the literary character of the texts, and according to Tov, each
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volume is an enterprise in itself. “I made a master plan, but as we went along
it expanded,” he said. “We had to assign each composition, sometimes a mere
fragment, to a scholar. I worked with the scholars and the scholars interacted.
When we received the material, we worked on it here. I read all the material
myself, and each volume editor read it for details. Then the work would go
back to the author and then come back to us.” This process, he said, happened
several times for every scroll.
The Dead Sea Scrolls are not easy to work with, Tov explained. What
makes the DJD series so impressive is that the scholars who have edited the
Scrolls have been studying their texts for years. Tov said it is only long-time
researchers such as Shemaryahu Talmon, Esther Chazon, Lawrence Schiffman, Eugene Ulrich and James VanderKam, among others, who can “make
sense of a bunch of fragments about which we knew nothing.”
However, the very meticulousness of the scholarly editors also proved to
be an obstacle. Laughing, Tov said, “One major difﬁculty was convincing
scholars that they have to ﬁnish their work.”

VARIA

Conference on the Septuagint Held
UNIVERSITA CATTOLICA DEL SACRO CUORE
Dipartimento di Scienze Religiose
in collaborazione con
UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI PAVIA
Dipartimento di Scienze dell’Antichita
SEPTUAGINTA
Libri sacri della diaspora giudaica e dei cristiani
IV Giornata di studio
Gerusalemme ed Alessandria: uno stesso Pentateuco?
Milano 10 maggio 2001
Largo A. Gemelli, 1 – Aula Maria Immacolata
ore 10,00
Saluto di A. Acerbi
(Direttore del Dipartimento di Scienze Religiose)
ore 10,15
A. Catastini (Universita ‘La Sapienza’ di Roma)
L’originale ebraico dei LXX: un problema ancora aperto
ore 11,15
C. Martone (Universita di Torino)
Cronologie bibliche e tradizioni testuali
*
*
*
*
ore 15,30
N. Fernández Marcos (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones
Cientiﬁcas, Madrid)
Tradiciones tribales: los hijos de Jacob
ore 16,30
M. V. Cerutti (Universita Cattolica del S. Cuore, Milano)
La terminologia religiosa e cultuale nel Pentateuco greco
La IV Giornata di studio sulla versione dei LXX, in continuazione alla precedente, tenutasi l’11 maggio 1999, si soffermera ancora sul Pentateuco, nucleo originario di tale traduzione. Lasciando sullo sfondo il problema della
composizione del Pentateuco come tale, il convegno affrontera ancora la questione del testo ebraico soggiacente (Vorlage) e del rapporto con il Testo Massoretico (TM). Nel confronto tra versione dei LXX e TM emerge la presenza
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di tradizioni diverse, che, nel caso della versione, possono essere ascrivibili sia
all’inﬂusso dell’ambiente storico-culturale greco di Alessandria, sia alla “policromia” delle correnti di pensiero del Giudaismo del Secondo Tempio. Per
quanto concerne il lessico religioso i traduttori del Pentateuco hanno compiuto
scelte che rivelano la loro posizione ideologica e attestano la difﬁcolta della
loro opera di transculturazione in quell’ambito in cui era piu difﬁcile la mediazione tra la peculiarita della speculazione giudaica e la forma mentis dell’Ellenismo, aperto a qualsiasi tipo di esperienza religiosa.
Dal momento che il Pentateuco dei LXX non e identico al Pentateuco ebraico, diventa legittimo indagare il retroterra di tale differenza e interrogarsi circa
la sua unicita. Questo e il senso della domanda posta a titolo della Giornata, le
cui relazioni mirano a fornire elementi per formulare un’ipotesi di risposta.

New Books on the Septuagint
Several signiﬁcant, comprehensive new books on the Septuagint have appeared during the past year.
1. C. Dogniez and M. Harl (eds.), La Bible des Septante. Le Pentateuque
d’Alexandrie. Paris, 2001. 922 pp.
• Avant-propos par M. Harl
• La présente édition par C. Dogniez
• Introduction by G. Dorival (La traduction de la Torah en grec), M. HadasLebel (Qui utilisait la LXX dans le monde juif?); O. Munnich (Le texte
du Pentateuque grec et son histoire); J.-M. Auwers (Le Pentateuque d’Alexandrie et le texte massorétique: enjeux d’une confrontation); J. MoattiFine (La tâche du traducteur); M. Casevitz (D’Homère aux historiens
romains: le grec du Pentateuque alexandrin); M. Alexandre (Le Pentateuque d’Alexandrie au coeur de la littérature juive à l’époque hellénistique); D. T. Runia (Philon d’Alexandrie devant le Pentateuque); A. Le
Boulluec (Le Pentateuque dans la littérature chrétienne de langue
grecque); C. Dogniez (Présentation des cinq livres).
• Texte grec et traduction (Rahlfs’s Greek Text and French translations
from the volumes of “La Bible d’Alexandrie”)
• Glossaire par M. Harl
2. The Old Greek Psalter: Studies in Honour of Albert Pietersma, ed. Robert J. V. Hiebert, Claude E. Cox, and Peter J. Gentry. JSOTSup 332. Shefﬁeld: Shefﬁeld Academic Press, 2001.
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• Publications of Albert Pietersma (9)
• List of Contributors (17)
• Margaret Pietersma, Who Is Albert Pietersma? (19–20)
• John William Wevers, The Rendering of the Tetragram in the Psalter and
Pentateuch: A Comparative Study (21–35)
• Takamitsu Muraoka, Pairs of Synonyms in the Septuagint Psalms (36–
43)
• Raija Sollamo, Repetition of Possessive Pronouns in the Greek Psalter:
The Use and Non-Use of Possessive Pronouns in Renderings of Hebrew
Coordinate Items with Possessive Sufﬁxes (44–53)
• Anneli Aejmelaeus, Characterizing Criteria for the Characterization of
the Septuagint Translators: Experimenting on the Greek Psalter (54–73)
• Peter J. Gentry, The Greek Psalter and the kaÇge Tradition: Methodological Questions (74–97)
• Cameron Boyd-Taylor, Peter C. Austin, and Andrey Feuerverger, The
Assessment of Manuscript Afﬁliation within a Probabilistic Framework:
A Study of Alfred Rahlfs’s Core Manuscript Groupings for the Greek
Psalter (98–124)
• Emanuel Tov, Scribal Features of Early Witnesses of Greek Scripture
(125–48)
• Johan Lust, The pisqah beªemßaº pasuq, the Psalms, and Ezekiel 3.16
(149–62)
• Robert A. Kraft and Benjamin G. Wright III, Coptic/Sahidic Fragments of
the Biblical Psalms in the University of Pennsylvania Museum (163–77)
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in The Old Greek Psalter: Studies in Honour of Albert Pietersma. Edited by
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B. Taylor (ed.), X Congress of the International Organization for Septuagint
and Cognate Studies, Oslo 1998 [SCS] (in press). (7) “Laban’s Pursuit of Jacob As Reﬂected in the Septuagint,” Beit Mikra 46 (2001), pp. 1–27 ( in Hebrew). (8) (with S. Vargon) “The Use of the Septuagint in S. D. Luzzato’s
Biblical Commentaries,” Italia (a Special Congress Issue; in print, Hebrew).
(9) “A Quaint Translation Technique in the Peshitta,” Menahem Cohen Jubilee
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In memoriam Dominique Barthélemy

Jean-Dominique Barthélemy, O.P., was a leading ﬁgure in the ﬁeld of Old
Testament textual criticism for more than half a century. He was born on 16
May 1921 in Le Pallet, France, twenty kilometers southeast of Nantes.
Barthélemy entered the Dominican order in 1939, and shortly thereafter
began his study of philosophy and theology at Le Saulchoir in Etiolles. After
completing his studies there in 1948, he began studying Oriental languages
and the text of the Hebrew Bible, attending the Ecole Biblique et Archéologique in Jerusalem from 1949 to 1953. His residence in Jerusalem put him in
the ideal place to study the newly discovered documents from the Judean
desert, and he published his ﬁrst article, “Le grand rouleau d’Isaie trouvé près
de la Mer Morte” (Revue Biblique 57: 530–49), in 1950. He also co-edited
Qumran Cave 1, the ﬁrst volume in the vaunted Discoveries in the Judaean
Desert series published by Oxford University Press (1955).
While in residence at the Ecole Biblique, he had the opportunity to study
the second-century c.e. Greek Dodecapropheton scroll that had been discovered in 1952. He realized that he was looking at a Greek text that deviated in
signiﬁcant ways from the standard “Septuagint” text of the Minor Prophets
and that the scroll represented a “missing link” in the history of the development of the Greek Old Testament. His seminal article “Redécouverte d’un
chaînon manquant de l’histoire de la Septante” appeared in 1953 in Revue
Biblique 60: 18–29. In this article he established his reputation for clear, original thinking, accompanied by a lucid manner of presentation.
In 1956 Barthélemy moved to the University of Fribourg in Switzerland to
become professor of Old Testament studies. A popular teacher, he continued
his studies of both the Greek and the Hebrew texts of the Old Testament, and
in 1963 he published perhaps the most important work on the history of the
Greek text to appear in the latter half of the twentieth century, Les devanciers
d’Aquila (VTSup 10, Leiden: Brill). In it he argues that the translation of
Aquila depends on the hermeneutical guidelines of the ﬁrst century c.e. rabbi
Aqiba. Furthermore, he attempts to demonstrate that most of the major Greek
textual forms (e.g., Lucianic, Theodotion, Aquila, Hexaplaric) derive from a
single Old Greek tradition, though the history of each book or group of books
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must be considered separately (in contrast to Paul Kahle, who believed that
variations in the Greek Old Testament can be attributed to divergent informal
oral translations). Devanciers led to several related articles by Barthélemy,
and more importantly, it spurred many other scholars to respond in print to his
positions, both in the numerous reviews of the book and in original articles.
Barthélemy built on the arguments put forward in Devanciers in numerous
shorter studies concerning the Greek text, dealing with Philo, Origen, and
Eusebius of Caesarea, among many others. He was invited to attend a 1972
colloquium on the textual criticism of the Hebrew Bible sponsored by the
International Organization of Septuagint and Cognate Studies, focusing on
Samuel and Kings. Although he was unable to attend in person, Robert Kraft
read his paper, which detailed Barthélemy’s opposition to the local text theory
proposed by William F. Albright and developed by Frank Moore Cross.
While working on Devanciers, he began to assemble a large collection of
books and especially microﬁlm containing evidence of biblical manuscripts,
patristic citations, and catena manuscripts, among other items, many of which
were unpublished. Barthélemy welcomed all scholars who could beneﬁt from
his collection to use it. So valuable was Barthélemy’s collection of material
for studying the biblical text that one of his colleagues, James Sanders, was
inspired by it to found the Ancient Biblical Manuscript Center in Claremont,
California.
Barthélemy served as Greenﬁeld Lecturer at Oxford University in both the
1965–1966 and 1966–1967 school terms. In his six lectures he discussed issues related to the Greek Old Testament that he had not addressed in Devanciers. Shortly thereafter, in 1969, Eugene Nida of the United Bible Societies
invited Barthélemy to become one of the founding members of the Hebrew
Old Testament Text Project. The group met regularly every year, and Barthélemy was the acknowledged leader of the group. In addition to setting the
tone for the discussions, he edited the volumes that the group produced. First
were the ﬁve Reports of the group’s discussions of thousands of points of variation especially important for translators. Then, beginning in 1982, the volumes of Barthélemy’s magnum opus, Critique textuelle de l’Ancien Testament,
began to appear. In addition to treating the many units of variation, with Barthélemy summarizing the group’s discussions and conclusions, Barthélemy
himself wrote extensive introductions (more than 400 pages in all) to the volumes. In these invaluable introductions, Barthélemy chronicles the history of
the textual criticism of the Old Testament, the development of modern translations, and descriptions of both the Masoretic text and all the major ancient versions, as well as describing the procedures followed by the HOTTP committee
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in evaluating readings. Three volumes, covering the historical books and the
prophets, appeared over the next ten years, and a fourth, treating the Psalter,
was in press at the time of his death.
Dominique Barthélemy passed from this life on 10 February 2002, and funeral services were held two days later in the church of St-Michel in Fribourg.
Although most people around the world will probably remember Barthélemy
for his careful scholarship and erudite contributions in Old Testament textual
criticism and other areas, particularly Les devanciers d’Aquila and Critique
textuelle de l’Ancien Testament, others knew him as a popular lecturer; a
teacher of scholars, religious, and laity; a preacher (he was a Dominican, after
all!); a Bible translator (he collaborated on the Traduction Oecuménique de la
Bible), and even a radio personality. Still others were fortunate enough to
know him as a colleague and a friend.
James R. Adair
Director, Religion and Technology Center
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Jobes, Karen H., and Moisés Silva. Invitation to the Septuagint. Carlisle, UK:
Paternoster / Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2000. Pp. 351. ISBN 08010-2235-5.
Until the past decade, students new to the ﬁeld of Septuagint studies were
directed to Swete’s century-old Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek,
and from there to Jellicoe’s The Septuagint and Modern Study (1968), which
is in fact a representative collection of rather specialized articles. Only very recently have introductory books become available in French (M. Harl et al., La
Bible Grecque des Septante, 2d ed., 1994), Italian (M. Cimosa, Guida allo studio della Bibbia Greca (LXX), 1995), and Spanish (N. Fernández Marcos, Introducción a las versiones griegas de la Biblia, 2d ed., 1998 [ET 2000]). The
need for an up-to-date and well-informed introduction to the Septuagint has
now been thoroughly satisﬁed by the appearance of Jobes and Silva’s Invitation to the Septuagint. Though well-established as scholars in biblical studies,
the authors have not forgotten what it is like for a beginner to ﬁnd his or her
way in a complex ﬁeld without the beneﬁt of an introductory textbook. Their
efforts therefore earn them deep gratitude from students and instructors alike.
After a preface by each author and an introduction that outlines the significance of Septuagint studies, the book is divided into three parts. Part 1, which
is written for the general reader and assumes no knowledge of Hebrew and
Greek, covers the origins of the LXX and the other Greek versions (ch. 1), the
recensions and manuscripts of the LXX (ch. 2), printed editions, modern
translations, and contents of the LXX (ch. 3), and the character of the LXX as
a translation (ch. 4). Part 2 makes the transition to the intermediate level and
assumes some familiarity with the languages and scholarship of the Bible. Its
chapters deal with such topics as evidence of Semitic inﬂuence in vocabulary
and syntax, translation technique (ch. 5), textual criticism (ch. 6), the use of
the LXX for the textual criticism of the Hebrew Bible (ch. 7), the signiﬁcance
of the Dead Sea Scrolls for Septuagint studies (ch. 8), and the importance of
the LXX for the New Testament and vice versa (ch. 9). The ﬁnal chapter in
this section provides a “hands-on” application of the principles learned in previous chapters to three sample passages of the LXX (ch. 10). Part 3 outlines
the current state of Septuagint studies by providing biographical sketches of
10 scholars who lived between 1815 and 1949 (ch. 11), describing current research in lexicography and syntax (ch. 12) and obstacles and achievements in
the reconstruction of the LXX and its recensions (ch. 13), and laying down
principles and methods for detecting theological interpretation in the LXX.
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The layout of the book is inviting. Each chapter begins with a summary of
the material to be presented, and the ﬁrst ten chapters end with suggested
readings and exercises for further study. The material is enhanced by a map, a
timeline, diagrams, charts, sample pages of manuscripts and printed editions
of the LXX, and photographs of past scholars. The authors have also included
four appendixes (the ﬁrst being a brief description of major organizations and
research projects, the second an annotated bibliography of reference works,
the third a glossary, and the fourth listing discrepancies in versiﬁcation between English Bibles and Rahlfs’ Septuaginta) and three indexes (subject, author, and Scripture).
The book is well-written. The authors spare no effort in making complex
issues clear and understandable for the student, not by brushing aside difﬁculties but by carefully explaining precisely why they are complex. On issues in
which there is less than scholarly unanimity, Jobes and Silva are careful to
present all sides, but also unafraid to present their own view. The book is
marked by balanced and informed scholarship throughout.
In short, the authors successfully bring the reader into the Septuagint by
describing the complexities of its text and outlining what has been accomplished in the ﬁeld to date. One can hardly expect, of course, that an introductory textbook should cover all aspects of Septuagint studies. A topic that
might, however, have received more attention is that of hermeneutics and exegesis. How does one do exegesis of a translation, or better, can one exegete
a translation in the same manner as an original-language text? In other words,
what are the implications of the translational character of the books of the
LXX for their interpretation? One might reply that the hermeneutics of a
translation or a step-by-step guide for the exegete are specialized topics of the
kind that do not belong in a book that does not claim to be more than an “invitation.” Nevertheless, since the purpose of the book is not only to lead the
student to the text but also to help the student to use it responsibly, a basic
treatment of the above questions is warranted. To be sure, Jobes and Silva do
touch on the interpretation of the LXX at various points, particularly in chapters 4, 10, and 14; in chapter 14 they describe how scholars are currently investigating the LXX for evidence of theological trends in the Hellenistic Age,
and they set forth sound principles and methods to discourage misuse of the
LXX. But in order for the authors to do proper justice to such issues as how to
search for evidence of Hellenistic theology in the LXX, they need to mention
that such a search has to arise out of a thorough study of what the text means,
and they need to show the student how to go about determining the meaning
of the text. The importance of a chapter on hermeneutics and exegesis is borne
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out by the fact that several major exegetical enterprises have recently been
launched, with varying aims and methodologies (La Bible d’Alexandrie,
IOSCS Commentary Series, Septuagint Commentary Series (ed. S. Porter)).
To be sure, Jobes and Silva can hardly be expected to provide the last word on
issues that are currently debated; much work remains to be done, and one can
therefore appreciate the authors’ efforts to attract a new generation of students
of the Bible to Septuagint studies.
The near absence of typographical and grammatical errors testiﬁes to meticulous proofreading. Those that did creep in are barely noticeable. At the
bottom of page 148, µydiG; should be pointed as µyid'g] (see BHS, Isa 5:17, footnote d). On page 285, in the sentence, “In other words, while it is true that a
group of manuscripts represents kaÇge as µG'. . . ,” kaÇge and µG' should be reversed. On page 259, the authors mention in passing two terms that should
probably have been included in the Glossary, namely, “syntax criticism” and
“discourse analysis.” Minor touch-ups of this kind could easily be made for a
future edition.
Jobes and Silva are to be congratulated and thanked for their excellent
work. Invitation to the Septuagint will quickly become a dog-eared volume
on the desk of many a student and scholar of the Bible. Though the book is
intended especially to help beginners in the ﬁeld ﬁnd their way, even seasoned scholars will turn to Jobes and Silva, both for the convenience its wellorganized format affords and for its articulate treatment of advanced topics.
Jannes Smith
University of Toronto

A German Translation of the Septuagint
Siegfried Kreuzer
Barmen School of Theology, Wuppertal, Germany

I. Introduction
Normally I would begin by referring to the importance of a translation of
the LXX. In this setting of the IOSCS and in view of the NETS project, talking about the necessity of a translation would be like carrying coals to Newcastle—or bringing country songs to Nashville.
But because there is at the same time a long-standing tradition of neglecting the Septuagint or using it only in small bits in the text-critical apparatus of
Biblia Hebraica, let me refer brieﬂy to an example from my own experience.
When I was working on my book about the historical summaries in the Old
Testament, the so-called creed-texts, I had to deal with Deut 26:5, the famous
words about the wandering (or perishing) Aramaic father. In Hebrew: ymra
yba dba (ªarammî ªobed ªabî). As you know, the Septuagint translates these
words quite differently, as ‘my father was leaving Syria’: SurÇan ajpevbalen oJ
pathvr mou. Because of the striking difference, I would have liked to check my
translation. All the larger commentaries—both older and newer ones—refer
to the deviation of the Septuagint, but I did not ﬁnd any commentary that
translated the Greek text. There seem to be two possible explanations: either
the commentators did not ﬁnd it necessary to give a translation, because they
took the meaning for granted, or even those (Old Testament) scholars from
older days with their humanistic training did not dare to translate the text.
So much about the necessity of a translation. Anyway, the overwhelming
response to our project not only conﬁrmed the necessity of a translation, but
also shows much genuine interest in the Septuagint.

II. History and Structure of the Project
There are two originally independent initiators of the project. One is my
colleague Prof. Dr. Martin Karrer from our Barmen School of Theology at
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Wuppertal. The other is Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Kraus from the University of
Koblenz. Both are New Testament scholars and both had the idea of a German
translation of the Septuagint.
At ﬁrst, there were contacts with close colleagues and friends. After different considerations about the concept and various contacts with publishing
houses, we had a ﬁrst small conference at Wuppertal in September 1998.
About 25 people interested in such a translation met at our school. There were
both Old Testament and New Testament scholars. And there were two main
questions.
One question was the size of the project. There are many options one can
have for such a project. Because the so-called Göttingen edition is not yet complete and the Rahlfs edition of the LXX is quite dated, one could do much textcritical work and in this way produce a new revised edition of the Septuagint.
One might want to add many explanations about references to Jewish
authors and to the New Testament. One might want to add notes and explanations about translation technique of the Septuagint and also about the
translation technique applied in the German translation. Some of these aims
have already been met by the Bible d’Alexandrie and by the NETS Commentary Project. Furthermore, it would be very difﬁcult to ﬁnd the manpower
and womanpower for such a project and it also would go beyond what publishers would be willing to publish.
The other problem was: Who would actually do the translation? The New
Testament scholars said: Yes, we need a translation of the Septuagint. It’s the
book of the Old Testament scholars. They should do the translation. On the
other hand, the Old Testament scholars said: It’s the language of the New Testament scholars. So they have to do the translation. At this point we knew the
reason why there is no German translation yet. The solution is a combined
effort. Most of the books will be translated by two people, one with background
in Old Testament exegesis, the other with special competence in Greek language, most of them New Testament scholars. There are some exceptions, but
in general there are two people working together. If you consider the number
of books of the Septuagint and this method of combined effort, you will understand why we ended up with about 70 people working on the translation.
This ﬁrst conference in Wuppertal was the real starting point for the translation project. During the following months there were different contacts with
organizations who would probably sponsor the project and also with the
Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft at Stuttgart as publisher.
We developed the concept of a two-volume work: one volume with the
translation and some small footnotes, and a second volume of about the same
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size with introduction and explanations for the scholarly reader. We are very
grateful for the positive contacts with the Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft and for
the support they are giving to our project. We are also appreciative of the
strong support from the Evangelische Kirche im Rheinland, the Protestant
Church in the Rhineland, sponsoring the project by ﬁnancing a secretary for
the Arbeitsstelle at Koblenz.
During the year 1999 we had many positive responses and also many inquiries about participation in our project. From our side, we had no limits
other than interest and qualiﬁcation, and we made it a point to integrate also
non-Protestant scholars. Today, three of the co-editors are Roman Catholics,
and there are contacts with the Orthodox churches. In September 1999 we had
the ﬁrst ofﬁcial conference. This meeting took place at the theological school
at Neuendettelsau, Bavaria.
At that time we set up the basic structure of our work. The initiators of the
project, Martin Karrer and Wolfgang Kraus, are the main editors. Around
them we have a group of co-editors, who are coordinating and supervising
groups of translators. There is a group for the Pentateuch led by Martin Rösel,
University of Rostock. (Some of you may know his work on the GenesisSeptuagint and his work with the book of Numbers for the forthcoming Biblia
Hebraica Quinta.) The group for the historical books from Joshua to Ezra is
led by me. The group of the more recent narrative books, Esther to 4 Maccabees, is led by Nikolaus Walter, University of Jena. The group of Psalms and
Psalms of Solomon is led by Eberhard Bons, University of Strasbourg. A
smaller group on poetic literature and the book of Daniel is led by Helmut
Engel, Hochschule St. Georgen, Frankfurt. The group on wisdom literature is
led by Heinz-Josef Fabry, University of Bonn. The group of the Minor Prophets is led by Helmut Utzschneider, Neuendettelsau, and the group on the Major Prophets is led by Dieter Vieweger from Wuppertal. Besides this we have
specialists for Hellenistic history, for Hellenistic Greek, for translation technique, and last but not least for Judaism, among them Kai Broderson, University of Mannheim, who is also co-editor.

III. Aims and Guidelines for the Translation of the Septuagint
1. The Textual Basis of Our Translation
The decision for a scholarly text-edition (as opposed to a diplomatic edition) as basis for our translation was quite clear. But which critical scholarly
edition? The ﬁrst choice would be the Septuaginta Gottingensis. But this edi-
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tion is not complete. The other choice is to use Rahlfs. But although this text
is very important in its practical use, it is quite old. There would be the possibility to advance these two works to a new critical text, but this work, which
has been under way for decades in Göttingen, would go beyond what we can
do within our time limits. So we decided to use the Göttingen text as the primary basis and to use the Rahlfs edition where there is no Göttingen text yet.
In the actual translation we want to go beyond this alternative and combine
both editions. Where there is a difference between Göttingen and Rahlfs, the
reader will ﬁnd the translation of the Göttingen edition in the main text and
the translation of the Rahlfs edition in the footnotes. This means that the
reader can ﬁnd both the translation of the Göttingen text as far as it exists and
the translation of the entire Rahlfs text. Beyond this basic structure, we are
considering the best way to present the Antiochene text of the Spanish edition
for parts of the historical books.
The practical importance of the Rahlfs edition—it is the basic text for
many students and scholars, and it is ofﬁcially accepted by the Greek Orthodox church—is also the basis for the decision about the number of books to include in the Septuagint. We decided to provide a translation of all the books
of the Rahlfs edition, including the Odes.
2. Aims of the Translation
In our guidelines we stated: “The translation of the Septuagint should be
philologically reliable, easily readable, and transparent in a scholarly sense.”
These aims include the understanding of the Septuagint as a document of
Hellenistic Judaism in its own right. This includes the intention to base the
translation on the oldest accessible form of the Greek text—that is, before the
Jewish recensions and before the Christian reception—and it includes the understanding that most parts of the Septuagint are translations of Hebrew texts.
With our translation we want to promote the understanding of the Septuagint as an important book of Judaism, we want to promote the understanding
of the Septuagint as a book with enormous inﬂuence on the Christian tradition, and we want to promote Septuagint scholarship.
3. Structure of the Work
As I explained, we intend to produce two volumes. One volume will have
the translation. The translation should be preceded by a brief introduction.
The footnotes to the translation may not exceed 10% of the amount of text.
They will refer to important textual variants, including the translation of the
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Rahlfs text in those books where the Göttingen edition is the basis of the
translation. Further there will be notes to alternative understandings or possibilities of translation and brief explanations where necessary.
The companion volume will comprise a larger scholarly introduction to the
respective book and notes and discussions about the translation. In this companion volume, one will also ﬁnd Greek and Hebrew.
4. Special problems
As you know from NETS, there are many special problems to discuss and
decisions to make. Let me refer to two of them:
(a) There are books with two different textual forms even within the Greek,
especially Judges, Daniel, Esther, and Tobit. In these cases we want to translate both text forms and present them in two columns.
(b) A further question is how to show the speciﬁc proﬁle of the Septuagint.
For a reader of our translation it might be interesting to see where there is a
difference from the Hebrew text. Because we are not using a traditional translation as reference text, the reader would not know if a difference, for instance
with the Luther Bible or with the Einheitsübersetzung, is caused by the differences in German translation or by the fact that the basic Greek text is different
from the Hebrew text. So we want to show this difference by different fonts.
If the Septuagint text is in accordance with the Hebrew text, the reader will
ﬁnd normal letters, and if the Greek text is different from the Hebrew text, the
reader will ﬁnd the translation in italics. We think that it is important to show
the speciﬁc proﬁle of the Septuagint to non-specialist readers as well as to
specialists.
There are two problems with this decision. You know that there are different Hebrew texts and even the consonants of the Masoretic Text may be vocalized differently. For the sake of clarity, we deﬁned the reference text as the
Masoretic Text with its Masoretic vocalization. So if the translation is given
in normal letters, the reader knows that the Greek text and Masoretic Text are
identical.
The other problem is more difﬁcult. If the reader ﬁnds text in italics, he
knows that the Greek text deviates from the Hebrew text as it was vocalized by
the Masoretes. But behind this there may be different reasons. The Septuagint
may just translate differently. The Septuagint may have a different Hebrew
Vorlage; or there was the same Hebrew text, just understood and vocalized differently. As you know there are many cases for the last possibility, for instance
in Jer 7:3.
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We considered making this case visible, for instance, by underlining such
a text. But we decided not to do this because it would reduce the readability of
the text and especially because there will be many, many doubtful cases. Explanations of this kind will be found in the companion volume.

IV. Concluding remark
So at the end, let me return to the example I mentioned at the beginning,
Deut 26:5: yba dba ymra resp. SurÇan ajpevbalen oJ pathvr mou. The whole difference is easily explained by a small difference in word division: If you separate the yod from ymra you get µra, which is ‘Syria’. And if you combine this
yod with the following dba you get dbay which means ‘he leaves’.
The reason for this reading is that the Masoretic Text of Deut 26:5 does
not agree with the story in Genesis: in Genesis 30–32 Jacob is not a perishing Aramean but a wealthy man returning home. What he did was to leave
Aram, which by the time of the Septuagint had become Syria. Evidently, the
Septuagint translators read their biblical text of Deut 26:5 in the light of
Genesis.
So, it is the same letters, but it is a different meaning. It is the meaning of
the old message understood in Hellenistic times and expressed in the Greek
language. This is what we want to bring home to the readers of our translation
in volume one and what we want to explain to the scholars in volume two of
our “German translation of the Septuagint.”
Homepage of the translation-project:
http://www.uni-koblenz.de/~sept/index2.html
Homepage of the author:
http://www.uni-wuppertal.de/inst/kiho/fachbereiche/at/kreuzer/
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The Evidentiary Value of Septuagintal Usage
for Greek Lexicography:
Alice’s Reply to Humpty Dumpty 1

Cameron Boyd-Taylor
University of Toronto

A comprehensive lexicon has long been considered a desideratum within
Septuagint studies. It is of course patent that readers of the Graeco-Jewish
translation corpus require lexical assistance of various sorts, and help is not
always forthcoming from the existing dictionaries. So too, there are undoubtedly many items within this literature in need of detailed lexicographical attention. And so we might well speak of the desirability of specialized lexica
for the Septuagint. But the need for a lexicon of the Septuagint, i.e., a corpusbased description of its usage, is quite a different matter. It is here argued that
such an enterprise, however carefully executed, involves one in the category
error of treating a translation-corpus as if it were compositional literature. The
fallacy at issue becomes apparent when the Septuagint is properly situated
within its target-culture. Following Gideon Toury, I posit a semiotic-cultural
opposition between translational and non-translational literature, such that the
evidentiary value of translational usage for lexicography is categorically distinguished from that of non-translational usage. 2
1. “When I use a word,” Humpty Dumpty said in rather a scornful tone, “it means just
what I choose it to mean—neither more nor less.” “The question is,” said Alice, “whether
you can make words mean so many different things.” Lewis Carroll, Through the LookingGlass (In Alice in Wonderland—Comprising the two books, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass; New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961) 213.
2. See G. Toury, “The Meaning of Translation-Speciﬁc Lexical Items and Its Representation in the Dictionary” (in M. Snell-Hornby and E. Pohl, eds., Translation and Lexicography; Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1989) 45–53. See also G. Toury, “Translation-Speciﬁc
Lexical Items and Their Representation in the Dictionary” (in J. Tomaszczyk and B. Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, eds., Meaning and Lexicography; Amsterdam: John Benjamins,
1990) 287–300. See also G. Toury, Descriptive Translation Studies and Beyond (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1995) 206–20.
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Systematic, Comprehensive and Up-to-Date:
A Greek-English Lexicon of the Septuagint
As one who came to Septuagint studies with a long-standing interest in
Greek words and their meanings, I was intrigued to discover that the story of
the International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies (IOSCS),
its origins and early history, is one in which lexicographical concerns ﬁgure
prominently. In fact, the call for a lexicon of the Septuagint resounds through
the ﬁrst ofﬁcial Bulletin of the society like a rallying cry. In the minutes of the
inaugural meeting of December 19th, 1968, we hear Prof. A. von Rohr Sauer
propose a joint lexicon project with Concordia Seminary. 3 A written report
from Dean Petersen, presumably outlining the viability of such a project, is received by the meeting with thanks. In the abstract of a paper read to the same
meeting by C. T. Fritsch, entitled “The Future of Septuagint Studies,” the lexicon appears ﬁrst on his list of desiderata for Septuagint research. 4 This view
is echoed by Sidney Jellicoe, the editor of the Bulletin, in his comments on the
“Record of Work Recently Completed, in Hand or Projected,” where he observes that two matters “stand out as urgent desiderata,” a bibliography, and
an “up-to-date” lexicon. 5 We are reminded by R. Kraft that “one of the initial
concerns noted by Sidney Jellicoe when in 1967/68 he took the lead in forming what became the IOSCS was the need for such a lexicon.” 6 It would be fair
to say that the self-identity of the society as a new and distinct formation
within the larger scholarly community was very much bound up with this
lexicographical impulse. 7
3. The inaugural meeting of the IOSCS was held in conjunction with the annual meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature. In the words of its ﬁrst President, the purpose of
the organization was “to constitute a centre of Septuagint and related research, and to help
relate this to the textual criticism of the Bible as a whole.” H. M. Orlinsky, “A Message
from the President,” BIOSCS 2 (1969) 2.
4. For the paper itself, see C. T. Fritsch, “The Future of Septuagint Studies,” BIOSCS 3
(1970).
5. Jellicoe’s qualiﬁcation “up-to-date” was a nod to the only existing lexicon speciﬁcally oriented to readers of the Septuagint, J. F. Schleusner’s Novus thesaurus philologico
criticus, sive lexicon in LXX et reliquos interpretes graecos ac scriptores apocryphos veteris testamenti (Leipzig, 1820–1821). J. Lust points out that, strictly speaking, Schleusner’s work does not represent a lexicon of Greek as much as one of biblical Hebrew. See
J. Lust, “J. F. Schleusner and the Lexicon of the Septuagint,” ZAW 102 (1990) 256–62.
6. R. A. Kraft, “Introduction to the Present Volume” (in Kraft, R. A., ed., Septuagintal
Lexicography; Septuagint and Cognate Studies 1; Missoula: SBL, 1972; pp. 5–7) 6.
7. “One of the reasons for the formation of the International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies (IOSCS) in 1967 was the perceived need for the creation of a
Lexicon of Septuagint Greek; it was felt by the founding group that only an international
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The study of the Septuagint is now well served bibliographically. 8 As for
Jellicoe’s ﬁrst desideratum, however, we have yet to see a fully comprehensive
lexicon. This is not to say that his call to arms went unheeded. On the contrary,
in the years directly following the inception of the IOSCS, one witnesses a considerable amount of intellectual investment in the idea by its leading members.
This is reﬂected in the ﬁrst volume of the series Septuagint and Cognate Studies, entitled Septuagintal Lexicography, published in 1972 and described by its
editor, Robert Kraft, as meeting the need “to solicit as much reliable advice as
possible as to how best to plan for and prepare a lexicon of Jewish translation
Greek.” 9 The 1976 and 1978 Bulletins of the IOSCS offer key programmatic
articles by Emanuel Tov and Moises Silva respectively. 10 At the turn of the decade, in the wake of a year long “feasibility study,” Robert Kraft could announce that Emanuel Tov would be the editor-designate for the project. 11
The 1970s were indeed heady times for LXX lexicography. Given the
commitment of the IOSCS to the project, one would have predicted the task of
compiling a comprehensive lexicon to remain at the centre of Septuagint studies well into the next decade. With the 1980s, however, other interests came
to the fore. The development of the CATSS database (Computer Assisted
Tools for Septuagint Studies), under the direction of Kraft and Tov, would
steal the IOSCS spotlight for some time. More recently, the NETS project (a
New English Translation of the Septuagint), which has just now seen the publication of its ﬁrst fascicle, has tended to shift the focus of scholarly interest to
hermeneutics. 12 As J. Lust observes, the lexicon project, such as it was, would

team of scholars could realize such a project, and a number of propaedeutic studies were
carried out towards that end.” J. W. Wevers, “Muraoka, ed., Melbourne Symposium on Septuagint Lexicography,” Jewish Quarterly Review LXXXIV (2–3) 378–80, 378.
8. S. P. Brock, C. T. Fritsch and S. Jellicoe (eds.), A Classiﬁed Bibliography of the
Septuagint (Arbeiten zur Literatur und Geschichte des hellenistischen Judentums 6;
Leiden: Brill, 1973). E. Tov (ed.), A Classiﬁed Bibliography of Lexical and Grammatical
Studies on the Language of the Septuagint (Jerusalem: Academon, 1980). C. Dogniez
(ed.), A Bibliography of the Septuagint: 1970–1993 (VTSup 69; Leiden: Brill, 1995).
9. Kraft, “Introduction,” 5. This volume comprises three distinct sorts of material:
(1) brief statements of the desirability of a such a lexicon, (2) descriptions of various concrete proposals, and (3) re-prints of scholarly articles dealing with relevant issues. The
series Septuagint and Cognate Studies is a joint undertaking of the IOSCS and the Society
of Biblical Literature.
10. E. Tov, “Some Thoughts on a Lexicon of the LXX,” BIOSCS 9 (1976) 14–46.
M. Silva, “Describing Meaning in the LXX Lexicon,” BIOSCS 11 (1978) 19–26.
11. R. A. Kraft, “Lexicon Project: Progress Report,” BIOSCS 12 (1979) 14–16.
12. See A. Pietersma, The Greek Psalter (NETS; New York: Oxford University Press,
2000).
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never “get off the ground.” 13 Still, work on the fundamental issues of Septuagint lexicography continued in earnest. This is evident in the high quality of
the presentations given at the Melbourne Symposium on Septuagint Lexicography in 1989. 14 The desirability of a lexicon was still felt, if perhaps not so
widely. In the minutes of the IOSCS meeting of 24 November, 1991, Johan
Lust and Gary Chamberlain report that they are each engaged in lexicon
projects. We are told that an extended discussion ensued amongst those
present, “ending with the hope that Lust, Chamberlain and others will be able
to combine their resources. . . .” 15
Recent years have witnessed two signiﬁcant studies bear fruit. 16 In the
1990s both J. Lust and T. Muraoka published lexica, the former providing full
coverage of Rahlfs’ Septuaginta, the latter being a pilot-project limited to the
Twelve Prophets. 17 It should be noted however that Muraoka is currently engaged in a full-scale undertaking. 18 Both enterprises, then, represent the sort
of corpus-based analyses called-for by the IOSCS; both purport to describe
the lexical usage of the Graeco-Jewish translators. For Greek lexicography,
the desirability of such analyses is clear enough: they yield comprehensive
lists of all the relevant occurrences and contexts of word-use in a large body
of literature. 19 In the case of the Septuagint, there is of course an added dimension. Since the parent-text of a given translation-unit can usually be established with some measure of conﬁdence, the lexicographer has at his or her
disposal a list of translation-equivalents, and so, in effect, a second context of
meaning. The potential utility of this additional evidence has long been ad13. J. Lust, “Introduction to Part 1,” in J. Lust, E. Eynikel, and K. Hauspie, A Greek English Lexicon of the Septuagint: Part 1 (1992) 2.
14. See T. Muraoka (ed.), Melbourne Symposium on Septuagint Lexicography (Septuagint and Cognate Studies 28; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990). Reviewed by J. W. Wevers,
“Muraoka, ed.”
15. L. Greenspoon (secretary), “Minutes of the IOSCS Meeting: 24 Nov., 1991,”
BIOSCS 25 (1992; pp. 1–5) 4.
16. For the sake of completeness, I should mention F. Rehkopf’s Septuaginta-Vokabular (Göttingen, 1989). Since this work does not target a scholarly readership, but is rather
intended for the use of students, I shall not discuss it in the present paper. This is not to diminish the value of this tool, nor is it to suggest that scholars will not make use of it. My
interest, however, is in the Septuagint lexicon as an “institutional undertaking,” i.e., as a
project bound up with the self-identity of a speciﬁc social formation, namely, the IOSCS.
17. See Lust et al., Lexicon, and T. Muraoka, A Greek-English Lexicon of the Septuagint—Twelve Prophets (Louvain: Peters, 1993). Muraoka’s lexicon was reviewed by J. W.
Wevers, Journal of Semitic Studies, XL (1) 139–41.
18. Muraoka, Lexicon, VIIf.
19. For an introduction to corpus-based linguistic analysis, see D. Biber, S. Conrad, and
R. Reppen, Corpus Linguistics: Investigating Language Structure and Use (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1998).
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verted. 20 Yet when we turn to the methodological prolegomena of Lust and
Muraoka it becomes clear that, two decades of intellectual labour notwithstanding, there is still no consensus in Septuagint studies as to the theoretical
signiﬁcance of translation-equivalency.
If the lexicographer’s task is rightly understood as one of identifying the
communicative intentions which underlie word use, then, in the case of the
Septuagint, recourse to the source-text should yield valuable evidence. The
meaning of the parent, so the argument goes, is bound to offer us some purchase on what the translator was trying to say. Here appeal is generally made
to the translator’s intention. To quote Lust, the Septuagintal translator “wanted
his translation to communicate the same message as that intended by the original text.” 21 We might call this a source-oriented approach, since, ideally, it
traces the meaning of the translation back to the discourse of its parent. It assumes that the translator by and large strove for ﬁdelity to the source-text. 22
There is undoubtedly an important insight here, namely, that the usage of a
translation is closely tied to the work of the translator, i.e., his selection of
suitable translation-equivalents for items in the source-language. 23 The exigencies of translation-technique will account in part for the text-linguistic features of a translation.
For E. Tov, the source-oriented approach has obvious lexicographical implications; having enumerated various aspects of translation-equivalency, Tov
asserts that all of them “must be taken into consideration as part of the lexicographical description.” 24 Where a translator consistently renders an item in

20. In a seminal lecture series delivered in Oxford about 1888, E. Hatch laid out the
ground-work for the lexicographical use of his Concordance of 1897. The signiﬁcance of
the Septuagint, Hatch argues, lies in the fact that it represents for the most part a translation
for which we possess the original. “For the meaning of the great majority of its words and
phrases, we are not left solely to the inferences which may be made by comparing one passage with another . . . we can refer to the passages of which they are translations, and in
most cases frame inductions as to their meaning. . . .” E. Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek
(Oxford: Clarendon,1889) 3–35. See E. Hatch and H. A. Redpath, Concordance to the
Septuagint and the Other Greek Versions of the Old Testament (Including the Apocryphal
Books) (3 vols.; Oxford: Clarendon, 1897–1906).
21. Lust, “Introduction,” 12.
22. Toury, Descriptive Translation Studies, 16, observes that traditionally the preoccupation of most paradigms in translation studies has been “with the source text and with the
proclaimed protection of its ‘legitimate rights’.”
23. Tov, “Greek Words,” 94 (in Melbourne Symposium, 83–125) writes, “I think it
would be difﬁcult to exclude the intentions of the translators, for the task of the lexicographer is to record the meaning of the words in a text, in their context, and this can be determined only by relating those words to the intentions of the author.”
24. Tov, “Some Thoughts,” 25.
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the source-language by a speciﬁc lexeme, Tov would say that it is the translator’s intention that the target-lexeme convey the meaning of its counterpart. If
we then locate the meaning of the translator’s usage in this intention, translation-equivalency becomes the key by which the semantics of the translation
can be unlocked. On this line of reasoning, the lexicographer can (at least in
principle) trace synonymy relations between Greek words and their Hebrew
counterparts.
Without denying the obvious role of translation-technique in shaping the
discourse of a translation, one might still question the relevance of translation-equivalency to the issue of word-meaning per se. It can be argued that
questions of meaning are proper to the translation in and by itself, and therefore pertain strictly to the target-language. Here one can appeal to the reception of the translation by a readership, who, presumably, did not have recourse
to the parent, and so perforce interpreted the text as a product of the targetlanguage. In a paper presented in 1986 to the VI Congress of the IOSCS,
T. Muraoka argues for what I shall call a reception-oriented approach. To the
extent to which it is possible, he advises the lexicographer to look to the ﬁnal
Greek product, “without allowing our judgement to be unduly inﬂuenced by
the Hebrew Vorlage”; in this way, one can determine the meaning that “the
Greek text could possibly have conveyed in the Hellenistic period.” 25
Muraoka is not deaf to the issue of translator’s intention; he is simply disinclined to locate it at the level of word-meaning. He advocates that the matter
be understood “in a broader sense, namely what the translator intended to
achieve by translating the Hebrew Bible in the ﬁrst place.” For Muraoka, the
Septuagint is a text intended “to be read and understood as a Greek document.” 26 The insight here is that since the translator produced his text for use
within a Greek speaking community of readers, he will be expected, by and
large, to have traded on the conventions of the target-language. Now it is true
that the Septuagint would appear at times to ﬂout contemporary usage. At the
level of word meaning, however, Muraoka is probably right in seeing this as
the exception; the lexical-stock of the Septuagint is representative of its
time. 27 But Muraoka then goes on to assign evidentiary value to the patterns
25. T. Muraoka, “Towards a Septuagint Lexicon” (in C. E. Cox, ed., VI Congress of the
International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies; Atlanta: Scholars Press,
1986; 255–76) 261f.
26. Muraoka, “Towards,” 262f.
27. See T. Muraoka, Lexicon, IX. In support of the assumption that Septuagintal worduse is representative of contemporary Hellenistic vernacular usage see J. A. L. Lee, A
Lexical Study of the Septuagint Version of the Pentateuch (Septuagint and Cognate Studies
14; Chico: Scholars Press, 1983) 11–30. See also M. Harl, G. Dorival, and O. Munnich, La
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of word-distribution which obtain within the corpus, i.e., the synonymy of semantically related words in parallel contexts, as well as the phenomenon of
collocation (where one word occurs habitually in conjunction with another). 28
From the evidence of such intra-lingual relations, he intends to draw a semantic “proﬁle” for each dictionary entry. Here he is in line with the structuralist
approach advocated by M. Silva, who would have us describe the usage of the
Septuagint as “part of speciﬁc semantic ﬁelds.” 29
For Muraoka’s analysis, there remains the need to identify a speciﬁc audience, an historical community of readers for whom the usage of the Septuagint
was understood in a determinate way at a given point in time. But it is precisely
here that the somewhat nebulous character of his approach becomes evident. In
locating his reader somewhere “in the last few centuries before the turn of the
era,” Muraoka as much as admits that he has not ﬁxed an historical point of reference. 30 For want of any external control, his analysis occupies a sort of diachronic no-man’s land. As I intend to show, this can result in unacknowledged
(and hence uncontrolled) recourse to the meaning of the source-text.
A comparison of the methodological proposals of Lust and Muraoka lays
bare an unresolved issue at the heart of present-day Septuagint lexicography.
Each proposes a corpus-based analysis of the text, but each differs in his attitude towards the information made available by such an analysis. The difference turns on the fact that the Septuagint is a translation. While Lust will
assign evidentiary value to translation-equivalency, Muraoka demurs; rather,
he looks to the distribution of words within the target-text. As K. Jobes and
M. Silva illustrate, this can result in disparate entries for the same lexeme. 31
In fairness to both scholars, such is to be expected from independent projects.
What is more interesting is the question of whether or not the assumptions underlying each dictionary can be reconciled in principle. Jobes and Silva apparently think so; they advise the lexicographer to take into account “both the
meaning of the Hebrew word and the use of the Greek word in the Hellenistic
world generally.” 32 But I would submit that these two sources of information
Bible grecque des Septante: Du Juddisme hellenistique au christianisme ancien (Paris:
Cerf, 1988) 233–35.
28. Muraoka, Lexicon, x–xi.
29. Silva, “Describing Meaning,” 20–22.
30. Muraoka, Lexicon, viii.
31. K. H. Jobes and M. Silva, Invitation to the Septuagint (Grand Rapids: Baker,
2000) 261f.
32. Jobes and Silva, Invitation, 262. Such an approach is advocated by R. Kraft,
“Approaches to Translation Greek Lexicography” (in R. A. Kraft, ed., Septuagintal Lexicography; Septuagint and Cognate Studies 1; Missoula: SBL, 1972; pp. 30–39) 33. “One
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give rise to incommensurable inferences, such that there is no way of arbitrating between them when they conﬂict. This is because each approach to the
text trades on a distinct folk-psychology of lexical meaning. While the ﬁrst locates meaning in the mind of the sender (in this case the translator), i.e., his
intention for the text, and so looks to the source-text for the sense of the message, the second locates it in the mind of the receiver (here, the reader), i.e.,
his understanding of the text, and so looks to the daughter for the sense of the
message. There is simply no way of bridging what are in fact rival interpretative stances. 33 At the same time, when semantic inferences drawn from the
two disagree, both cannot be right. We thus ﬁnd ourselves at an impasse.
Let us consider brieﬂy an example given by Jobes and Silva. For the passive form of ajporevw Muraoka offers “to be left wanting food, famished.” The
context of use is LXX–Hos 13:8 for which the Hebrew parent likely read
lwkv, in the sense of “bereaved.” Muraoka ignores the evidence of the parenttext, and infers a contextual sense for the Greek word from the translation itself. 34 Yet in so doing, he plays fast and easy with the expected meaning of the
target-lexeme under description. It is also interesting to observe that the verbal context from which he draws his inference is itself a function of the
source-text, i.e., the Greek follows its parent word-for-word. To treat such a
decidedly hybrid linguistic environment as bearing on the study of word-use
in the target-language is to say the least highly problematic. 35 Be that as it
may, Muraoka’s stated interest is the sense a reader might be expected to have
seeks to determine what an author or speaker had in mind when he used a particular word
or expression to move behind the external form of verbal communication to discover the
intent of the user. The lexicographer also is interested in how the word or expression is understood by readers and hearers at various times and places—what impact it has in the
general context of the language being used.”
33. Tov, “Greek Words,” 117, evidently assumes that the source-oriented approach will
somehow ﬁll in the gaps of a reception-oriented lexicography. “The rule of thumb we follow is that as long as possible we record the words of the LXX as if that text were a regular
Greek text, explaining the words—conjecturally—in the way which a Greek reader would
have taken them.” But, as we have seen, Tov is quite prepared to appeal to the intentions of
the translator when his “rule of thumb” fails him.
34. Here he cites with approval M. Harl, La Langue de Japhet: Quinze études sur la
Septante et le grec des Chrétiens (Paris, 1992) 38.
35. By hybrid I simply indicate that for whatever reason many formal features of the
parent-text are consistently present in the translation. A stronger position might hold that
this reﬂects a deliberate translation-strategy, a possibility I intend to address elsewhere. For
a stimulating discussion of the notion of hybrid translation, see C. Schaffner and B. Adab,
“Translation as Intercultural Communication—Contact as Conﬂict” (in M. Snell-Hornby,
Z. Jettmarova, and K. Kaindl, eds., Translation as Intercultural Communication; Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1997) 325–37.
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made of the text; but in an example such as this, it cannot help but strike one
that he is engaged in exegesis rather than lexicography.
Appealing to the intention of the translator, Jobes and Silva suggest that
ajporevw might rather have carried “a less frequently used sense of ‘wanting
for’ which in the context of Hos 13:8 could have been used with reference to
bereavement.” 36 The modal qualiﬁer “perhaps” betrays an aporia in this attempt to bridge the gap between what the text says and what it means; it betrays what, to borrow an expression from Lust’s deﬁnition of ajporevw, we
might call a “wanting for.” The verb ajporevw could “perhaps” have meant
many things to readers of this text, and no doubt did. What is wanting is some
principled basis for evaluating the evidence for the meaning of the word as
such. On this score, I see no reason why it cannot carry its customary sense, as
it does in 2 Macc 8:20, where it clearly means “to be distressed.” 37 But my
point here is simply that Jobes and Silva offer us no way of arbitrating between
the source-oriented method favoured by Lust and the reception-oriented approach of Muraoka. Both approaches can produce perplexing results, while
neither can resolve the difﬁculties of the other.
I would not deny that in certain cases we can make legitimate inferences
as to what translators intended to say in rendering a parent-text as they did. So
too, I am conﬁdent that at times we are able to infer how certain readers might
have made sense of the translator’s work. I am simply not sure what this sort
of analysis has to do with ascertaining the meaning of words, what information it contributes to entries in a bilingual dictionary. My suspicion that it has
no place in lexicography arises from the conviction that lexical meaning is
properly regarded as a social phenomenon. Under this view, lexicography is
not a psycholinguistic undertaking; the lexicographer is not in the business of
inferring what some individual, whether a translator or reader, might have
thought or felt on some particular occasion in the course of negotiating a text;
rather, his or her task is to identify the linguistic norms which inform such behaviour. In a paper delivered in 1985, Patrick Hanks put the matter succinctly:
he deﬁnes the job of lexicography as being “to discover and capture in words
what is conventional in a language.” 38 Because it is inextricably social, word36. Jobes and Silva, Invitation, 262.
37. Telling is the fact that the translator of Hos 13:8 chose not to supply a word speciﬁcally capturing the sense “loss of children,” e.g., the verb ajteknovw (rendering lwkv at
LXX–2 Rgns 17:8 in the very same simile as Hos 13:8) or ajteknÇa (LXX–Isa 47:9, again
rendering lwkv).
38. J. P. Hanks, “Evidence and Intuition in Lexicography” (in Meaning and Lexicography, 31–41) 32.
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use is rule governed; when we undertake the corpus-based analysis of some
body of literature we are, as it were, attempting to read-off the rules which underlie it. 39
Yet as readers of the Septuagint we are ever reminded that in translationliterature there can be a clash of conventions. Above, I spoke of the hybrid
character of some texts. Quite simply, there are occasions when the formal
properties of the source-language appear to have superseded the norms of the
target-language, in particular at the level of word selection, a phenomenon
aptly termed negative transfer. Both Lust and Muraoka deal with the problem
by appealing to psychological states, whether it be the intention of the translator or the understanding of the reader, but as we have seen this gives rise to
conﬂicting semantic inferences. In this respect, both positions are theoretically inadequate. What becomes apparent is that the evidentiary value of
translational usage for lexicography is by no means straightforward. 40 In fact,
the question needs to be asked whether or not the corpus-based lexicography
of a translational literature such as the Septuagint represents an intellectually
coherent undertaking. But before tackling this question, I shall illustrate
through example some of the issues which have been raised thus far.

A Cup by Any Other Name:
The Source-Oriented Approach to Translation-Lexicography
For the present discussion, I have chosen as an example the word lampavdion, occurring some five times in Rahlfs’ Septuaginta, not least because it is
an item for which the evidence of the Septuagint is crucial, there being no
consensus amongst Greek lexicographers as to either its form or meaning. A
number of issues are at stake: (1) whether or not the item occurring in the Septuagint carries the conventional denotation of lampavdion, i.e., “torch”; (2) the
bearing of its Hebrew counterpart on our provision of a dictionary meaning;
(3) whether it represents a distinct form, i.e., lampade∂on; (4) if it is read as
lampade∂on, how the meaning of that item is to be established.
Let us begin by glancing at the standard Greek-English lexicon, that of
Henry George Lidell and Robert Scott (extensively revised under the direction of Sir Henry Stuart Jones, and hence commonly referred to as the LSJ ).
If we go to the most recent edition, the ninth, we ﬁnd two entries relevant to
39. This does not necessarily imply that the rules governing word-use are deﬁnite and
ﬁxed. On this point, see L. Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations (New York: Macmillan, 1958) 38ff.
40. See Toury, Descriptive Translation Studies, 207f.
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our enquiry, entries which interestingly enough are absent in the ﬁrst edition
of 1843. 41 First of all, there is the new heading lampade∂on, attested by two
fourth-century bce inscriptions from Eleusis, and glossed “torch-holder.” The
addition of this item to the LSJ simply reﬂects the availability of an edited
copy of the inscriptions. Second, under the heading lampavdion, we ﬁnd the
additional entry “bowl of a lamp.” Here the Septuagint alone is cited. This entry is of a rather different sort than the ﬁrst. It represents one of a large number
of Septuagint citations which entered the dictionary in the early stages of its
revision, no doubt under the direction of A. H. McNeile who advised Sir
Henry Stuart Jones on this matter. 42 What we see here is an attempt to offer
wider coverage of the Biblical evidence, reﬂecting the increased interest in
Septuagint at the turn of the twentieth century, coupled with the recent publication of new research tools for its study, in particular the concordance of
Hatch and Redpath. Of interest is the fact that McNeile’s entry for lampavdion
ﬁnds no support outside of the Septuagint; furthermore, following upon the
main entry, it is quite unexpected; both conventional usage in antiquity, as
well as morphology, point to a deﬁnition like the following: “diminutive of
<lamp>; a small hand-held source of light, fuel-burning; typically a torch, frequently a runner’s-torch.” 43
In his lexicon of the Septuagint, Lust has a single relevant heading, lampavdion, under which he gives the following entry: “bowl (of a lamp), small
lamp; see krathvr.” Lust cites Exod 38:16 (bis), 1 Kgs 7:35 and Zech 4:2–3.
Muraoka also has a single heading, but reads the item in question as lampade∂on. He too defines it as “a bowl of a lamp,” citing Zech 4:2, 3. 44 For the
form of the Greek item, Muraoka appeals to the authority of Peter Walters,
who would have us emend lampadÇon to lampade∂on in each of its ﬁve occurrences in the Septuagint. 45 Let us begin then by addressing the question of
form. While how we read the item matters little to the lexicological point I
41. H. G. Liddell and R. Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon (revised by H. S. Jones et al.;
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1968).
42. See “Preface 1925,” in Liddell and Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, ix.
43. The lexicographical methodology underlying the LXX citations of the LSJ has been
widely criticized by Septuagint scholars. See J. Lee, “A note on Septuagint material in the
Supplement to Liddell and Scott,” Glotta 47 (1969) 234–42.
44. Muraoka indicates that it occurs twice in Zech 4:2–3 where it renders Hebrew hL:gu.
As for the Hebrew item, the MT reads HL:gu, as if from l/g with a feminine singular pronominal sufﬁx. Its emendation to hL:gu is on the authority of both Bredenkamp and Gesenius.
Stade took it as a shortened form of ht:L:g.U .
45. P. Walters, The Text of the Septuagint (D. W. Gooding, ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1973) 50f.
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wish to make, the way in which it has been treated by lexicographers proves
most illuminating.
The Greek form lampade∂on is to my knowledge attested only twice. As
the LSJ indicates, we ﬁnd both occurrences in lists of offerings received by
the Temple at Eleusis. 46 Included in these lists are domestic items of metalwork and pottery, including cups, pots, forks, spits, lamp-holders and stands.
In his Grammar of Attic Inscriptions, Konrad Meisterhans made the reasonable argument that the form lampade∂on is to be distinguished from the
widely attested lampavdion. 47 What we have, as Meisterhans showed, are two
denominatives derived from a single root, lampad-, one with the diminutive
afﬁx -ion, denoting a small-lamp, typically a torch, and one with the locative
afﬁx -e∂on. Meisterhans deﬁnes the latter item as “torch-holder.” This meaning works well in the context, and is consistent with the morphology of the
word. For a kindred formation we have only to look to lucne∂on, which, as it
happens, occurs in the very same inscription; this item is usually glossed
“lamp-stand.”
As a result of the phenomenon of itacism, it is not unlikely that other instances of lampade∂on were obscured in the course of transmission history,
that is, by being spelt with the -ion ending. 48 Walters’ argument is that this is
in fact what happened in the case of the Septuagint. Although this emendation
lacks manuscript support, it does commend itself to the attention of the textcritic. 49 We note, for instance, that in the description of the lamp-stand at
LXX–Exod 38:16 the words lampavdia and luvcnoi both occur. On the basis of
conventional usage, one could well take them for near-synonyms in this context. Since we would not expect this sort of redundancy from the translator,
we have a prima facie case for positing a difference in denotative meaning between the two words. The identity of the luvcnoi is not in question, so it is a
matter of accounting for the lampavdia. One might suggest that lampavdion
carries a unique meaning in the Septuagint, one otherwise unattested; but
46. See “Tabulae Curatorum Templi Eleusinii,” Inscriptiones Graecae, 1541, 1543 (see
also Addenda et Corrigenda 682c).
47. K. Meisterhans, Grammatik der Attischen Inschriften (Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 1900) 48–53.
48. Albert Pietersma has brought to my attention a parallel instance of this phenomenon
at Pseudo-Aristeas 319f, where M. Hadas rightly reads kulike∂on (cf. 1 Macc 15:32) rather
than kulivkion (cf. LXX–Esth 1:7). Aristeas to Philocrates (London, 1951).
49. I should note that the editor of the critical edition of Greek–Exodus, J. W. Wevers,
has not adopted the emendation. See his most recent discussion of the text, Notes on the
Greek Text of Exodus (Septuagint and Cognate Studies 30; Atlanta Scholars’ Press, 1990)
624.
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surely this is special pleading. On the whole, it seems more likely that the
translator used lampade∂on, a distinct lexeme. True, we are positing a form
without literary attestation. Yet for all that, Walters’ proposal is not as farfetched as it sounds. The fact remains that we do have the inscriptional evidence, whereas those who would attribute a special meaning to lampavdion
can appeal to no external evidence whatsoever.
What is puzzling, however, is that having emended the form in question to
lampade∂on, Walters goes on to assume that it denotes a bowl. As I have indicated, this in turn motivates the deﬁnition retailed by Muraoka. One does well
to ask how a torch-holder has metamorphosed into a bowl. The quick answer
is that lampade∂on here renders Hebrew hL:gu, and Walters follows Horst in understanding the latter to refer to a bowl ﬁlled with water as protection against
falling pieces of wick. But Horst’s explanation of the Hebrew text was hardly
decisive. Rather, what lies behind Walters’ assertion that lampade∂on means
“bowl” at LXX–Zech 4:2f. is, arguably, what I have called source-oriented lexicography. He has drawn together two distinct sorts of evidence, synonymy relations within the target-text, and translation-equivalencies between the targettext and the source, and upon these two pillars has mounted his induction.
Given that Walters’ deﬁnition of lampade∂on arises from a source-oriented
approach, it might at ﬁrst blush seem surprising that Muraoka should adopt it.
Having accepted the emendation, Muraoka had only to consult LSJ to ﬁnd the
gloss “torch-holder,” likely the conventional sense of the word. We must presume that his deﬁnition arises from the thematic context of the passage. The
object referred to by the Hebrew counterpart of lampade∂on at LXX–Zech
4:2f. is commonly taken to be a bowl of some sort, and one might hypothesize
that this was how the target-text was understood as well. In the absence of relevant external evidence, Muraoka makes an educated guess based on the
wording of the translation, yet in doing so he must perforce base his inference
on a verbal performance which was determined at least in part by the formal
properties of another language. This is where his reception-oriented principles
collapse into a source-oriented methodology.
Let us rehearse the source-oriented argument which lies behind both the
glosses provided by Walters and Muraoka for lampade∂on, as well as those of
LSJ and Lust for lampavdion. As I have indicated, starting from the phenomenon of translation-equivalency, this approach identiﬁes two sorts of evidence,
namely, inter-lingual and intra-lingual relations. We begin with the ﬁrst type,
the analysis of relations between a given target-lexeme and the sourcelexemes it renders. It is observed that in the Septuagint lampavdion (lampade∂on) occurs exclusively within descriptions of the lamp-stand. Across
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three distinct translation-units it renders three different Hebrew items, each of
which picks out a component of the lamp-stand generally taken to be a bowl
of some sort. The texts include LXX-Exod 38:16, where twice it renders the
Hebrew word ['ybIG;, LXX–3 Rgns 3:35, where once it renders jr'P<; and LXX–
Zech 4:3f. where twice it renders hL:gu. From this pattern of lexical relations
one is to infer a certain likelihood that lampavdion (lampade∂on) denotes a
bowl.
Next we turn to the analysis of intra-lingual relations, i.e., those which obtain between different translation-equivalents of the same source-lexeme. We
note that in the Book of Exodus the lamp-stand is described twice in what has
become known to scholarship as the Tabernacle Account. The account consists of two parallel texts, each detailing the assemblage of the Israelite wilderness shrine. The ﬁrst text, Exodus 25–31, takes the form of instructions
from God to Moses as to how the shrine is to be built; the second text, Exodus
35–40, provides an historical account of the accomplishment of these instructions. As David A. Dawson has shown, the two Hebrew texts are identical at
the micro-syntactical, lexical, and semantic levels, and differ only at the level
of discourse, i.e., one is procedural-instructional and the other historicalnarrative. 50 In the Greek translation, the texts differ considerably both at the
mircosyntactical and lexical levels, but are generally taken to agree at the semantic level. Now, whereas the ﬁrst section speciﬁes a set of almond-shaped
krathÅreÍ (LXX–Exod 25:30, 32, 33), or “bowls,” the second specifies a set of
almond-shaped lampavdia (lampade∂a) (LXX–Exod 38:16). Both sets of objects are clearly distinguished in each account from the branches of the lampstand as well as the lamps proper. For this reason, in their commentary on
Greek Exodus for La Bible d’Alexandrie, Alain Le Boulluec and Pierre Sandevoir suggest that the Greek expressions must in some sense be equivalent. 51
The words appear to exhibit what John Lyons would call near-synonymy. 52
This is, no doubt, why under the heading lampavdion, Lust refers his reader to
the item krathvr.
Thus we ﬁnd that our analysis of two sets of lexical relations converges on
a single point. On the one hand, lampavdion (lampade∂on) renders three Hebrew words, all of which are believed to refer to a bowl of some sort; on the
50. D. Dawson, Text-Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew (Shefﬁeld: Shefﬁeld Academic,
1994) 137–53.
51. A. Le Boulluec and P. Sandevoir, L’Exode (La Bible d’Alexandrie; Paris: Editions
du Cerf, 1989) 365.
52. John Lyons, Linguistic Semantics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995)
60.
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other hand, it would appear to exhibit near-synonymy with the word krathvr,
which undoubtedly means “bowl.” Adopting a source-oriented stance, we
might well conclude with Walters and Muraoka that lampade∂on be deﬁned as
a “bowl or lamp.” If we do not accept Walters’ emendation, we will then conclude with the ninth edition of LSJ, as well as Lust, that it is the word lampavdion which carries the sense “bowl” in the Septuagint. The net result is the
same as far as our dictionary entry is concerned.
And yet, one cannot help but wonder whether or not there has been a
sleight of hand here. After all, we are faced with the unsettling fact that the
sense “bowl” is not attested anywhere else for either Greek form. Furthermore, in both cases the inferred meaning is not what we would expect on the
basis of morphology. Here, I am reminded of the widely attested adjectival
formation lampavdioÍ, which means just what we would expect it to mean,
“torch-bearing.” Surely six occurrences of a word constitute a rather shaky basis upon which to construct a novel inference regarding its meaning, especially when the Greek text does in fact make sense when taken at face value,
which, incidentally, is what the translators of Greek Exodus for La Bible d’Alexandrie felt obliged to do. 53 It is signiﬁcant that having deﬁned lampade∂on
in a manner which ﬂies in the face of its morphology, Muraoka offers for comparison lampavÍ, lucnÇa, and luvcnoÍ, all regularly formed and conventionally
used words pertaining to lamps.
Let us then ask the question, just what sort of evidence would warrant introducing the dictionary entry “bowl of a lamp” into a lexicon, whether under
the heading lampade∂on or lampavdion. Surely, one would want evidence for
multiple independent attestation of the controversial meaning. But the fact
that the content of the entry would be based solely on the analysis of a
translation-corpus poses, I think, an even more serious problem. If there is a
fallacy lurking beneath the source-oriented analysis we have just worked
through, it is surely the idea that the intra-lingual and inter-lingual relations
evinced within a given translation represent distinct sorts of lexical evidence.
Surely the two are confounded. If a lexeme has been selected as a translationequivalent, it follows that its occurrence in a given context is inextricably
bound-up with the exigencies of translation. The lexical relations which obtain within a target-text, and those which obtain between the target-text and its
source, represent two sides of the same coin, a coin minted through the process of translation.

53. Boulluec and Sandevoir, L’Exode, 366.
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A Bowl Is a Bowl Is a Bowl:
The Target-Oriented Approach to Translation-Lexicography
For a translation such as Greek Exodus, I would urge that the occurrence
of lampavdion (lampade∂on) and krathvr in parallel contexts is of no semantic
signiﬁcance whatsoever, and this quite simply because the selection of each
word arose within the translator’s negotiation of the source-language. Since at
this stage in our analysis we have not as yet identiﬁed the underlying translation strategy or strategies which were at work in the relevant section of GreekExodus, we have no prima facie warrant for treating the two Greek contexts
as semantic parallels. Similarly, the fact that in the larger translation-corpus
lampavdion (lampade∂on) renders three Hebrew items all of which might be
glossed “bowl” is in itself not decisive either. It is altogether possible that the
translators elected to describe the lamp-stand in terms more appropriate to the
target-culture. 54
This line of reasoning might appear to favour Muraoka’s receptionoriented approach. While in the present example his method breaks down for
want of a clearly deﬁned point of reference, it could be argued that this will
prove the exception. But short of providing external evidence (positive evidence of how a given reader understood the text), which is impossible in most
instances, Muraoka has little choice but to rely on inferences drawn from the
thematic context of the word he is trying to deﬁne, or else the distribution of
that word throughout the corpus. Either way, he is coming to the translation
with the very same lexicographical assumptions one would bring to a nontranslational text. But we are dealing here with mhÅla and µyjIWPT". As Gideon
Toury has so cogently argued, there is a semiotic opposition between translational and non-translational usage of a theoretical nature. 55 This is due to the
fact that the criteria for word-selection in a translation will be governed, at
least in part, by the formal character of the parent-text, and not solely by the
54. In this regard, it is worth noting that when Philo draws upon the Greek text of the
Tabernacle Account in his treatises Life of Moses and Who is Heir? he shows knowledge of
both the procedural-instructional and historical-narrative sections of the Old Greek text;
yet when it comes to his own description of the lampstand, he consistently uses the term
lampavdion (or lampade∂on) rather than krathvr. Philo, Life of Moses, ii.99–104; Who is
Heir? xliv.215ff. This of course proves nothing, but it raises the question of whether or not
the item must carry a unique Septuagintal meaning. The simpler hypothesis is that Philo
uses it because its conventional denotation picks out a familiar component of the lampstand as he conceptualizes it.
55. Gideon Toury, “Translation-Speciﬁc Lexical Items and their Representation in the
Dictionary,” in Meaning and Lexicography (J. Tomaszczyk and B. Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, eds.; Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1990) 288.
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conventions of the target-language. It does not follow from this that a word so
chosen will somehow lose its conventional meaning and take on some new
meaning; on the contrary, it is simply to say that its occurrence in the translation is not a reliable indicator of that meaning. To see the point clearly, let us
consider how a Graeco-Jewish translator’s word choice can at once trade on
conventional meanings and yet, seemingly, involve their suspension.
At this point I shall again take up the idea that word-use is a rule-governed
behavior. Earlier I emphasized the importance of treating word-meaning as a
social phenomenon; here, I want to stress its cognitive dimension. What is required is a conceptualization of word-meaning which captures the individual’s internalization and negotiation of socially conditioned rules, i.e., one
that is adequate to the representation of these conventions in the mental lexicon. While such rules are shared by members of a language community, and
hence enjoy a degree of stability, it is clear that they are used ﬂexibly by individuals in a diversity of situations, that they are employed in novel ways, and
that they can change over time. Inherent in the criteria by which word-use is
governed, the semantic features proper to a given lexeme, is a certain indeterminacy. This is witnessed by their gradability, fuzziness and variable structure. 56 A favourite example of this phenomenon is the word “bird”; while by
convention this item contains the semantic feature “can ﬂy,” it nonetheless denotes creatures that do not in fact ﬂy. And so we ﬁnd that in many such cases
word-meaning is not well represented by a list of necessary and sufﬁcient criteria for class-membership; nor, for that matter, is it adequately captured by
the notion of prototypicality. 57 It is on the whole better to conceive of wordmeaning as a strategy for making the right inferences in certain speech-situations. Following Jackendoff, let us then represent lexical meaning in terms of
weighted preference-rules. 58
We might take the Greek word krathvr as an example. A krathvr typically
functions as a bowl for mixing water and wine, unlike a keravmion which is
used for storage; this distinction arises from a preference-rule for function.
Another preference-rule will pick out a certain height-width ratio for the
krathvr, e.g., “so wide and so deep”; this rule helps distinguish it from a
fiavlh, which is normally shallower than a krathvr. When we say that a preference rule is weighted we mean simply that a potential referent will adhere

56. B. Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, “Meaning Synonymy and the Dictionary,” in Meaning and Lexicography (181–208) 183.
57. R. Jackendoff, Semantics and Cognition (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1983) 109–27.
58. R. Jackendoff, Semantics, 128–58.
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more or less strongly to it, and hence be more or less likely to be identiﬁed as
a krathvr by a Greek speaker. Of course, the fact that words are used metaphorically indicates that certain preference rules can be singled out for their
exemplary value while others can be suppressed, but this facet of word-meaning has to be actively negotiated by the sender and receiver. 59
Preference rules are best thought of as being hierarchically organized in
tiers. This is particularly important if we are to describe the synonymy relations which obtain in translation-equivalency. In this regard, a useful
schema is provided by B. Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, who distinguishes between the necessity, centrality and typicality of semantic conditions. 60 Let us
take krathvr and ['ybIG; as an example. Insofar as they represent translationequivalents, it would not be wrong to infer, at least as a working hypothesis,
some degree of near-synonymy between them. But here it is very likely that
one will draw the wrong lexicographical conclusions. Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk reminds us that synonymy is never a given; rather it is established by a
speaker in some situation and to some end. In the present case, the translator
of Greek-Exodus has selected krathvr in this context in order that certain semantic features of the corresponding Hebrew may be transferred to the Greek
text. These transferred features will constitute only a subset of the centrality
and typicality preferences of the source-lexeme; conversely, only a subset of
the default preferences of the target-lexeme will be actualized in service to
this particular transference of meaning. Let us be more speciﬁc. In this case,
the Hebrew item denotes the ﬂower-shaped cups that function as lampholders; we have every reason to believe this usage to be conventional. The
Greek word krathvr, however, is not typically used in descriptions of lamps;
nor, if one considers its central features, is it particularly suited to such descriptions. The translator has made his choice on the basis of a single formal
feature of the lexeme, albeit a necessary one: krathvr like the root of ['ybIG;,
logically implies “a concave receptacle.” Now, what is happening here is a
process akin to metaphor; the conventional weighting of the preference rules
for krathvr has been suspended. Its typicality conditions have all but been ignored. At the same time, the translator is trading on a preference rule of the
highest order, one he can be sure his reader will correctly abstract from his de59. Here Gricean implicature comes into play. Faced with unexpected usage, the receiver gives the beneﬁt of the doubt to the sender, and so, rather than assuming a lack of
sense, seeks a “best ﬁt” between the applicable preference rules for the word and some
atypical referent. For a concise introduction to implicature, see Lyons, Linguistic Semantics, 271–90.
60. Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, “Meaning Synonymy and the Dictionary,” 184ff.
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faults, ﬁtting it to the present context. But while “concave receptacle” might
be said to be an analytic feature of both lexemes, it cannot be said to even begin to capture the meaning of either. The words are not near-synonyms; herein
lies the fallacy in Lust’s source-oriented approach. Rather, the transference of
meaning underlying this instance of translation-equivalency is more akin to
that on which a metaphor trades.
Even when the use of a lexeme within a translation can be shown to carry
its expected function within the target-language, it will often be seen to follow
an irregular pattern of distribution. 61 Again, this is due to the criteria by which
it was selected as a translation-equivalent. An obvious example occurs when
a Graeco-Jewish translator relies too much on his default equivalencies. The
default will tend to tag along with its Hebrew counterpart regardless of
whether its preference-rules for collocation are satisﬁed or not. To borrow an
example from John Lyons, in English we have a collocation rule for the word
“large” such that we would not say, “You are making a large mistake”; we
would say, “You are making a big mistake.” 62 It is precisely this sort of preference-rule that is suspended again and again in a translation such as the Septuagint, though often less subtly. The result is grammatical, but not always
well-formed.
Now it is true that within any act of communication the default values of
the relevant preference rules will be selectively actualized, this in accordance
with the context of use. But there are two things to note: ﬁrst, this actualization
is conditioned by the discourse within which the word occurs, and second, it
will adhere to certain socio-linguistic conventions; in both respects, it is a
phenomenon governed by the rules of a given linguistic system. In the case of
selecting a translation-equivalency, however, the actualization of semantic
values in one linguistic system is partly conditioned by the properties of another. While in a Hebrew description of the lamp-stand the use of ['ybIG; represents a contextually motivated use of the Hebrew item, we cannot infer this to
be the case for its translation-equivalent. This is because the latter was chosen
on the basis of its formal adequacy as the rendering of an item within the Hebrew description; its occurrence was not motivated by the semantic properties
of the parallel Greek description. For this reason, the use of the Greek word,
while intelligible, tells us nothing whatsoever about its meaning within the
Greek language. From the use of krathvr as a translation-equivalent for ['ybIG;,
we are not entitled to make inferences regarding the meaning of lampavdion
61. Toury. “Translation-Speciﬁc Lexical Items,” 288.
62. Lyons, Linguistic Semantics, 62.
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(lampade∂on) in the parallel context; they might be near-synonyms, they
might not; we simply don’t know.
And here is precisely where a reception-oriented approach such as Muraoka’s founders, for it attempts to draw inferences as to what Greek words
mean from their use in contexts conditioned by another linguistic system.
Now, it is altogether possible that once the Greek translation of Exodus became current, the meaning of krathvr altered accordingly. But one cannot assume this to have happened. To return to the analogy with metaphor, we
observe that when a word is used metaphorically the novel act of denotation
which results does not automatically become part of its meaning. This only
happens if this extended use becomes habitually associated with the word, and
so conventional for some language community (something which must be
demonstrated by the lexicographer before we can talk about a “new meaning”
for the word). The reception-oriented approach tends to collapse for want of
an adequate sense of what expectations the hypothetical reader brings to the
text. In the absence of evidence as to how the text was in fact being read at a
given point in time, the sort of methodology adopted by Muraoka will always
lead us back to the source-text, for in drawing inferences from the thematic
context one is reading off their deﬁnitions from discourse shaped in large part
by the formal features of the parent-text.
What is clear is that words are used somewhat differently in translations
than in non-translations, that this difference is systematic, and that it arises
from features proper to the source-language rather than the target-language.
Consequently, the usage of the translator can be satisfactorily analysed by the
linguist only under some theory which accounts for the translation as a fact of
the target-culture. In short, the lexicography of translation-literature requires
a theory of translation. 63 Returning to the immediate problem posed by the
Septuagint’s intriguing use of a word such as lampavdion (lampade∂on), we
see that any judgment regarding its evidentiary value will involve us in an explanation of why the item was selected as a translation-equivalent in the ﬁrst
place. What we require then is a model accounting for how the relevant translation-units were produced, under what circumstances, and to what end.

63. This point was made forcefully by J. Z. Smith in his Jordan Lectures, Drudgery Divine: On the Comparison of Early Christianities and the Religions of Late Antiquity (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1990) 79.
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Goodbye to All That:
Putting to Rest the Idea of a Septuagint Lexicon
What I would encourage is the adoption of a target-oriented framework
within which the constitutive character of the text as a translation can be
squarely addressed, i.e., the place of the text within the community of readers
by whom and for whom it was translated. Such an approach is most closely
associated with the work of Gideon Toury, who more than anyone has worked
through the methodological implications of regarding translations as “facts of
the culture which hosts them.” 64 While his departure point is the programmatic work of James S. Holmes, Toury gives the enterprise a decidedly semiotic turn. 65 Toury points to the need for translations to be located within
cultural systems, such that their text-linguistic features are described in relation both to the linguistic processes which underlie them, as well as to the use
to which they were put by participants in the host-culture (their function); any
fully adequate descriptive-explanatory study will attempt to account for the
interdependence of these three dimensions. 66 At the same time, it is desirable
that descriptive translation studies speak to the larger questions posed by the
phenomenon of translation itself. Here agnosticism is not a realistic option;
whatever their theoretical commitments, investigators do in fact approach
translations with tacit expectations as to what is more or less likely to be true
of them. What is called for is an elaboration of these expectations which is at
once theoretically motivated and empirically falsiﬁable (to the extent to which
that is possible, of course). Only in this way will the tendency of translation
studies to trade on arbitrary assumptions regarding translation behaviour, i.e.,
what is to be expected under such and such conditions, be remedied.
The study of any translation involves the researcher in the identiﬁcation
and classiﬁcation of certain key variables; inherent in any such classiﬁcation
is recourse to law-like generalizations which relate these variables to one another. Of particular interest in the present study is the phenomenon of interference. In this regard, Toury distinguishes between two types: negative transfer,
i.e., “deviations from normal, codiﬁed practices of the target system”; and
positive transfer, i.e., the “greater likelihood of selecting features which do

64. Toury, Descriptive Translation Studies, 24.
65. See the collected papers of J. S. Holmes, Translated! Papers on Literary Translation
and Translation Studies (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1988). In an astute review of Descriptive
Translation Studies, “Trading Sense,” Semiotic Review of Books 8/1, Daniel Simeoni observes that in “Toury’s remodeled landscape, cultural constraints run the show.”
66. See Toury, Descriptive Translation Studies, 23–39.
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exist and are used in any case.” 67 I have argued in effect that the translator’s
use of krathvr at LXX–Exod 25:30, 32, 33 is the result of negative transfer. In
so classifying the phenomenon, I bring it into relation with other variables.
One such variable is the translator’s deference to the surface make-up of the
source text. The theoretical import of this inference becomes apparent only
when we have recourse to the sort of law-like generalizations proposed by
Toury. One such law reads as follows:
The more a translation shows traces of interference, the more closely
the make-up of the source text can be hypothesized to have been leaned
upon in the translation process.
The relationship between these variables is borne out by the text-linguistic
make-up of the procedural-instructional section of the Tabernacle Account.
What we ﬁnd is that the selection and ordering of Greek lexemes by the translator bespeaks a remarkably high degree of ﬁdelity to formal features of the
Hebrew text. The translator’s choice of krathvr was clearly part of a larger
translation strategy seeking to render the parent-text in an item-by-item manner. Not surprisingly this strategy gave rise to many other instances of negative interference, as the following texts illustrate. Here I present the parent and
daughter-texts in coupled-pairs, units of comparative analysis deﬁned with a
view to establishing the decisions which were made by the translator and the
constraints under which those decisions were made. 68
MT–Exod 25:31–37 = LXX–Exod 25:30–37
rwhf bhz
ejk crusÇou kaqarouÅ

*
*

trnm
lucnÇan

*
*

tyc[w
kaµ poihvseiÍ

1
1

hvqm
toreuth;n

2
2

hkry
oJ kaulo;Í aujthÅÍ

3
3

hrwnmh *
hc[t *
th;n lucnÇan * poihvseiÍ *
hy[ybg
kaµ o¥ krathÅreÍ

*
*

hnqw
kaµ o¥ kalamÇskoi

*
*

67. Toury, Descriptive Translation Studies, 275.
68. See Toury, Descriptive Translation Studies, 87–101. “Units which are sure to be relevant to the kind of comparative study we have in mind can only be established ad hoc;
i.e., as the translation is being mapped onto its source-language counterpart. Moreover, if
their comparison is to be justiﬁable, units cannot be established for the two texts in isolation. Rather, segments of both should be deﬁned simultaneously, determining each other,
so to speak. In this sense, the units of comparative analysis would always emerge as coupled pairs of target- and source text-segments, ‘replacing’; and ‘replaced’ items, respectively.” (88f.).
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hyrtpk
kaµ o¥ sfairwthÅreÍ

4
4

wyhy *
hnmm
eßstai * ejx aujthÅÍ

5
5

µynq hvvw
e¶x de; kalamÇskoi

6
6

hrnm ynq hvlv
tre∂Í kalamÇskoi thÅÍ lucnÇaÍ

7
7

hrnm ynq hvlvw
kaµ tre∂Í kalamÇskoi thÅÍ lucnÇaÍ

8
8

hyjrpw
kaµ ta; krÇna

hydxm
ejk plagÇwn

*
*

*
*

µyaxy *
ejkporeuovmenoi *

djah hdxm
ejk touÅ klÇtouÍ aujthÅÍ touÅ eJno;Í
ynVh hdxm *
ejk touÅ klÇtouÍ touÅ deutevrou *

69

*
*

µydqvm
ejktetupwmevnoi karuÇskouÍ
jrpw rtpk
sfairwth;r kaµ krÇnon

*
*

*
*

µy[bg hvlv
kaµ tre∂Í krathÅreÍ

9
9

djah hnqb 10
ejn tåÅ eJnµ kalamÇskå 10

jrpw rtpk djah hnqb µydqvm µy[bg hvlvw 11
---------------------------------------------------- 11
hrnmh ˆm *
µyaxyh *
µynqh tvvl *
ˆk 12
ejk thÅÍ lucnÇaÍ * to∂Í ejkporeuomevnoiÍ * to∂Í e¶x kalamÇskoiÍ * ou§twÍ 12
µydqvm *
µy[bg h[bra *
hrnmbw 13
ejktetupwmevnoi karuÇskouÍ * tevssareÍ krathÅreÍ * kaµ ejn t¬Å lucnÇç 13
hyjrpw hyrtpk 14
o¥ sfairwthÅreÍ kaµ ta; krÇna aujthÅÍ 14
hnmm µynqh ynv tjt rtpkw 15
oJ sfairwth;r uJpo; tou;Í duvo kalamÇskouÍ ejx aujthÅÍ 15
hnmm µynqh ynv tjt rtpkw
16
hnmm µynqh ynv tjt rtpkw
17
kaµ sfairwth;r uJpo; tou;Í tevssaraÍ kalamÇskouÍ ejx aujthÅÍ 16/17
hrnmh ˆm *
µyaxyh *
µynqh tvvl * ------- 18
ejk thÅÍ lucnÇaÍ * to∂Í ejkporeuomevnoiÍ * to∂Í e¶x kalamÇskoiÍ * ou§twÍ 18
wyhy
eßstwsan

*
hnmm
* ejx aujthÅÍ

*
µtnqw
* kaµ o¥ kalamÇskoi

*
µhyrtpk 19
* o¥ sfairwthÅreÍ 19

rwhf bhz tja hvqm hlk 20
o§lh toreuth; ejx eJno;Í crusÇou kaqarouÅ 20
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h[bv hytrn ta tyc[w 21
kaµ poihvseiÍ tou;Í luvcnouÍ aujthÅÍ eJptav 21
hytrn ta hl[hw 22
kaµ ejpiqhvseiÍ tou;Í luvcnouÍ 22
hynp rb[ l[ ryahw 23
kaµ fanouÅsin ejk touÅ eJno;Í proswvpou 23
With a few exceptions, the coupled pairs are characterized by (1) quantitative
identity (the number of words in the source-text governs that of the targettext), (2) lexical isomorphism (the selection and deployment of sourcemorphemes governs the selection and deployment of target-morphemes),
(3) metaphrasis (constituent order within source-phrases governs the ordering
of target-phrases), and (4) linearity (the inter-sentential relations of the sourcetext govern the make-up of the target-text). These four features exhibit an
obvious interdependence, and we are right to speak of there being a patterned
relationship between the parent and daughter-text, one, I would suggest, usefully captured by the ﬁgure of interlinearity, i.e., the image of one text running
below the other. 69
On the assumption that the MT faithfully represents the parent of the Septuagint translation, there are of course a number of apparent exceptions to
strict interlinearity in the example above. First, we observe what appears to be
an obvious problem for the hypothesis, namely the fact that one line of the
source-text (#11) is altogether lacking a target-counterpart. Yet, it is reasonable in this case to posit the occurrence of parablepsis (from the phrase rtpk
jrpw at the end of #10 to jrpw rtpk of #11). 70 This leaves four significant departures from interlinearity: (1) the presence of conjunctions in the Greek of
## 4 and 5, (2) the item ou§twÍ at #18, (3) the rendering of the Hebrew participle µydqvm by the phrase ejktetupwmevnoi karuivskouÍ, and (4) the collapsing of ##16 and 17 into a single Greek line. In the ﬁrst case, it is not
impossible that the additional conjunctions were present in the parent text.
But one need not assume this to have been so, and in fact it is best not to, lest
one invite the accusation of special pleading. All that must be conceded is that
the translator took them to be present. This is to say that their presence can be
accounted for by appeal to what I would call the expected text. We again in69. For a succinct discussion of the notion of interlinearity as it applies to Septuagint
studies, see “To the Reader of NETS” (in Pietersma, The Psalms, i–xviii) viii–xiv. Also see
Cameron Boyd-Taylor, “A Place in the Sun,” BIOSCS 31 (71–105) 71–77.
70. As we might expect, the Hexaplaric text supplies the missing line. See Wevers,
Notes on the Greek Text of Exodus (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990) 407.
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voke the expected text at #18, where the presence of ou§twÍ has likely arisen
from assimilation to #2 (where the item is warranted by ˆk).
As for the translator’s rendering of µydqvm by a phrase, admittedly it looks
like a break with quantitative identity; but it could well represent a compromise. This is to say that in his desire to render a participle by a participle, and
so maintain lexical isomorphism, the translator was required to introduce the
second item to specify the action of the Greek verb. In this way, it would have
been a matter of prioritizing one dimension of interlinearity over another, not
an abandonment of the strategy itself.
It is only when we come to the summary rendering of lines ##16 and 17 that
we ﬁnd a major departure from the interlinear norm. This, however, is surely
the exception that proves the rule; for it shows us what the translator could
have done at other points in the translation but chose not to do. What this indicates is that the relationship between the target-text and the source is rulegoverned; the translator was evidently working in accordance with an interrelated family of norms. These norms constitute the expectations of his modelreader, the reader he posited in the act of translating the text. He is able to
deviate from the expectations of this reader, but seldom does. 71 What is

71. Hence, the translator attempted to represent the components of the lamp along the
lines set out by the Hebrew parent. One apparent exception is at 25:31 where the MT reads
the singular of hnq while the Greek provides the plural of kalamÇskoÍ. This equation holds
also in the procedural-instructional account at Exod 25:31 (MT 25:32) three times, at 25:32
(MT 25:33) twice, at 25:34 (MT 25:35) thrice, and at 25:36 (= MT); in each case the Hebrew refers to the ‘branches’ of the lampstand. The Greek item is introduced by the translator of this account without Hebrew warrant at Exod 25:33 (MT 25:34) where it again refers
to the ‘branches’. The only exception to this equation is at 30:23 (= MT), where kavlamoÍ
[reed, cane] is supplied in a context in which the Hebrew item refers literally to ‘cane’.
Elsewhere the MT uses the plural form, except at 37:17 where the singular is used in the
parallel to 25:31. The nrsv takes the singular form of the Hebrew noun to denote the
“shaft” of the lampstand, and the plural form to denote its “branches.” The translator would
appear to ignore this distinction, if indeed it is a valid one at all. The Samaritan text has the
plural of hnq in both instances, which might appear to support the idea that parent of the
Old Greek shared this reading. Yet, the Samaritan text also pluralizes the adjacent ˚ry,
which the Greek does not; hence their agreement on the plural for hnq could easily be fortuitous. It is likely that the MT reading is the earliest, with the Samaritan text arising from
assimilation to the more usual plural form of each item. The author of the Hebrew text evidently used both the singular of ˚ry and that of hnq each in a collective sense, the former to
denote the feet into which the central shaft branched at the bottom, and the latter to denote
all the branches together, both in the shaft and separately. In this case, the parent of the
LXX could well have read the singular form of hnq; since it would then refer to all the
branches, the plural form in the Greek is not inappropriate. The nrsv’s differentiation between “base,” “shaft,” and “branches,” insofar as it implies a threefold terminological distinction, is therefore spurious. Rather, 25:31, and all subsequent references to the lamp,
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interesting is the way he often abides by the norm of interlinearity despite himself. As J. W. Wevers observes, while providing tevssareÍ rather than duvo in
line #16/17, and so collapsing the two Hebrew lines into one line of Greek (in
what is perhaps a nod to the Grecian expectation of succinctness), he nevertheless leaves sfairwthvr in the singular form of its Hebrew counterpart, thereby
preserving lexical isomorphism at the expense of grammatical concordance! 72
What I would argue is that the presence of negative transfer in this particular example should be understood not only as a text-linguistic feature of the
translation, but also with respect to the cultural system within which the translation was produced. This is to view the phenomenon in terms of the institutional expectations placed upon the translator by the community of readers for
whom he produced the text. 73 We can infer that the verbal make-up of his
translation was conditioned by the fact that it was expected to reﬂect the formal
features of the parent-text. To further illuminate this point, we turn to another
variable, this one socio-cultural, identiﬁed by Toury as the degree of resistance
within the translator’s target audience to linguistic interference from the
source-language. Toury proposes the following law-like generalization. 74

Communities differ in terms of their resistance to interference,
especially of the ‘negative’ type
Given the high degree of interference in the procedural-instructional description of the lamp-stand, we can infer that the translator’s community was
minimally resistant to the phenomenon. This in itself is of considerable sociocultural interest, but that is a matter for another day. With respect to the lexicographical question before us, the implications are clear enough. The translator was evidently working within a sub-culture for which the verbal makeup of the translation did not need to adhere to the current conventions of the
presupposes a twofold distinction between the feet base and the branches. As we shall see,
the Greek of TA adheres to this twofold distinction.
72. J. W. Wevers, Notes, 408.
73. See T. Hermans, “Translation as Institution” (in Translation as Intercultural Communication, 3–20). “It is part of the ambivalence of the translated text that it is expected to
comply with both the translational and the textual norms regarded as pertinent by a given
community in a given domain. If the translation does this, because the translator has made
the requisite choices, it will be deemed a ‘legitimate’ translation. Learning to translate correctly, then, means precisely the acquisition of that competence, i.e., of the skills required
to select and apply those norms that will help to produce legitimate translations, that is to
say translations socially recognized as legitimate within a certain community and its concept of translation. Translation is a socially regulated activity (9f.).”
74. Toury, Descriptive and Translation Studies, 277.
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Greek linguistic system; in fact, it would appear that what was required by this
sub-culture was a text more or less transparent to the norms of the sourcelanguage. This being so, the very idea of treating the usage of the translation
as lexicographical evidence, i.e., evidence for norms proper to the targetlanguage, is entirely ill-conceived. To the extent that we can generalize from
the present example, the entire enterprise of Septuagint lexicography becomes
questionable.
And so, by a circuitous route, we return to the beginning, that is, the assumption within Septuagint studies that a lexicon is not only a desideratum
but the desideratum. What may perhaps seem remarkable is that during the
course of what otherwise was a linguistically sophisticated discussion, the
fundamental question of whether or not the Septuagint should be treated as a
corpus for lexicographical purposes was never really posed. Rather, the need
for corpus-based lexicographical study was regarded as a given. This is not to
say that there were not voices of caution, even amongst key participants in the
seminal IOSCS publication Septuagintal Lexicography. In a brief note written
jointly by S. Brock and J. Lee, three pitfalls are identiﬁed: (1) equating the
meaning of a Greek word with that of the Hebrew word it represents, (2) giving too much weight to etymology, and (3) giving a word a sense inherent in
the context. 75 Their ﬁrst point places a question mark against Lust’s approach,
the third against that of Muraoka. But taken together, the two points raise the
issue of whether any corpus-based study of Septuagintal usage is really viable.
In an early article reprinted in Septuagintal Lexicography, G. B. Caird identiﬁes two sorts of Septuagintal usage which have no place in a Greek lexicon,
namely, “neologisms, invented by the translator, usually by analogy with
other accepted forms,” and “strained or unnatural usage, produced by mechanical methods of translation.” 76 Caird’s criterion for inclusion is whether such
usage became part of current speech. Now, it is not clear whether Caird would
have us exclude these items from a dictionary of the Septuagint. But if a Septuagint lexicon is not a Greek dictionary of some sort, we are right to ask just
what in fact it is.
What has been lacking has been any concerted interest in pulling together
the methodological scruples of scholars such as Lee, Brock, and Caird and
making the right inference, namely, that corpus-based analysis is ruled out in
the case of a translation-corpus such as the Septuagint. The reason this conclusion was never drawn is not difﬁcult to fathom. In the early years of the
75. Brock and Lee, “Memorandum,” 22.
76. Caird, “Towards a Lexicon of the Septuagint,” 112.
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IOSCS, most participants felt the need to make a case for Septuagint studies
as a distinct discipline. This often as not entailed advertising the Septuagint as
a body of literature with its own value and merit. 77 In Academia, a literature
is constituted by the convergence of scholarly practices; traditionally, philology and lexicography have played a deﬁning role here. To establish a literary
discipline is ipso facto to make a case for the development of special methodological tools, preeminently lexica. Hence it is not surprising that while the
IOSCS ultimately turned its attention to other projects, there was never any
real attempt to question the theoretical presuppositions of the lexicon project.
But with a translation in press, and a commentary series on the horizon, it is
time that the idea be put to rest.
One is of course right to ask just what sort of evidence the Septuagint can
provide the lexicographer under a target-oriented approach. Quite simply, the
degree and character of linguistic interference in the corpus is such that the
burden of the argument will always be on the lexicographer who wants to appeal to its usage. As a rule, the evidentiary value of the Septuagintal is always
in question. Hence, one must proceed in a case by case manner. Clearly, however, the text has something to tell us about the Greek language of its time.
In this regard, I would suggest that under a target-oriented approach the task
of the Septuagint scholar is one of establishing the existing linguistic conventions of the language, and only then, through the judicious use of nontranslational evidence, identifying those conventions which likely arose within
the host-culture of the Septuagint, i.e., the Graeco-Jewish community of readers for whom it was produced. Such an undertaking will not yield a lexicon of
the Septuagint, but it will make an important contribution to a lexicon of the
Greek language as it was in fact used.
A ﬁne example of the role for Septuagint scholarship in Greek lexicography is provided by our discussion of the presence of lampavdion (lampade∂on)
in the description of the lamp-stand found in the historical-narrative account
of the Tabernacle. If we turn to the larger context within which the item occurs
(MT–Exod 37:17–23 = LXX–Exod 38:13–17), we ﬁnd that the translator’s
dependence upon the formal characteristics of the parent-text is minimal.
Consequently, we would expect less negative transfer. This is vividly illustrated when we identify the relevant coupled pairs:
77. The case for appreciating the intrinsic value of the Septuagint has been made most
eloquently by J. W. Wevers. See for example his Notes on Exodus, xvi: “The Greek Pentateuch is a humanistic document of great value for its own sake; this means that Exod is of
real interest by itself even without reference to a parent text. It represents what Alexandrian
Jewry of the third b.c. century thought their Hebrew Bible meant.”
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rwhf bhz hrnmh ta c[yw 1
hrnmh ta hc[ hvqm
wyh hnmm hyjrpw hyrtpk hy[ybg hnqw hkry
hydxm µyaxy µynq hVvw
djah hdxm hrnm ynq hvlv
ynVh hdxm hrnm ynq hvlvw
kaµ ejpoivhsen th;n lucnivan h¶ fwtÇzei crushÅn sterea;n
to;n kaulovn kaµ tou;Í kalamivskouÍ ejx ajmfotevrwn tΩn merΩn aujthÅÍ

1

hnqb µydqvm µy[bg hvlv 2
jrpw rtpk djah
hnqb µydqvm µy[bg hvlvw
jrpw rtpk dja
hrnmh ˆm µyaxyh µynqh tvvl ˆk
hyjrpw hyrtpk µydqvm µy[bg h[bra hrnmbw
hnmm µynqh ynv tjt rtpkw
hnmm µynqh ynv tjt rtpkw
hnmm µynqh ynv tjt rtpkw
hnmm µyaxyh µynqh tvvl
wyh hnmm µtnqw µhyrtpk
rwhf bhz tja hvqm hlk
h[bv hytrn ta c[yw
rwhf bhz hyttjmw hyjqlmw
hta hc[ rwhf bhz rkk
hylk lk taw
ejk tΩn kalamivskwn aujthÅÍ o¥ blastoµ ejxevconteÍ
tre∂Í ejk touvtou kaµ tre∂Í ejk touvtou ejxisouvmenoi ajllhvloiÍ
kaµ ta; lampavdia aujtΩn a§ ejstin ejpµ tΩn aßkrwn karuwta; ejx aujtΩn
kaµ ta; ejnqevmia ejx aujtΩn i§na w®sin ejp∆ aujtΩn o¥ luvcnoi
kaµ to; ejnqevmion to; e§bdomon ajp∆ aßkrou touÅ lampadÇou ejpµ thÅÍ korufhÅÍ
aßnwqen stereo;n o§lon crusouÅn
kaµ eJpta; luvcnouÍ ejp∆ aujthÅÍ crusouÅÍ
kaµ ta;Í labÇdaÍ aujthÅÍ crusaÅÍ kaµ ta;Í ejparustrivdaÍ aujtΩn crusaÅÍ

2

We see at a glance that this translation-unit is not typical of the Septuagintal translation corpus. Only two coupled pairs can be established, in contrast
to the forty-six pairs of the procedural-instructional account. While the Greek
text is highly compressed, the translator introduces various details without
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direct warrant from the parent-text. Thus, the lamp-stand is characterized as h¶
fwtivzei. There are additions which explain the position and function of various features. 78 Yet, for all that it remains a translation. 79 This is to say that a
relationship of dependency obtains between the Greek and Hebrew texts,
such that the content of the Greek text, as well as certain features of its makeup, have clearly arisen from an effort to transfer the meaning of the corresponding Hebrew text (or one very much like it) into the Greek linguistic system. At the same time, there is sufﬁcient independence on the Greek side that
we can assume that certain conventions proper to the target-culture have
played a role in its production. This is borne out by a comparison of the terminology used in the Greek and Hebrew texts to identify the principal sections
of the lamp-stand.
According to both accounts of the Hebrew text, the lamp-stand [hrwnm] has
a ﬂoral design. It consists of a base [˚ry], and six branches [hnq]; on each
branch there are three cups [[ybg] shaped like almond blossoms [dqv], each
consisting of (i) a calyx [rwtpk], or receptacle, at the base of the blossom, and
(ii) the petals which comprise the ﬂower itself [jrp]. On the stand itself there
are four further sets of cups, each set beneath a pair of branches.
For ˚ry the Greek translator of the procedural-instructional account provides kaulovÍ, which can carry the sense of “shaft.” 80 This rendering picks out
both the base and shaft of the lamp, excluding its separate branches; hence the
translator has inadvertently denoted a section of the lamp covered in the Hebrew text by hnq (i.e., the shaft). It is likely that he then provides the plural of
kalamivskoÍ (to be glossed “little stalk”; diminutive of kavlamh) for the singular hnq in order to specify the extending branches, which in his description are
all that remain to be described. By selecting the translation-equivalents he
has, the translator achieves the total effect of the Hebrew (conceptualizing the
entire lamp through a twofold reference to its feet and branches), while at the
same time maintaining a quantitative identity between the terminology of parent and daughter.
In his depiction of the cups, the translator of the ﬁrst account renders [ybg
by krathvr, which (as I have indicated) is a rather unexpected equivalency,

78. D. W. Gooding, The Account of the Tabernacle (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1959) 55. Gooding ﬁnds the text strongly reminiscent of the Targums.
79. Pace Wevers, Notes, 623. “Exod is hardly a translation of MT, nor does it follow the
A account.”
80. The other occurrence of this Hebrew word in the procedural-instructional account at
Exod 28:42 denotes human anatomy and is rendered accordingly by the Greek (28:38).
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given that the Greek word typically denotes a “large mixing vessel.” 81 Rather
than employ the appropriate Greek terminology for the object under description, he has sought to establish an identity between the basic ﬁgure picked out
by the preference-rules of the respective Hebrew and Greek lexemes. 82 This
observation in turn sheds some light on his next translation-equivalency, the
rendering of rwtpk by sfairwthvr. As it happens, this word is not attested in
literature pre-dating the LXX. 83 A clue to its meaning is perhaps to be found
in the use of its adjectival cognate sfairwtovÍ. Xenophon uses this word to denote an object with a ball at the end. 84 It is tempting to think that sfairwthvr
carries the idea of “rounded protuberance”; this would account both for its appearance in the description of a “thong strap” at LXX–Gen 14:23, as well as
the “calyx” of Greek Exodus. 85 Its occurrence in the Greek description of the
lamp-stand represents an attempt to convey a formal feature of the calyx
rather than its function. We see this again with the last item, Hebrew jrp,
which is rendered krivnon, or “lily.” Evidently the translator imagined the jrp
as lily-like.
The selection of translation-equivalents for the Greek procedural-instructional account is, on the whole, consistent with the hypothesis of interlinearity. The translator provides a vivid if idiosyncratic depiction of the lamp. In
the Greek of the historical-narrative account (LXX–Exod 38:13–17), however, a rather different picture of the lamp-stand emerges. At 38:14–15 the
translator follows the ﬁrst Greek account in supplying kalamÇskoÍ for hnq. It
is not an obvious equation, and so the question arises as to whether this reﬂects literary dependence of some sort, but this is a matter which I shall address elsewhere. As it happens, this equation marks the extent of any obvious
relationship between the two accounts. Already at 38:15 (= MT 37:19), where
81. This equation holds in all instances for the procedural-instructional account, i.e., at
Exod 25:30 (MT 25:31), 25:33 (MT 25:34), and 25:34 (MT 25:35).
82. At the same time, having chosen this translation equivalent, he employs it univocally. This is also the case with kalamivskoÍ, which is used exclusively to denote the
branches of the lamp and never reed or cane as such.
83. At LXX–Gen 14:23 it renders Hebrew ˚wrc [thong]; yet, it is not methodologically
legitimate to infer that the Greek word carries this Hebrew meaning. Rather, for the purposes of lexicography, the translation equivalency represents a mere performance phenomenon; any hypothesis regarding the meaning of the word should be able to account for this
equivalency, but the equivalency is not in itself evidence for the meaning of the word.
84. Xenophon, Eq., 8.10.
85. A kindred nominal formation sfaÇrwma, which is well attested, refers to anything
made round or globular; it is possible that this form inﬂuenced both the formation and the
use of our item.
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the translator turns to the decoration of the lamp, new vocabulary is introduced. Here, the correspondence between the Greek and Hebrew texts is oblique but not entirely obscure. Where the MT describes the position of the
cups, the Greek translator introduces the word blastovÍ. The Greek item denotes the part of a plant from which its blossoms arise, and is naturally associated with branches and the fruit they bear. Hence, it is quite appropriate in
the description of ﬂoral design; by this word he evidently means to denote the
µydqvm µy[bg of the Hebrew, which might be glossed “cups shaped like almond blossoms.” What is interesting is that in doing so he is employing an image altogether his own; unlike the translator of the ﬁrst account, he is not
simply providing a translation equivalent, but describing the lamp in his own
terms.
Having conveyed the ﬂoral design of the cups with a single word, the
translator of the second account evidently felt no need to refer explicitly to either the rwtpk or jrp. Hence where the Hebrew text describes the position of
each calyx, he introduces a notion peculiar to his account, that of the lampavdion (lampade∂on) ( 38:16 = MT 37:21). Given that there are formal and substantive correspondences between the Greek and Hebrew descriptions, it is
tempting, of course, to infer that this item has a Hebrew counterpart. Since
rwtpk and jrp are evidently subsumed under blastovÍ, lampavdion (lampade∂on) might stand in for [ybg. 86 But all one can really say is that in the
Greek text the word lampavdion (lampade∂on) is used where we might otherwise have expected to see krathvr.
To gain some interpretive purchase on this text, we can do no better than
to consult a later Graeco-Jewish description of the lamp-stand, one free of
scriptural quotation. Such a text, I would suggest, is to be found in the
Philonic corpus. We note that in his Life of Moses Philo’s allegorical description of the lamp-stand distinguishes between the klavdoÍ, the lampavdion
(lampade∂on) and the luvcnoÍ. 87 His use of klavdoÍ, here denoting “branch,” a
word never used in Septuagintal descriptions of the lamp-stand, would suggest that in this context he is not drawing upon a speciﬁc text from the translation corpus, but simply working with his own preferred vocabulary. The
burden of the argument falls squarely on those who would suggest that Philo’s
usage is at odds with contemporary Greek convention. Thus, however we understand lampavdion (lampade∂on), we see that it evidently has its place in a
coherent description of the lamp-stand independent of the Hebrew text.
86. See Wevers, Notes, 624.
87. Philo, Life of Moses, 102–103.
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It would thus appear that the translator of the historical-narrative account,
followed it would seem by the translators of LXX–Zech 4:3f. and LXX–
3 Rgns 3:35, as well as Philo, imagined the lampavdion (lampade∂on) to be a
principal feature of the lamp-stand. Since there is no evidence that the translator’s use of lampavdion (lampade∂on) is merely a stylistic variation on the
procedural-instructional account (krathvr), we can infer with some plausibility that what is at stake is not simply different vocabulary, but a different way
of characterizing the principal features of the lamp-stand. It is in this light, I
would submit, that the translator’s much disputed use of ejnqevmion at 38:16
(MT 37:21) should be seen. 88 As J. W. Wevers points out, the meaning of this
item is to be found in the following i§na clause (unwarranted by the Hebrew!),
which describes its function, i.e., i§na w®sin ejp∆ aujtΩn o¥ luvcnoi. 89 Again,
there is little sense in identifying a Greek counterpart to this term in the procedural-instructional account; nor is there a corresponding lexeme in the Hebrew text the meaning of which ejnqevmion has simply carried over to the
Greek. We might rather follow Wevers in looking to its etymological sense,
i.e., “receptacle,” and take it as a feature of the description peculiar to the
translator. 90
It is evident that the components of the lamp-stand described in the Greek
historical-narrative account do not map onto those of the Hebrew. 91 The conception is distinct. This, I would submit, gives the lexicographer a prima facie
warrant for taking the presence of lampavdion (lampade∂on) in this context as
evidence for the meaning of the Greek word itself, however we choose to read
it. As the commentators in La Bible d’Alexandrie conclude, and as Philo perhaps already knew, the item quite likely represents an integral component of a
coherent description of the lamp-stand, one oriented to the expectations of the
target-culture and therefore to the performance-rules of the target-language.
Of course, I am not suggesting that a single instance provides sufﬁcient basis
for the establishment of word-meaning; I merely point out that due to the low
degree of negative transfer, the text gains the very sort of evidentiary value
88. Wevers, Notes, 625, attributes the widely attested variant ajnqevmion to the proximity
of botanical terms. The lemma certainly represents the more difﬁcult reading. Yet many
commentators follow Grabbe in reading ajnqevmion. See Gooding, Account, 56; Walters, The
Text, 51; Le Boulluec and Sandevoir, L’Exode, 366.
89. Wevers, Notes, 626.
90. Wevers, Notes, 626.
91. Gooding, Account, 57, notes that “it is impossible to say with certainty what Hebrew words lie behind its description.” Yet, pace Gooding, I do not ﬁnd the Greek text “inextricably confused.” Rather, as Boulluec and Sandevoir, L’Exode, 366, point out, it reads
to my mind as a coherent description of the lamp-stand.
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lacking in the parallel procedural-instructional account. 92 And so, even with
the stringent restrictions I have urged be placed upon it, the Septuagint does
offer the Greek lexicographer the possibility of real discovery.
92. This being so Walters’ emendation ﬁnds legitimate contextual support. Since the
translation-unit evidently distinguishes the lampavdia (lampade∂a) from the luvcnoi the
former cannot very well be “little torches.” Hence, lampade∂a, “torch-holders,” is the preferred reading. This then means that the Septuagint provides evidence for the loss of the
form lampade∂on through itacism. Consequently, the lexicographer has the warrant he or
she needs for revisiting the various occurrences of lampavdion in Greek literature. It is more
than likely that there are further instances of lampade∂on which have been obscured by the
copying of texts and the ravages of time.
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Intertextuality in the Septuagint:
The Case of Isaiah 19
Mirjam Croughs
Leiden University

It is well known that the Septuagint translation of Isaiah (LXX–Isa) bears
a special character. This has to do above all with the fact that the translator left
his own stamp on the text: he not only translated his Hebrew “Vorlage” but
also gave an interpretation of it and paraphrased it. 1 One important feature of
this personal character of the LXX–Isa text lies in the use the translator made
of other passages in Scripture, that is, in his application of intertextuality. In
addition to using passages that appeared elsewhere in the book of Isaiah itself,
in many cases he borrowed from other biblical books as well. The reasons for
this could have been both practical and theological: practical, because in this
way the translator could use existing and in many cases (especially when he
made use of the LXX of the Pentateuch) already accepted translations, so that
he did not need to search for the words himself; theological, because by adopting words and phrases from other parts of the Bible, he could implicitly refer
to those places and link them to his Isaiah text.
In this article, I want to give some examples to illustrate the phenomenon
of intertextuality in LXX–Isaiah. These examples will be taken from Isaiah
19, the famous oracle against Egypt. 2

Author’s note: Many thanks to Prof. Dr. T. Muraoka for his support and critical comments.
1. Cf. for example: A. van der Kooij, Textzeugen des Jesajabuches (Göttingen, 1981)
29; J. Ziegler, Untersuchungen zur Septuaginta des Buches Isaias (Münster, 1934) 7, 8.
2. The Greek text used for this purpose is the critical Isaiah edition of the “Göttinger
Septuaginta-Unternehmen”: J. Ziegler, Isaias (Septuaginta; Göttingen, 1939).
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Verse 1
MT:
LXX:

wyn;P:mI µyir'x}mI ylEylIa” W[n;w] µyir'x}mI ab:W lq' b[:Al[" bkErø hw;hy] hNehI µyir;x}mI aC…m"
/Br]qiB} sM"yi µyir'x}mI bb"l}W
£OrasiÍ ∆Aiguvptou. ∆Idou; kuvrioÍ kavqhtai ejpµ nefevlhÍ kouvfhÍ kaµ
h§xei e√Í A≥gupton kaµ seisqhvsetai ta; ceiropoÇhta A√guvptou ajpo;
proswvpou aujtouÅ kaµ hJ kardÇa aujtΩn hJtthqhvsetai ejn aujto∂Í.

ylyla – ceiropoÇhta
The word ceiropoÇhtoÍ (= ‘handmade’), in neuter plural ceiropoÇhta, is
used relatively often in LXX–Isa: seven times; four times as an equivalent to
µylIylIa” (which appears 8 times in MT–Isa) and three times for other Hebrew
words (vD;q}mI, 16:12; µyhIløa,” 21:9; laE, 46:6). In the remainder of the biblical
books, on the other hand, we ﬁnd only two examples of ceiropoÇhtoÍ: in
Lev 26:1 as a translation of µylIylIa” , a word usually translated with the plural
of e≥dwlon, and in Lev 26:30 in the Greek phrase xuvlina ceiropoÇhta
(= ‘wooden handmade things’), probably as a translation of µk<yneM:h" = ‘your
incense-stands’.
Why did the translator so often use this rare lexeme, ceiropoÇhta, especially when expressing Hebrew lylIa”? One possibility is that he had been inﬂuenced by Isa 2:8, in which the µylIylIa” are said to be created by the hands of
men.
MT–Isa 2:8
wyt:[øB}x}a< Wc[: rv≤a“l" Wwj“T"v‘yi wyd;y; hc´[“m"l} µylIylIa” /xr]a" alEM:TIw'
LXX–Isa 2:8 kaµ ejneplhvsqh hJ ghÅ bdelugmavtwn tΩn eßrgwn 3 tΩn ceirΩn
aujtΩn, kaµ prosekuvnhsan o∏Í ejpoÇhsan o¥ davktuloi aujtΩn.
But before we conclude that the translation of lylIa” as ceiropoÇhtoÍ has been
derived from this verse, we still have to consider three problems. First, if the
supposition put forward above is true, why did LXX–Isa elsewhere render
lylIa” twice as bdevlugma = ‘abomination’ (2:8, 20), once as qeovÍ = ‘god’
(19:3), and why did the word disappear in the Greek text once? In other
words, why did he not consistently translate lylIa” as ceiropoÇhtoÍ? Second,
would it not have been more obvious for the translator to use the word
e≥dwlon, which is, in the rest of the LXX, the usual equivalent of lylIa”? He did
use this word in eight other cases, as a translation of other Hebrew terms (six
3. Cf. the translation of Isa 31:7:
MT–Isa 31:7:
af}jE µk<ydey] µk<l: Wc[: rv≤a“ /bh:z] ylEylIa” . . .
LXX–Isa 31:7: o§ti t¬Å hJmevrç ejkein¬ ajparnhvsontai o¥ aßnqrwpoi ta; ceiropoÇhta
aujtΩn ta; ajrguraÅ kaµ ta; crusaÅ, a¶ ejpoÇhsan a¥ ce∂reÍ aujtΩn.
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different descriptions of idols included), but, as I mentioned earlier, never as
a translation of lylIa”. It almost seems as if LXX–Isa was not sure about the exact meaning of this Hebrew word. But this is not plausible: the word appears
quite often in the OT and regularly in contexts in which its meaning is clear
enough.
Finally, if we suppose that the term ceiropoÇhtoÍ has been introduced by
LXX–Isa under the inﬂuence of Isa 2:8, how can we explain the fact that this
same Greek word already appears in LXX–Lev 26:1 and 30? For it is generally
accepted that the Septuagint translation of the Pentateuch pre-dated LXX–Isa.
The following explanation seems most reasonable. In the ﬁrst place, the
fact that LXX–Lev used the term ceiropoÇhtoÍ in 26:1 and 26:30 is in both
cases understandable. In 26:1 (Heb. µylIylIa”) it may have been used as some
sort of summarising description of all the following handmade objects of worship (viz., carved images, obelisks, shaped stones). In 26:30 xuvlina ceiropoÇhta appears as a translation of Hebrew µk<yneM:j", from ˆM:j" = ‘incense-stand’,
a rare word that is nowhere in the LXX translated literally. 4 The translator of
Leviticus, in this case, seems to have chosen a word he had already used in
v. 1. But in addition to this, the translation with ceiropoÇhtoÍ in LXX–Lev 26
may also have been inﬂuenced by other passages from the Hebrew Scriptures,
such as the aforementioned MT–Isa 2:8, and such as, for example, MT–Isa
17:8 5 and 31:7, in which the ‘hand-madeness’ of idols is emphasised. Later
on, LXX–Isa used this term, too, with both MT–Isa 2:8 and 31:7 and with
LXX–Lev 26:30 and especially v. 1 (Heb. µylIylIa”) in his mind. Because of certain unclear reasons, he did not use a more literal translation such as e≥dwlon.
Perhaps this happened to reserve a special word (or words) for the translation
of lylIa,” to distinguish it from other descriptions of idols, which were often
translated as e≥dwla.

4. In the book of Isaiah, it is found in two places: 17:8 (LXX: bdeluvgmata), 27:9
(e≥dwla).
5. In Isa 17:8, a few idolatry-objects, including the µyniM:j", are summed up and described
as made by human hands:
MT–Isa 17:8:

ha<r]yi alø wyt:[øB}x}a< Wc[: rv≤a“w' wyd;y; hc´[“m" t/jB}z]MIh"Ala< h[<v‘yi aløw]
µyniM:j"h:w] µyriv´a“h:w]
LXX–Isa 17:8: kaµ ouj mh; pepoiqovteÍ w®sin ejpµ to∂Í bwmo∂Í oujde; ejpµ to∂Í eßrgoiÍ
tΩn ceirΩn aujtΩn a¶ ejpoÇhsan o¥ davktuloi aujtΩn, kaµ oujk oßyontai ta; devndra aujtwn oujde; ta; bdeluvgmata aujtΩn.

This, too, could have served as a motive for the translator of Lev 26:1 to translate µyniM:j" as
ceiropoÇhta.
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Verse 2
MT:
hk:l:m}m" ry[IB} ry[I Wh[EreB} vyaIw] wyjIa:B}AvyaI Wmj“l}niw] µyir'x}mIB} µyir'x}mI yTIk}s"k}sIw]
hk:l:m}m"B}
LXX: kaµ ejpegerqhvsontai A√guvptioi ejp∆ A√guptÇouÍ, kaµ polemhvsei aßvnqrwpoÍ to;n ajdelfo;n aujtouÅ kaµ aßnqrwpoÍ to;n plhsÇon aujtouÅ povliÍ
ejpµ povlin kaµ nomo;Í ejpµ nomovn.
ytksksw – ejpegerqhvsontai
Besides MT–Isa 19:2, MT–Isa 9:10(11) is the only place in the MT where
the verb ˚ws appears, and here too in the Pilpel. In Isa 9:10(11) ËsEk}s"y] has been
translated as diaskedavsei = ‘He will scatter’, which is remarkable, because
the verb diaskedavzw appears in our chapter as well, in MT–Isa 19:3. Could
there be some mutual inﬂuence between chapters 9 and 19? This possibility
can be supported by the fact that Isa 9:11(10) shows a difference in content
between the MT and the Greek translation:
MT–Isa 9:10
ËsEk}s"y] wyb:y]aøAta< wyl:[: ˆyxIr] yrex:Ata< hw;hy] bGecæy]w'
But the Lord has strengthened Rezin’s foes against them (= the Israelites) and has spurred their enemies on.
LXX–Isa 9:11
kaµ rJavxei oJ Qeo;Í tou;Í ejpanistanomevnouÍ ejp∆ oßroÍ Siwn
ejp: aujtou;Í kaµ tou;Í ejcqrou;Í diaskedavsei.
And God shall dash them down that rise up against him (= Israel) on
Mount Sion, and shall scatter his enemies.
It is probable that this was an intentional modiﬁcation by the translator and
that we can consider it an example of actualising exegesis. 6 LXX–Isa may
have been searching for a translation of the rare verb ˚sks that would suit his
purpose. This made him look at other places in which the same verb occurred,
and thus he arrived at 19:2. Thereupon he gave ˚sks the meaning of a verb
that stood near this place: ['LEb"a“ (19:3), Greek diaskedavsw.
If the change of content did not have a speciﬁc purpose but was caused by
lack of understanding on the part of the translator, he could have handled it in
the way just mentioned as well.
Verse 5
MT:
vbEy;w] br'j”y, rh:n;w] µY;h"mE µyim"AWtV‘niw]
LXX: kaµ pÇontai o¥ A√guvptioi u§dwr to; para; qavlassan, oJ de; potamo;Í
ejkleÇyei kaµ xhranqhvsetai.

6. See I. L. Seeligmann, The Septuagint Version of Isaiah (Leiden, 1948) 81.
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µymAwtvnw – kaµ pÇontai o¥ A√guvptoi u§dwr
MT in this verse uses the form WtV‘niw], which is a Niphal of tvn and means
‘to be dried up’. LXX–Isa, however, seems to have read a Niphal of htv, with
the meaning of ‘to be drunk’, and translated this as a future active: pÇontai =
‘they will drink’. In the sentence that was thus created, u§dwr became the object. This made it necessary for LXX–Isa to introduce a subject, resulting in
the appearance of o¥ A√guvptoi in v. 4.
It is not likely that the translation of WtV‘ni with a form of pÇnw arose from
lack of comprehension on the part of the translator, for in 41:17 he translates
the same verb tVæni literally:
MT–Isa 41:17:
LXX–Isa 41:17:

hT:v…n; am:X:B" µn;/vl}
hJ glΩssa aujtΩn ajpo; thÅÍ dÇyhÍ ejxhravnqh

Once again we seek the explanation of this rendering in the phenomenon
of intertexuality. The translator in this case might have been inﬂuenced by
MT–Exod 7:24, which reads: alø yKI t/Tv‘lI µyim" raøy]h" tbøybIs} µyir'x}mIAlk: WrP}j}Y'w'
raøy]h" ymEyMEmI tTøv‘lI Wlk}y; (‘And the Egyptians dug along the Nile to get drinking
water, because they could not drink the water of the river’; LXX: pie∂n).
Verse 6
MT:
WlmEq: πWsw; hn,q: r/xM: yreaøy] Wbr]j:w] Wll“D; t/rh:n] Wjyniz]a<h<w]
LXX: kaµ ejkleÇyousin o¥ potamoµ kaµ a¥ diwvrugeÍ touÅ potamouÅ kaµ xhranqhvsetai paÅsa sunagwgh; u§datoÍ kaµ ejn pantµ e§lei kalavmou kaµ
papuvrou.
The syntax of LXX–Isa 19:6 differs from MT–Isa in a few points. LXX–
Isa lacks an equivalent to Wll“D;. Presumably Wbr]j:w] does have a translation,
viz., kaµ xhranqhvsetai, but this is found in another place and is construed
with another subject, namely, paÅsa sunagwgh; u§datoÍ, which is absent in the
Hebrew text. The Greek phrase a¥ diwvrugeÍ touÅ potamouÅ—a translation of
(r/xm:?) yreaøy] 7 (subject of Wbr]j:w] in MT–Isa)—is construed with ejkleÇyousin
7. Another interpretation is also possible: one could consider paÅsa sunagwgh; u§datoÍ
instead of diwvrugeÍ touÅ potamouÅ to be the equivalent of r/xm: yreaøy]. This is on the ground of
LXX–Isa 37:25, where Hebrew r/xm: yreaøy] has been translated in an almost identical fashion
to paÅsan sunagwgh;n u§datoÍ. Nevertheless, the aforementioned explanation is preferable:
with regard to the meaning of the words, diwvrugeÍ touÅ potamouÅ comes much closer to yreaøy]
r/xm: than paÅsa sunagwgh; u§datoÍ does, and therefore has more chance of having been
chosen by the translator as an equivalent. It therefore seems to me that the translation of
LXX–Isa 37:25 has been inﬂuenced by LXX–Isa 19:6 and not the other way around. The
translator, for exegetical reasons, wanted to put an extra subject in the text of 19:6 (see
above). This added subject, paÅsa sunagwgh; u§datoÍ, turned up at the end of the sentence,
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as a subject in coordination with o¥ potamoÇ. Moreover, the words kaµ ejn
pantµ e§lei seem to be an addition in the Greek text.
How can we explain these differences?
To start with the problem of Wll“D;, a reason for its omission could be that
LXX–Isa did not understand this word: both the form and the way in which
the verb is used here (referring to rivers) are unique in the OT. 8 Another reason may be that in this manner LXX–Isa was able to create a beautiful parallelism in vv. 5 and 6:
v. 5: ejkleÇyei
kaµ xhranqhvsetai
v. 6: ejkleÇyousin . . . kaµ xhranqhvsetai
The dissociation of xhranqhvsetai < Wbr]j:w] from its original subject (a¥ diwvrugeÍ touÅ potamouÅ < r/xm: yreaøy]) can be explained by the supposition that
LXX–Isa wished to insert an extra subject, paÅsa sunagwgh; u§datoÍ, into his
text. Because the original subject (a¥ diwvrugeÍ touÅ potamouÅ < r/xm: yreaøy]) had
been moved to another place, the verb xhranqhvsetai became available for
this extra subject. What then might have been the translator’s motivation for
this? Again the solution can be found in the book of Exodus: 9
MT–Exod 7:19:
MT–Isa 19:6:

AlkAl[w µhymgaAl[w µhyrayAl[ µtrhnAl[ µyrxm ymymAl[
µhymym hwqm
rwxm yray wbrjw wlld twrhn wjynzajw

LXX–Exod 7:19: ejpµ ta; u§data ∆Aiguvptou kaµ ejpµ tou;Í potamou;Í aujtΩn
kaµ ejpµ ta;Í diwvrugaÍ 10 aujtΩn kaµ ejpµ ta; e§lh aujtΩn kaµ ejpµ paÅn
sunesthko;Í u§dwr aujtΩn.
LXX–Isa 19:6:
kaµ ejkleÇyousin o¥ potamoµ kaµ a¥ di∫rugeÍ touÅ potamouÅ kaµ xhranqhvsetai paÅsa sunagwgh; u§datoÍ kaµ ejn pantµ e§lei.
...
The words that are bold in MT– and LXX–Isa 19 correspond to the underlined words of MT and LXX–Exod 7:19. One can see that in LXX–Isa 19:6 no

at the same place where r/xm: yreaøy] is found in the Hebrew text. Inﬂuenced by this, the translator in 37:25 rendered r/xm: yreaøy] with paÅsan sunagwgh;n u§datoÍ.
8. G. B. Gray in A. S. Peake, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on The Book of
Isaiah 1 (Edinburgh, 1928) 327.
9. Also consider Exod 8:1 and Gen 1:9 (sunacqhvtw to; u§dwr . . . e√Í sunagwgh;n mÇan
. . . e√Í ta;Í sunagwga;Í aujtΩn).
10. Wevers on diwvrugaÍ: “The spelling of the third item is uncertain and a popular M
variant has diwvrucaÍ” (J. W. Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Exodus [Atlanta, 1990]
102).
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less than four words ﬁnd their parallel in LXX– (and MT–) Exod 7:19,
whereas in MT–Isa 19:6 this is the case with only two words. Clearly, the
translator of Isaiah tried to make his text more like Exod 7:19. This required
him to look for some new words in 19:6, consisting of (a) the aforementioned
paÅsa sunagwgh; u§datoÍ, which, although not literally the same, hardly differ
from paÅn sunesthko;Í u§dwr in LXX–Exod 7:19, 11 and (b) kaµ ejn pantµ e§lei,
based on ta; e§lh in LXX–Exod 7:19.
rwxm – paÅsa sunagwgh; u§datoÍ
In The Book of Isaiah according to the Septuagint, R. R. Ottley tries to defend a translation of r/xm: as paÅsa sunagwgh; u§datoÍ by referring to “some
supposed meaning of rrx (or rwx), or . . . some other word, such as µwqm for
rwxm. . . .” 12 This, however, seems to me to be a forced explanation. The exposition given above clariﬁes the appearance of paÅsa sunagwgh; u§datoÍ in an
easier way. Nevertheless, the possibility does exist that the translator sought
in a midrashic way to attach the Greek phrase to r/xm: in the Hebrew Vorlage,
so that he could justify his translation in this way. The word r/xm: could be
a ﬁtting candidate for such a justiﬁcation, since, as Ottley said, it can be connected (although in an artiﬁcial way) with sunagwghv through µ/qm: or rrx
(= ‘to tie up’). Moreover, this word could easily be made use of, because of its
vague meaning in the LXX: in the Greek translation, r/xm: never occurs in its
literal sense of ‘Egypt’.
Verse 7
MT:
WNn,yaEw] πD'ni vb"yyi r/ay] [r'z]mI lkøw] r/ay] yPIAl[" r/ay]Al[" t/r[:
LXX: kaµ to; aßci to; clwro;n paÅn to; kuvklå touÅ potamouÅ kaµ paÅn to; speirovmenon dia; touÅ potamouÅ xhranqhvsetai ajnemovfqoron.
twr[ – to; aßci
The noun t/r[: (f. pl. of hr;[:*) is a hapax legomenon. There is no general
agreement on its meaning. The lexica of Gesenius and Brown-Driver-Briggs,
as well as a few commentaries, 13 gloss the word as ‘nackte freie Plätze ohne
Waldung’ or ‘bare places’ (from hr[ = ‘lay bare’); Koehler and Baumgartner,
11. LXX–Isa 19:6 may have used sunagwghv instead of sunesthkovÍ under the inﬂuence of Lev 11:36, a verse that likewise mentions µyim"Ahweq}mI, translated in the LXX as
sunagwgh; u§datoÍ. See also Num 20:2 and Gen 1:9.
12. R. R. Ottley, The Book of Isaiah according to the Septuagint (Codex Alexandrinus)
2 (Cambridge, 1906) ad loc.
13. E.g., B. Duhm, Das Buch Jesaja (5th ed.; Göttingen, 1968) 142; Gray, in Peake,
Isaiah, 1.326.
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on the other hand, are of the opinion that t/r[: is a derivation from Egyptian ºr ‘rush’ and the word was already explained in this way by Kimchi and
Saadyah. 14
The translation ‘rush’ should be preferred to ‘bare places’. First, ‘rush’ ﬁts
the context better: the word is parallel to πWsw; hn,q : (v. 6), and rushes, in general,
can be found at (banks of) rivers. Neither of these holds true for ‘bare places’.
Second, the use of an Egyptian loanword is very appropriate in this case and
occurs quite often in our chapter (for example the word πWs and probably also
raøy]). Finally, the interpretation of t/r[: as ‘rush’ receives support from the
Septuagint: LXX–Isa seems to translate the word as aßci, which means ‘reedgrass’. This Greek aßci—which is also an Egyptian loanword 15—appears just
six times in the LXX, including four times in Genesis 41 (in vv. 2, 3, 18 and
19; twice as a translation of Wja: [originating from the same Egyptian word],
and twice with no Hebrew equivalent). This immediately makes one think that
LXX–Isa in this verse has been inﬂuenced by Genesis 41, a suspicion that is
conﬁrmed by the use of the rare ajnemovfqoroÍ in the same verse, a word that
occurs several times in Genesis 41 as well.
raøy] ypAl[ raøy]Al[ – kuvklå touÅ potamouÅ
raøy] yPIAl[" raøy]Al[" is considered a difficult phrase for several reasons. First,
the repetition looks peculiar. Many commentators therefore regard the ﬁrst
raøy]Al[" as corrupt. 16 Furthermore, the use of hP< for ‘bank(s)’ is unusual. Because this word has been used in the same way in Prov 8:29, however, this
might not be problematic. Finally, the sense ‘bank(s)’ is thought to be inappropriate in the verse, because a bank could not be a proper illustration of
the land made fertile by the Nile. 17 But in so doing, it seems to me, one runs
the risk of becoming involved in hair-splitting. Apart from this, the word does

14. E. J. Kissane, The Book of Isaiah 1 (Dublin, 1960) 208.
15. Liddell-Scott-Jones, 295; the word appears in Greek magical papyri from Egypt
(ca. 300 b.c.–a.d. 500) in the description of a ritual intended to stimulate visions: kai ejllucniavsas luvcnon kallavinon ejn ejllucniå tå kaloumevnå aßci cr∂non aujto; to; oJlluvcnion
l√pei kriouÅ mejlanoÍ aßrrenoÍ prwtotovkou kai prwtotrovfou (Papyri Graecae Magicae,
die Griechische Zauberpapyri; K. Preizendanz, ed. [Leipzig, 1928] 110, regel 1090–96);
translation: ‘Provide a glazed lamp with a wick called reed grass and rub the wick itself
with fat of black, male, ﬁrstborn and ﬁst-reared ram’ (The Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, ed. H. D. Betz [Chicago/London, 1986] 59).
16. E.g., Duhm, Jesaja, 142; Kissane, 208; R. E. Clements, Isaiah 1–39 (London,
1980) 168; D. K. Marti, Das Buch Jesaja (Tübingen, 1900) 153; D. O. Procksch, Jesaja 1
(Leipzig, 1930) 246, 247.
17. Gray, in Peake, Isaiah, 1.327; Duhm, Jesaja, 142.
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easily ﬁt the context, for vv. 6 and 7 refer to all sorts of reeds, and reeds normally grow on river-banks.
Once again, Exodus 7 may have played a role in the wording chosen by
our translator: In LXX–Exod 7:24 it is said: wßruxan de; pavnteÍ o¥ A√guvptioi
kuvklå touÅ potamouÅ w§ste pie∂n u§dwr. . . .
πdn – ajnemovfqoron
πdn in Qal means ‘to scatter’ and in Nifal, as in this verse, the passive
thereof. LXX–Isa translated πD'ni as ajnemovfqoron, which signiﬁes ‘to be destroyed by the wind’ (aßnemoÍ + fqovroÍ). As we can see, this translation is not
a very literal one, and LXX–Isa must have been aware of this, for in 41:2 he
does render πdn literally, with ejxwqevw. Elsewhere in the LXX, πdn is never
translated ajnemovfqoroÍ but ejkleÇpw (Ps 68:3), fevrw (Lev 26:36), or kinevw
(Job 13:25). The reason for using ajnemovfqoroÍ can probably be found in
MT–Genesis 41: in this chapter, the verb πdv (= ‘scorch’ [of grain when eastern winds begin too early]) 18 is used three times, in vv. 6, 23, and 27. The Septuagint in all these cases translates ajnemovfqoroÍ. 19
Ottley thinks it probable that already in the Hebrew Vorlage of Isa 19:7 the
translator had been reading πdv, because, taking the v of the preceding word,
the letters of this verb occur in the right order here. 20 Nevertheless, in my
opinion, this does not seem necessary, given the above explanation.
Koehler and Baumgartner ascribe to πdv not only the sense of ‘zerstreuen’
but also the sense of ‘verwehen’, and in Niphal, ‘verweht werden’ as well. 21
Did they merely derive this meaning from the context of a number of verses
in which the word πdn has to do with wind, or, on the contrary, does the word
really contain the meaning of ‘verwehen’ in itself? An argument against this
last possibility is the fact that in the LXX, apart from Isa 19:7, πdn is never
translated with a verb that particularly refers to the wind (see above).
Verse 8
MT: Wll:m}aU µyim"AyneP}Al[" tr,møk}mI yc´r]pøW hK:j" r/ay]b" ykEylIv‘m"AlK: Wlb}a:w] µygiY;D'h" Wna:w]
LXX: kaµ stenavxousin o¥ aJlee∂Í, kaµ stenavxousi pavnteÍ o¥ bavllonteÍ
aßgkistron e√Í to;n potamovn, kaµ o¥ bavllonteÍ saghvnaÍ kaµ o¥ ajmfibole∂Í penqhvsousi.

18. Koehler-Baumgartner, 950.
19. Moreover, the word ajnemovfqoroÍ appears two additional times in vv. 7 and 24
(Liddell-Scott-Jones, 295).
20. Ottley, Isaiah according to the Septuagint, 2.199.
21. Koehler-Baumgartner, 597.
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wllma – penqhvsousi
The translation of ll"m}aU as penqevw is unique to LXX–Isa: ll"m}aU appears ﬁfteen times in the Hebrew Bible (seven times in MT–Isa) but has not been rendered with penqevw in the Septuagint, except in the text of Isaiah (16:8; 19:8;
24:4[2x]; 33:9). 22 Elsewhere, one can ﬁnd translations such as ajsqenevw (Lam
2:8; 1 Kgs 2:5), ojligovw (Joel 1:10, 12), or ejkle∂pw (Nah 1:4).
At ﬁrst sight, the use of penqevw does not seem very logical either, for ll"m}aU
in Hebrew means ‘wither’ and, metaphorically, ‘decay’, but not like penqevw
‘mourn’ or ‘complain’. Nevertheless, the translation can be understood by
considering the context in which the words are found: in nearly all cases—Isa
19:8; 24:4(2x), 7; and 33:9—penqevw < ll"m}aU occurs in a position next to or
close by (a translation of) lba (= ‘mourn’), and in 16:8 near the verbs lly
(= ‘lament’) and hgh (= ‘moan’). Isa 24:7 additionally contains the verb jna
(= ‘sigh’) and v. 11 the noun hj:w;x} (= ‘lamentation’). In 19:8 a form of hna
(= ‘mourn’) also is given next to ll"m}a.U The conclusion we can draw from this
is that, in translating the verb ll"m}aU, LXX–Isa restricted himself by the rather
‘mournful’ context in which the word appeared in his text!
Verse 12
MT:
µyir;x}mIAl[" t/ab:x} hw;hy] ≈["Y;Ahm" W[d]yew] Ël: an; WdyGiy'w] Úym<k:j“ a/paE µY;a"
LXX: pouÅ e√si nuÅn o¥ sofoÇ sou; kaµ ajnaggeilavtwsavn soi kaµ e√pavtwsan tÇ bebouvleutai kuvrioÍ sabawq ejp∆ A≥gupton.
µymkj – sunetΩn [see v. 11]
LXX–Isa in this case translated µk:j: as sunetovÍ, whereas earlier in our
verse the same Hebrew word was rendered with sofovÍ. This is noteworthy,
for usually the LXX is the version that shows less variation in its use of
words. 23 Furthermore, the translation of µk:j: as sunetovÍ is rather special in itself: though the Hebrew word is translated 113 times as sofovÍ, it is translated
as sunetovÍ in the LXX only 8 times. The explanation may possibly be found
in Genesis 41, which contains a story that one is easily reminded of when
thinking about Egypt, Pharaohs, and wise men. In Gen 41:33, Joseph recommends that Pharaoh appoint someone who has the quality of being µk:j:w] ˆ/bn;.

22. Furthermore, ll"m}aU is once translated with another word, stenavzw (24:7).
23. In LXX–Isa one can observe a tendency toward rendering two different (usually
parallel) Hebrew words with the same Greek word; see, for example, in our chapter:
sklhrΩn/sklhroÇ (v. 4), ejkleÇyei/ejkleÇyousin (vv. 5, 6), xhranqhvsetai/xhranqhvsetai
(vv. 5, 6), o¥ bavllonteÍ/o¥ bavllonteÍ (v. 8), ejrgazomevnouÍ/ejrgazomevnouÍ (v. 9).
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In v. 39 these same words are repeated. LXX–Gen 41:33 and 39 both render
µk:j: with sunetovÍ, not with the more usual sofovÍ.
These verses from Genesis, moreover, seem to have some sort of “triangular” relationship with Isa 19:11, on the one hand, and Isa 5:1, on the other. In
MT–Isa 5:1 the same designations µk:j:w] ˆ/bn; appear, and again the last word is
translated as sunetovÍ, even when, apart from 5:1 and 19:11, the translation of
µk:j: as sunetovÍ is never found in LXX–Isa. A more indirect relation between
the two Isaiah passages lies in the use of the same metaphor of drunkenness in
5:22 and 19:14, in both passages described with the rare word ˚sm, which in
both cases has been translated as keravnnumi in the Septuagint.
Verse 15
MT:
ˆ/mg]a"w ] hP:KI bn;z;w] varø hc≤[“y' rv≤a“ hc≤[“m" µyir'x}mIl} hy,hy]Aaløw]
LXX: kaµ oujk eßstai to∂Í A√guptÇoiÍ eßrgon, o¶ poihvsei kefalh;n kaµ
oujravn, ajrch;n kaµ tevloÍ.
ˆwmgaw hpk bnzw var – kefalh;n kaµ oujravn, ajrch;n kaµ tevloÍ
What is the function of the expression ˆ/mg]a"w ] hP:KI bn;z;w] varø in our verse? Is
it subject or object of the verb hc≤[“y?' In other passages of the Hebrew Bible in
which this same expression (partly) occurs (Deut 28:13, 44; Isa 9:13), it is always related to persons, not to artifacts. It seems to me that this verse in the
MT is speaking about people as well and that ˆ/mg]a"w ] hP:KI bn;z;w] varø therefore
forms a subject of hc≤[“y.' As in the above-mentioned verses (see especially Isa
9:13), we have to do with a metaphor about the status of persons: varø
(= ‘head’) and hP:KI (usually translated ‘frond’ [of a palm-tree], though Koehler and Baumgartner also give the sense ‘shoot’ [of reeds]; 24 cf. LXX–Lev
23:40) point to highly placed people; bn;z; (= ‘tail’) and ˆ/mg]a" (= ‘rush’) point
to the lowly ones in society. The entire phrase expresses in a merism that all
Egypt will be judged, nobody excluded.
LXX–Isa, on the contrary, understood the expression as an object of the
verb and rendered it with the accusative. Here kefalh;n kaµ oujravn, ajrch;n kaµ
tevloÍ indicate (also in a merism) that the work of Egypt will produce nothing
at all anymore.
The Hebrew ˆ/mg]a"w ] hP:KI in this verse is been translated literally by the
Septuagint but as the word pair kefalh;n kaµ tevloÍ. Neither of these Hebrew
words ever receives a literal translation in LXX–Isa. The combination hP:KI
ˆ/mg]a"w ] in Isa 9:13 is translated as mevgan kaµ mikrovn; hP:KI on its own does not

24. Koehler-Baumgartner, 450.
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occur anywhere else in Isaiah. The word ˆ/mg]a" = ‘rush’ appears in 58:5, but is
translated there as krÇkoÍ = ‘ring’. This seemingly strange translation in
LXX–Isa 58:5 deserves our attention, for it may be related to LXX–Job 40:21
(= MT–Job 40:26), the only other place in the OT in which ˆ/mg]a" appears:
MT–Job 40:26:
/yj”l< b/QTI j'/jb}W /Pa"B} ˆ/mg]a" µyc¥t:h“
Can you put a rush (> cord) through his nose, or pierce his jaw with
a hook?
The translation of ˆ/mg]a" = ‘rush’ as krÇkoÍ = ‘ring’ in LXX–Job, although not
literal, certainly makes sense in the context:
LXX–Job 40:21 e√ dhvseiÍ krÇkon ejn tåÅ mukthÅri aujtouÅ; yelÇå de; truphvseiÍ to; ce∂loÍ aujtouÅ.
Or will you fasten a ring in his nostril, and bore his lips with a
clasp?
In LXX–Isa 58:5, on the other hand, this same translation of ˆ/mg]a" as krÇkoÍ
does not seem to ﬁt at all:
MT–Isa 58:5:
['yXIy' rp<aEw; qcæw] /varø ˆmøg]a"K} πkøl:h“
Is this only for bowing one’s head like a reed and for lying on sackcloth and ashes?
LXX–Isa 58:5:
oujd∆ a˙n kavmy¬Í wJÍ krÇkon to;n travchlovn sou.
though you should bend down your neck as a ring
Could this illogical translation in LXX–Isa 58:5 have come into existence
under the inﬂuence of Job 40:26? This would imply the dependence of LXX–
Isaiah on LXX–Job and, consequently, argue against the general assumption
that the translation of Isaiah existed earlier than that of Job. 25 Of course, further study would be necessary to discover if there are more data such as the
above-mentioned that might support this dependent relationship.
Verse 16
MT:
LXX:

t/ab:x} hw;hy]Ady' tp"WnT} yneP}mI dj"p:W dr'j:w] µyv¥N;K" µyir'x}mI hy,h}yi aWhh" µ/YB"
wyl:[: πynimE aWhArv≤a“
T¬Å de; hJmevrç ejkeÇn¬ eßsontai o¥ A√guvptioi wJÍ guna∂keÍ ejn fovbå kaµ
ejn trovmå ajpo; pros∫pou thÅÍ ceiro;Í kurÇou sabawq, h¶n aujto;Í ejpibale∂ aujto∂Í.

25. LXX–Job is dated in the (early) ﬁrst century b.c. on the grounds of the important
witness of the Aristeas letter. LXX–Isaiah, on the other hand, is usually dated one century
earlier, in the second century b.c. (G. Dorival, M. Harl, and O. Munnich, La Bible grecque
de Septante: Du judaïsme hellénistique au christianisme ancien (Paris, 1988) 91.
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djpw drjw – ejn fovbå kaµ ejn trovmå
Though the fear of Egypt is described in the MT with two verbs, LXX–Isa
uses two nouns. Furthermore, the translation of Hebrew drj = ‘tremble’ as
Greek fovboÍ = ‘fear’ is not very literal. This translation may have been inﬂuenced by Deut 2:25 and 11:25, passages on which Isaiah seems to elaborate in
these verses and in which the combination of trovmoÍ and fovboÍ likewise appears. 26 Here these words are a literal translation of the Hebrew nouns dj"P"
and ha:r]yi / ar;/m:
MT–Deut 2:25:
µyMI["h: yneP}Al[" Út}a:r]yiw] ÚD]j}P" tTE
LXX–Deut 2:25: douÅnai to;n trovmon sou kaµ to;n fovbon sou ejpµ provswpon
pavntwn tΩn ejqnΩn
MT–Deut 11:25:
µk<yhEløa” hw;hy] ˆTEyi µk<a“r'/mW µk<D]j}P"
LXX–Deut 11:25: to;n tro;mon uJmΩn kaµ to;n fovbon uJmΩn ejpiqhvsei
kuvrioÍ oJ qeo;Í uJmΩn
Because our translator wanted to import this word pair from LXX–Deut into
Isa 19:16, he translated the root djp as Greek trovmoÍ, as in LXX–Deut. This
left him with the second part of the Greek word pair, fovboÍ, to function as the
translation of drj.

Which Text Did the Translator Use?
Having dealt with these cases of intertextuality, we must ask: with which
text of the Pentateuch (and of other biblical books) did the translator work—
the Hebrew or the Greek? The answer to this question is that he probably used
both versions. This can be illustrated by some of the examples we have already discussed.
An example that indicates that sometimes the translator must have used the
Hebrew text of the Pentateuch is found in 19:16. In the Hebrew version, two
words in the sense of ‘trembling’ occur: djp and drj. Of these, the translator
translated only djp with a Greek word with the same meaning—trovmoÍ—
and not drj, although the latter would also have been possible, of course. Instead, he freely rendered drj as fovboÍ (‘fear’). The reason, as we saw, possibly was inﬂuence from the Masoretic text of Deut 2:25 and 11:25, where djp
had been translated trovmoÍ and where drj did not occur but where, instead,
26. Not only in Deut 2:25 and 11:25, but: “le couple de mots trómos et phóbos (. . .) est
fréquent pour exprimer soit la terreur de l’ennemi soit la crainte de Dieu, cf. Ex 15,16; Dt
2,25; Jdt 2,28; 15,2; Ps 54,6; Is 19,16” (C. Dogniez and M. Harl, La Bible d’Alexandrie 5,
le Deuteronome [Paris, 1992] 125).
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words in exactly the sense of our ‘fear’ (ha:ry] i and ar;/m) are in fact translated
as fovboÍ. In other words, the seemingly awkward translation of drj as fovboÍ
can be nicely explained if one assumes that the translator of Isaiah had the text
of MT–Deut in front of him.
There is, on the other hand, also an example that argues that the translator
must have known the LXX–version of the Pentateuch. In 19:11, µk:j: receives
a remarkable (because it does not occur frequently) translation with sunetovÍ,
presumably under the inﬂuence of Genesis 41, where the same equation, µk:j:
= sunetovÍ, is found. If the translator had not had the Greek text of Genesis 41
at his disposal, he would probably have translated Hebrew µk:j: with the more
usual sofovÍ.
Finally, an example demonstrating that the translator may sometimes have
worked with both versions at the same time. In 19:7, the verb πdn has been rendered, not very literally, as ajnemovfqoron, probably under the inﬂuence of
LXX–Genesis 41, one of the few places in which this rare word appears several times—twice as a translation of πdv. It is conceivable that the translator
(reading the Hebrew Genesis text) noticed the resemblance between πdv in
MT–Genesis 41 and πdn of his own Isaiah text, and on these grounds (and
reading the Greek Genesis text) rendered πdn with the same Greek equivalent
that πdv received in LXX–Genesis 41: ajnemovfqoron.
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A Study of Articulation in the Greek Ruth
Kenneth J. Turner
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary

This paper seeks to study translation technique through an analysis of articulation. Though a more thorough study of all morphological and syntactical
constructions would be more valuable, studying a translator’s patterns of articulation is a vital part of the whole picture and yields proﬁtable results. In a
recent article, James Barr has shown that understanding determination in biblical Hebrew is both important and difﬁcult. 1 Though the present study is not
concerned with exactly the same issues, Barr’s work cautions the researcher
against treating lightly a subject that is not as ‘obvious’ as one might assume.
The object of study here is the book of Ruth. The analysis involves a detailed comparison of the Hebrew and Greek texts in their use of the article.
The aim is to draw conclusions about the translation technique of the latter.
Though not central, some discussion about the New English Translation of the
Septuagint (nets) will be included. 2 We will limit our study to the use of the
Masoretic Text (MT) and the Septuagint text of Ruth (R) as found in Rahlfs’
edition. 3 Since the translation of the Greek Ruth is fairly literal, the methodology of the present work is similar to that of the study of the Greek Job by
Peter Gentry. 4

1. James Barr, “ ‘Determination’ and the Deﬁnite Article in Biblical Hebrew,” Journal
of Semitic Studies 34/2 (Autumn) 1989: 307–35.
2. I had access to a provisional draft of the nets Ruth by F. Knobloch. It is discussed
here by permission.
3. For the Hebrew text see Karl Elliger and Wilhelm Rudolph, Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia, 3d ed. (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1977). For the Greek text, see Alfred Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Id est Vetus Testamentum graece iuxta LXX interpretes (Stuttgart:
Württembergische Bibelanstalt, 1935).
4. Peter J. Gentry, The Asterisked Materials in the Greek Job (SBL Septuagint and
Cognate Studies Series 38; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1995), especially pp. 117–32, 250–59.
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Since the source and target languages articulate various types of substantives differently, the following discussion looks separately at proper nouns,
common substantives (nouns, substantive participles, substantive adjectives),
and numerals. The paper concludes with an examination of two phenomena
which further elucidate the translator’s method with respect to articulation:
cases where Hebrew employs the direct-object indicator ta, and where Hebrew lk is rendered in R by paÅÍ or o§loÍ. Excluded from the study are Hebrew
substantives translated in R by circumstantial participles, adverbs, prepositions, and ﬁnite verbs. 5 Also excluded are instances where R does not have a
corresponding word for a Hebrew substantive. 6 Finally, Hebrew pronouns are
excluded since articulation is impossible in the target language. 7
Though notation will be explained along the way, a few points should be
made at the outset. The arrow “§” designates the direction of comparison: the
term preceding “§” refers to the Hebrew; the term following “§” refers to
the Greek. All biblical references include a lower-case letter that designates
the order of its corresponding substantive in the verse. 8

1. Proper Nouns
Hebrew and Greek do not employ the article in exactly the same way with
respect to proper names. 9 Hebrew generally does not use the article with
proper names, but Greek is somewhat more varied. 10 This is substantiated by

5. The most common occurrences involve the noun µ/Yh" translated as the adverb
shvmeron (2:19b, 2:19g, 3:18e, 4:9f, 4:10o, 4:14e). Second is the translation of rq<Bøh: by the
adverb prwÇ (2:7c, 3:13b, 3:13d, 3:14b). This last exclusion may not be appropriate, however, for R uses an article in 3:13b, though the article probably is used in connection with
the preceding inﬁnitive. Inﬁnitives are generally excluded unless they clearly function as
substantives.
6. There are four occurrences: 1:8b, 1:12, 2:3c, 2:7d.
7. Relative pronouns can be articulated in Hebrew but not in Greek. There are 28 pronouns in MT: 1:1, 1:3, 1:6, 1:18, 1:21, 1:22, 2:6, 2:10, 2:13, 2:20, 3:2, 3:4, 3:9 (3x), 3:10,
3:11, 3:12, 3:13, 3:16, 4:4 (3x), 4:6, 4:9, 4:10, 4:15, 4:17.
8. I did not mark ta or lk with their own letter references, so only verse numbers will
be used.
9. See Gentry, “Asterisked Materials,” 119 n. 116, who notes that, though it is difﬁcult
in some cases to label a nominal as an appellative or proper noun, the distinction is immaterial for purposes of articulation. Both are included under this heading.
10. Bruce K. Waltke and M. O’Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax
(Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1990), §13.4; Daniel B. Wallace, Greek Grammar beyond the Basics (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996) 245–46. English is more like Hebrew in
that most proper names are anarthrous, though appellatives are often arthrous.
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the evidence from Ruth. Excluding vocatives 11 and additions to R not in MT
(see footnotes), there are 139 occurrences of 29 proper names that can be
compared. All 139 are anarthrous in MT. In R, 29 are arthrous 12 and 110 are
anarthrous. 13 Proper nouns will be listed under three headings: divine names,
human names, and place names. The letter in parentheses indicates the Greek
case of its corresponding proper noun: (N)ominative; (G)enitive, (D)ative, or
(A)ccusative. These classiﬁcations will facilitate the ensuing commentary.
1.1. Divine Names
µyhIløa” § qeovÍ 14
hwhy § kuvrioÍ

yD'væ § ¥kanovÍ

Anarthrous: 1:16e(N), 2:12e(G)
Arthrous: 1:16d(N)
Anarthrous: 1:6f(N), 1:8g(N), 1:9a(N), 1:13d(G),
1:17a(N), 1:21c(N), 2:4d(N), 2:4e(N), 2:12a(N),
2:12d(G), 3:13c (N), 4:11f(N), 4:12g(N),
4:13d(N), 4:14c(N)
Arthrous: 1:21a(N), 2:20c(D), 3:10a(D)
Arthrous: 1:20c(N), 1:21d(N)

11. Greek generally does not use the article for vocatives. The 13 occurrences, therefore, are compared here:
yn;døa“ § kuvrioÍ 2:13c
ynimøl}a" yniløP} § kruvfie 4:1gh
yt"noB} § qugatevreÍ mou 1:11b, 1:12a, 1:13b
yTIBI § quvgater 2:2h, 2:8c, 2:22d, 3:1c, 3:10b, 3:11a, 3:1b, 3:18a.
12. The 29 occurrences, according to the division, are: divine names (total 6), 1:16d,
1:20c, 1:21a, 1:21d, 2:20c, 3:10a; human names (total 19), 1:3c, 2:1a, 2:3h, 4:3e, 4:8b,
4:9h, 4:9j, 4:9k, 4:13b, 4:17d, 4:18e, 4:19b, 4:19d, 4:20b, 4:20d, 4:21b, 4:21d, 4:22b,
4:22d; and place names (total 4), 1:1g, 1:2n, 4:7c, 4:12e. In 3:10 R renders hwhy by tåÅ
kurÇå qeåÅ. I have added this to the arthrous classification, though one could argue that hwhy
§ anarthrous kurÇå and tåÅ qeåÅ is an addition.
13. The 110 occurrences, according to the division, are: divine names (total 17), 1:6f,
1:8g, 1:9a, 1:13d, 1:16e, 1:17a, 1:21c, 2:4d, 2:4e, 2:12a, 2:12d, 2:12e, 3:13c , 4:11f, 4:12g,
4:13d, 4:14c; human names (total 74), 1:2c, 1:2f, 1:2j, 1:2k, 1:2l, 1:3a, 1:4e, 1:4h, 1:5b,
1:5c, 1:8a, 1:11a, 1:14b, 1:14d, 1:16a, 1:19g, 1:20a, 1:20b, 1:20c, 1:21b, 1:22a, 1:22b,
2:1g, 2:1i, 2:2a, 2:2c, 2:3f, 2:4a, 2:5a, 2:6g, 2:8a, 2:8b, 2:11a, 2:14a, 2:15a, 2:19h, 2:20a,
2:20g, 2:22a, 2:22b, 2:23b, 3:1a, 3:2a, 3:7a, 3:9a, 4:1a, 4:1e, 4:3f, 4:5a, 4:5f, 4:9a, 4:9m,
4:10a, 4:10d, 4:11j, 4:11k, 4:12c, 4:12d, 4:13a, 4:14b, 4:16a, 4:17f, 4:17h, 4:17j, 4:18c,
4:18d, 4:19a, 4:19c, 4:20a, 4:20c, 4:21a, 4:21c, 4:22a, 4:22c; place names (total 19), 1:1f,
1:1i, 1:2m, 1:2p, 1:6c, 1:6e, 1:7g, 1:19c, 1:22g, 1:22h, 2:4b, 2:6i, 2:12f, 4:3i, 4:7m, 4:11n,
4:11p, 4:11r, 4:14g.
14. Not included is 1:15c(A), which is a more general term, “(her) gods.” This is treated
as a common noun. Also not included is the anarthrous form in R 3:10(D), which is not in
MT.
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1.2. Human Names 15
Ël<m<ylIa” § Abimelec

Anarthrous: 1:2c(N), 1:3a(N), 2:1g(G)
Arthrous: 2:3h(G), 4:3e(G), 4:9h(G)
µytIr;p}a< § Efraqa∂oi Anarthrous: 1:2l (N)
z["Bø § BooÍ 16
Anarthrous: 2:1i(N), 2:3f(G), 2:4a(N), 2:5a(N),
2:8a(N), 2:11a(N), 2:14a(N), 2:15a(N), 2:19h(A),
2:23b(G), 3:2a(N), 3:7a(N), 4:1a(N), 4:1e(N),
4:5a(N), 4:9a(N), 4:13a(N), 4:21c(N) Arthrous:
4:8b(D), 4:21b(A)
dwiD; § Dauid
Anarthrous: 4:17j(G)
Arthrous: 4:22d(A)
ˆ/rx}j< § Esrwn
Anarthrous: 4:19a(N)
Arthrous: 4:18e(A)
yvæyi § Iessai
Anarthrous: 4:17h(G), 4:22c(N)
Arthrous: 4:22b(A)
ˆ/yl}KI § Celaiwn
Anarthrous: 1:2k(N), 1:5c(N)
Arthrous: 4:9j(D)
ha:lE § Leian
Anarthrous: 4:11k(A)
ˆ/lj}m" § Maalwn
Anarthrous: 1:2j(N), 1:5b(N), 4:10d(G)
Arthrous: 4:9k(D)
ar;m: § Pikravn
Anarthrous: 1:20b(A)
ˆ/vj}n' § Naasswn
Anarthrous: 4:20c(N)
Arthrous: 4:20b(A)
ymI[’n; § Nwemin 17
Anarthrous: 1:2f(N), 1:8a(N), 1:11a(N), 1:19g(N),
1:20a(A), 1:21b(A), 1:22a(N), 2:2c(A), 2:6g(G),
2:20a(N), 2:20g(N), 2:22a(N), 3:1a(N), 4:3f(D),
4:5e(G), 4:9m(G), 4:14b(A), 4:16a(N)
Arthrous: 1:3c(G), 2:1a(D), 4:17d(D)
dbE[ø § Wbhd
Anarthrous: 4:17f(A), 4:22a(N)
Arthrous: 4:21d(A)
bd;n;yMI[" § Aminadab Anarthrous: 4:20a(N)
Arthrous: 4:19d(A)
hP:r[] : § Orfa
Anarthrous: 1:4e(N), 1:14b(N)
15. R 4:1 translates the two adjectives ynimøl}a" yniløP} as a vocative kruvfie, not included
here.
16. R adds the following, all anarthrous, which are not in MT: 2:14(N), 3:10(N), 3:14(N),
4:1(N), 4:2(N), 4:3(N).
17. R adds the following, all anarthrous, which are not in MT: 1:15(N), 1:18(N).
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≈r,P< § FareÍ
tWr § Rouq 18

ljEr; § Rachl
µr; § Arran
ˆ/ml}cæ § Salman
rm:T: § Qamar
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Anarthrous: 4:12c(G), 4:18c(G), 4:18d(N)
Anarthrous: 1:4h(N), 1:14d(N), 1:16a(N), 1:22b(N),
2:2a(N), 2:8b(A), 2:21a(N), 2:22b(A), 3:9a(N),
4:5f(G), 4:10a(A)
Arthrous: 4:13b(A)
Anarthrous: 4:11j(A)
Anarthrous: 4:19c(N)
Arthrous: 4:19b(A)
Anarthrous: 4:21a(N)
Arthrous: 4:20d(A)
Anarthrous: 4:12d(N)

1.3. Place Names
ht:r;p}a< § Efraqa
Anarthrous: 4:11p(D)
µj<l< tyBE § Baiqleem 19 Anarthrous: 1:1f(G), 1:2m(G), 1:19c(A), 1:22h(A),
2:4b(G), 4:11r(D)
hd;Why] § Iouda
Anarthrous: 1:7g(G)
Arthrous: 1:1g(G), 1:2n(G), 4:12e(D)
laEr;c‘yi § Israhl
Anarthrous: 2:12f(G), 4:7m(D), 4:11n(G), 4:14g(D)
Arthrous: 4:7c(D)
ba:/m § Mwab 20
Anarthrous: 1:1i(G), 1:2p(G), 1:6c(G), 1:6e(G),
1:22g(G), 2:6i(G), 4:3i(G)
Most of the proper nouns have arthrous occurrences in R (72%). In terms
of total occurrences, however, only 21% are arthrous. For divine names, both
instances of ¥kano;Í are arthrous. This may be due to the fact that these are acting as subjects, but the word may have been considered more descriptive than
proper. The one instance of arthrous qeovÍ occurs in the phrase kaµ oJ qeovÍ sou
qeovÍ mou (1:16), where the article is probably used to distinguish the subject
from the predicate, though no explanation is really needed for the presence of

18. R adds the following, all anarthrous, which are not in MT: 1:15(A), 2:14(N),
2:18(N), 2:19(N), 2:23(N), 3:5(N), 3:16(N).
19. Though the Hebrew technically is made up of two nouns, it will be treated as one
word throughout.
20. Cf. the gentilic adjective hY;bIa“/m = Mwab∂tiÍ, which is anarthrous in 1:4b(A) and arthrous in 2:2b(N), 2:5e(N), 4:5g(G), 4:10b(A). Though it could be argued that this should
be included in the proper name list, it will instead be included in the data for substantival
adjectives. If it were here, it would be the only proper noun in the book that takes the article
in Hebrew.
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the article with this divine name. Likewise, one is not necessarily surprised to
ﬁnd three arthrous occurrences of kuvrioÍ, with one functioning as subject and
the other two corresponding to hw;hyl" . . . ËWrB: in MT (2:20; 3:10). These three
instances show that Greek is quite capable of expressing this word in an arthrous construction. However, that 83% of the occurrences are anarthrous
suggests, not a rather formalistic approach by R, but that kuvrioÍ is considered
a proper name.
For human names, 10 of the 19 arthrous occurrences reﬂect the direct-object indicator ta, or nota accusativi (discussed later), and 9 of these 10 are in
the genealogy of 4:18–22 (the other is in 4:13b). Of the 9 remaining instances,
7 are in prepositional phrases, reﬂecting the Hebrew inseparable preposition
l, which indicates possession in most of these cases. The final two occurrences possibly utilize the article to help keep their corresponding bound
phrases together by clarifying the genitive case of indeclinable nouns. In 1:3c,
R has oJ ajnh;r thÅÍ Nwemin, reﬂecting ymI[’n; vyaI in MT. In 2:3h, R has touÅ ejk
suggeneÇaÍ Abimelec, reflecting Ël<m<ylIa” tj"P"v‘MImI in MT. Since, however,
there are many genitives of indeclinable nouns in the list, this explanation is
only tentative.
For place names, 2 of the 5 names have arthrous forms, which corresponds
to 4 of the 23 total occurrences (17%). The arthrous tåÅ Israhl in 4:7c may be
inﬂuenced by the b preposition in the Hebrew. It is difﬁcult to analyze this
verse in particular because it is a parenthetical statement in which R expands
several clauses, a rarity in the book. The other three arthrous constructions for
place names all relate to Iouda, which has only one anarthrous occurrence. In
4:12e the article in R is probably inﬂuenced by the l preposition. The other
two occurrences (1:1g, 1:2n) help clarify the relationship given in the repeated
phrase hd;Why] µj<l< tyBEmI, since Judah is indeclinable in Greek.
The above analysis suggests that some of the instances of arthrous proper
nouns in R reﬂect sensitivity by the translator to the target language. 21 Several
factors, however, indicate that the evidence as a whole reﬂects a relatively literal translation (formal equivalence). That 79% of the total occurrences of
proper nouns are anarthrous shows appreciation for the anarthrous Hebrew
proper nouns. One might have expected a larger number of arthrous proper
names in R, especially in the case of the divine names. Also, many of the explanations of the presence of the article given above show a tendency by R to
reﬂect morphological details, such as inseparable prepositions or ta. The in21. See also notes 12 and 14 for the many places in which proper nouns were added in
R to clarify subject or addressee.
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consistency of even these methods, 22 however, still reﬂects some freedom by
R, so the literalism cannot be characterized as extreme.
The nrsv and nets translations treat the proper names adequately. In both,
all proper names are anarthrous, except for some of the divine names, hwhy/
kuvrioÍ and ydv/ ¥kanovÍ. There is no reason that nets should seek to reflect
the nuances of the arthrous constructions. This would only detract from the
purpose behind the translation. The demands of the English language are
more vital at this point. The nrsv, based on traditional English renderings,
translates hwhy as ‘the Lord’ and ydv as ‘the Almighty’. nets, also along traditional lines, translates kuvrioÍ as ‘the Lord’. English usually employs an article with appellatives, so all these instances are suitable. nets does reﬂect the
arthrous occurrences of ¥kanovÍ by the translation ‘the Sufﬁcient One’. Therefore, with regard to proper nouns, the nets translation of Ruth fulﬁlls the principles of the project.

2. Common Substantives
In total, 298 substantives in MT have comparable correspondences in R.
For greater exactness, substantives are discussed, with MT as the point of departure, under three headings: nouns, participles, and adjectives.
2.1. Nouns
Next in the description of how R handles articulation is the treatment of
common nouns. There are 250 common nouns that allow for investigation.
The classiﬁcation of this section is based on the discussion of A. Pietersma, 23
who divides the forms into free forms, indeterminate forms, and bound forms.
In the tables, one column gives the number of occurrences not found in prepositional phrases (Regular); a second column gives the number of references
occurring as head terms in prepositional phrases (HP); and a third column
gives the number of references occurring in prepositional phrases, but not as
head terms (PP). Indeterminate forms, of course, do not need this breakdown.
Totals are given in the last column. Commentary will follow each table.
22. For example, note the anarthrous BooÍ in 2:3f, though there is a l preposition in Hebrew (MT z["bøl}). Many more examples could be given regarding bound phrases with a
proper name functioning as nomen rectum.
23. A. Pietersma, “Articulation in the Greek Psalms: The Evidence of Papyrus Bodmer
XXIV,” in Tradition of the Text: Studies Offered to Dominique Barthélemy in Celebration
of his 70th Birthday (Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis 109; ed. G. J. Norton and S. Pisano; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1991) 184–202.
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Table 1. Free and Indeterminate Forms
Regular

HP

PP

Total

Free Forms
Total
1. Arthrous in Hebrew § Arthrous in R

94
45

0

1

46 a

2. Arthrous in Hebrew § Anarthrous in R

5

0

0

5b

3. Anarthrous in Hebrew § Arthrous in R

5

0

0

5c

37

0

1

38 d

4. Anarthrous in Hebrew § Anarthrous in R
Indeterminate Forms
Total
5. Arthrous in MT § Arthrous in R

19
9e

6. Arthrous in MT § Anarthrous in R
7. Anarthrous in MT § Arthrous in R

1f

8. Anarthrous in MT § Anarthrous in R

9g

a. E.g., hV…aIh: § touÅ ajndro;Í (1:5d). The 46 occurrences are: 1:5d, 1:7a, 1:19e,
2:3e, 2:5e, 2:6a, 2:6d, 2:7e, 2:9c, 2:9d, 2:9e, 2:14cPP, 2:14d, 2:15c, 2:16a, 2:18a,
2:20h, 2:21c, 2:21e, 3:2e, 3:2f, 3:3b, 3:4a, 3:6a, 3:7d, 3:8c, 3:13a, 3:14f, 3:15a,
3:15d, 3:16d, 3:17b, 3:18c, 3:18d, 4:1b, 4:2d, 4:3c, 4:5c, 4:7d, 4:7e, 4:9d, 4:11g,
4:12f, 4:12h, 4:14a, 4:16b. In 2:7e R has tåÅ ajgråÅ for tyiB"h" in MT. This may reﬂect
a different Hebrew text behind R, but it probably is just an interpretation of the same
Hebrew word (= ‘house [which is in the ﬁeld]’?) by R; therefore it is included here.
b. E.g., tw,M:h" § qavnatoÍ (1:17b). The 5 occurrences are: 1:17b, 2:2d, 2:17b,
3:10f, 3:14e.
c. E.g., r/BGi vyaI § oJ ajnh;r dunato;Í (2:1d). The 5 occurrences are: 2:1d, 2:10b,
3:2d, 4:7h, 4:7l.
d. E.g., vyaI § ajnh;r (1:1e). The 38 occurrences are: 1:1c, 1:1e, 1:4a, 1:6h, 1:8d,
1:8h, 1:9b, 1:9c, 1:11c, 1:12c, 1:12f, 1:22kPP, 2:1e, 2:2f, 2:10d, 2:11j, 2:13a, 2:14i,
2:17d, 3:1d, 3:8d, 3:11g, 3:14c, 3:15c, 3:18b, 4:2b, 4:7g, 4:9e, 4:10n, 4:11e, 4:11o,
4:11q, 4:13e, 4:13f, 4:15b, 4:15f, 4:17b, 4:17c.
e. E.g., ≈r,a:B: § t¬Å g¬Å (1:1d). The 9 occurrences are: 1:1d, 1:7e, 2:2e, 2:3a, 2:9b,
2:14f, 2:17a, 3:3c, 4:11c.
f. The one occurrence is µyrim:[’B: § to∂Í dravgmasin (2:7a).
g. E.g., µyv¥n;a“l" § aßndraÍ (1:11e). The 9 occurrences are: 1:11e, 1:12b, 1:13a,
2:8d, 2:17c, 2:22f, 4:5b, 4:10e, 4:13c.

For free and indeterminate forms, R translates the Hebrew in a manner of
strict formal equivalence. 101 of the 113 occurrences (89%) that can be compared show the presence or absence of articulation in both. Some of the differences are easily explained. In 2:10b the ﬁnal h in hx:ra] : may account for the
article in R; the use of ejpÇ suggests that it was considered locative and there-
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fore more deﬁnite. The article in 3:2d is inﬂuenced by the direct-object indicator. The indeterminate form in 2:7a could easily have been taken as deﬁnite
in an unpointed text. The most interesting observation, though, is the variance
in R concerning the article with different forms of vyaI. R translates anarthrous
vyaI by oJ ajnh;r in 2:1d and 4:7h, but hV…aIh: by anarthrous gunh; in 3:14e. It is
not clear why these changes were made since they do not change the apparent
meaning of the text. In any case, these differences are minor. One might have
even expected there to be more differences in the indeterminate forms. Thus,
R continues to show a relative literalism at the level of articulation, though the
absence of free forms functioning as head terms limits this analysis. 24
Since the differences in articulation between the Hebrew and R are minor,
nets does not reﬂect them. The present writer ﬁnds no instance worth criticizing nets for on this point, except perhaps in 2:2d where “a ﬁeld” would add
to the “happenstance” (2:3) of Ruth winding up on the ﬁeld of Boaz.
Bound forms in Hebrew include nouns with pronominal sufﬁxes and nouns
at the head of construct states. An examination of bound phrases will come after all the substantives have been discussed. In the following table of bound
forms, NR refers to nominals functioning as nomen regens (ﬁrst term) in
bound phrases. Though these do not have the article, a nomen regens is considered deﬁnite if its corresponding nomen rectum (last term in phrase) is definite via an article, a sufﬁx, or its being a proper name.
[See Table 2, p. 104.] Though 85% of the sufﬁxed forms are arthrous in R,
only 72% of the head terms are arthrous. This difference might reﬂect a slight
inﬂuence by the tendency for Greek to prefer anarthrous head terms. More impressive, though, is the 85% ﬁgure. This rises to 90% if prepositional phrases
are disregarded. On the other hand, an examination of the 7 regular sufﬁxed
forms that are anarthrous in R reveals that 3 of them are m[ + sufﬁx = laovÍ +
possessive pronoun (1:15b, 1:16c, 3:11e). Arthrous laovÍ is also used to translate a sufﬁxed form in 4:10mPP. Yet, R 3 times translates the same construction
with the article (1:16b, 1:16g, 4:4d) and adds a 4th not represented in the Hebrew (1:14). This supports the conclusion drawn earlier that within an overall
literalist schema R still shows signs of breaking from that pattern, and apparently for no consistent reason.

24. Gentry, “Asterisked Materials,” 124, notes that Greek tends to use anarthrous head
terms in prepositional phrases. The evidence for free and indeterminate forms does not allow for this comparison. Cf. Wallace, Greek Grammar, 247, who states that most grammarians recognize that the object of a preposition need not have the article to be deﬁnite. The
evidence for free and indeterminate forms does not allow for this comparison.
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Table 2. Bound Forms
Regular

HP

PP

Total

With Pronominal Sufﬁxes
Total
1. Arthrous in R
2. Anarthrous in R

92
61

13

3

78 a

7

5

2

14 b

Functioning as Nomen Regens
Total

47

3. NR Deﬁnite in Hebrew § Arthrous in R

13

5

0

18 c

4. NR Deﬁnite in Hebrew § Anarthrous in R

13

12

0

25 d

5. NR Indeﬁnite in Hebrew § Arthrous in R

0

0

0

0

6. NR Indef. in Hebrew § Anarthrous in R

1

1

2

4e

a. E.g., Ht:L:k"l} § t¬Å nuvmf¬Å aujthÅÍ (2:20bHP). The 77 occurrences are: 1:1j, 1:1lPP,
1:2d, 1:2e, 1:2i, 1:3e, 1:5f PP, 1:5gHP, 1:6a, 1:6g, 1:8c, 1:9f, 1:10aHP, 1:11dHP, 1:14a,
1:14cHP, 1:15a, 1:15c, 1:15d, 1:16b, 1:22d, 2:1cHP, 2:5bHP, 2:8f, 2:9a, 2:11c, 2:11e,
2:11f, 2:11g, 2:12b, 2:12c, 2:12g, 2:13e, 2:13gPP, 2:14e, 2:15b, 2:18b, 2:19a,
2:19dHP, 2:20bHP, 2:20d, 2:22c, 2:22e, 2:23g, 3:1b, 3:2c; 3:3a, 3:4cHP, 3:6c, 3:7b,
3:7f HP, 3:9b, 3:9c, 3:9d, 3:10c, 3:14d, 3:16a, 3:17d, 4:3dHP, 4:4a, 4:4d, 4:5l, 4:6b,
4:6c, 4:7i, 4:7jHP, 4:8c, 4:10h, 4:10k, 4:11i, 4:12a, 4:14f, 4:15c, 4:15d, 4:16cHP,
4:17e. In 1:6a R adds duvo in a¥ duvo nuvmfai aujthÅÍ for h:yt<Løk", but this does not change
the articulation. Likewise, 1:5f PP and 1:7d have duvo separating the noun from the article, but both are taken as arthrous. In 1:8c the number of h:yt<Løk" yTEv‘lI is missing, as
R has ta∂Í nuvmfai aujthÅÍ; therefore, this is not classiﬁed as PP. In 4:15c R and MT
reﬂect different nouns, but this can still be included because it is possibly just a matter of interpretation, not different Hebrew text.
b. E.g., HM:[" § lao;n aujthÅÍ (1:15b). The 14 occurrences are: 1:8f PP, 1:15b,
1:16c, 2:1h, 2:2gHP, 2:10a, 2:10dHP, 2:11i, 2:13bHP, 3:2b, 3:8eHP, 3:11e, 3:14aHP,
4:10mPP.
c. E.g., ymI[’n; vyaI § oJ ajnh;r thÅÍ Nwemin (1:3b). The 18 occurrences are: 1:3b,
1:7f, 2:1f HP, 2:3d, 2:11d, 2:11h, 2:19e, 2:23aHP, 2:23c, 3:7cHP, 4:3b, 4:5j, 4:10c,
4:10f, 4:10lHP, 4:11m, 4:12bHP, 4:18b. In 2:11d R uses a substantival inﬁnitive to;
ajpoqane∂n.
d. E.g., vyaIh: µv´ § oßnoma tåÅ ajndri (1:2a). The 25 occurrences are: 1:1hHP, 1:2a,
1:2d, 1:2g, 1:2o, 1:4c, 1:4f, 1:6bHP, 1:6dHP, 1:8eHP, 1:9d, 1:13c, 1:22f HP, 2:3gHP,
2:6hHP, 2:13d, 2:14bHP, 2:14gHP, 3:11d, 4:3hHP, 4:5dHP, 4:5h, 4:9lHP, 4:17g, 4:17i. In
2:3g R has touÅ ejk suggeneÇaÍ Abimelec, which makes the noun technically anarthrous, though one could argue that this is demanded by the Greek construction.
e. E.g., µyri[øc‘ ryxIq } tL"jIt}BI § ajrc¬Å qerismouÅ kriqΩn (1:22ijk). The 4 occurrences are: 1:22iHP, 1:22jPP, 1:22kPP, 3:11f.

When it comes to bound forms functioning as nomen regens, R prefers
anarthrous constructions. Of the 47 forms, 29 (= 62%) lack the article in R.
This drops only slightly, to 58%, when no. 6 is excluded. It seems that Greek
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would normally use the article with deﬁnite common nouns, but regular bound
phrases with a deﬁnite NR are split equally in R between arthrous and anarthrous constructions. This may indicate a tendency for modest quantiﬁcation
by R since Hebrew does not formally have an article with NR. It is by no means
slavish, however; after all, half the occurrences include the expected article.
The head term in a prepositional phrase is far more likely to be anarthrous
than arthrous (71%). In assessing translation technique, one ﬁnds it hard to
determine which direction to take. On the one hand, it could be argued that R
is showing the tendency mentioned earlier, that Greek prefers anarthrous head
terms. On the other hand, although this tendency was pronounced, R resisted
an all-out adherence to it. Further, 10 of the 12 head terms in no. 4 have (anarthrous) proper nouns as the nomen rectum in Hebrew. 25 The lack of any article
formally in the Hebrew bound phrase, then, may account for the anarthrous
Greek construction in R.
With bound forms in general, then, R avoids strict Greek idiomatic tendencies. Though the tendency toward formalistic adherence to the Hebrew is
neither rigid nor altogether straightforward, it helps explain some of the
phenomena.
The nets translation cannot be evaluated with regard to articulation and
sufﬁxed forms since English does not use an article, either deﬁnite or indeﬁnite, and a possessive pronoun together. For bound forms, the nets translator
does not highlight any of the articular differences between the Greek and Hebrew, choosing rather to follow nrsv in every case. Technically, he could
have done so. But phrases would read, for example, “a name of the man”
(1:2), “a hand of the Lord” (1:13), “a father of Dauid” (4:17), and the like.
The decision to avoid such awkward renderings is in keeping with the principles of the nets project. It is doubtful that either the author or original audience of R would have misunderstood these phrases.
2.2. Substantival Participles
This is not the place to examine participles in detail. Many participles in
Hebrew and Greek, however, function substantivally. Studying articulation
for these occurrences, then, is appropriate and will provide further data from
which to draw conclusions. Included are only the occurrences in which R uses
a corresponding substantive (33 total). In the footnotes to Table 3, the parenthetical letters signify the part of speech used in R to translate the Hebrew participle: (n)oun or substantival (a)djective. Unmarked references refer to
substantival participles in R (see Table 3).
25. The two exceptions are 1:8e and 2:14g.
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Table 3. All Forms
Regular

HP

PP

Total

Free Forms
Total
1. Arthrous in Hebrew § Arthrous in R

27
20

0

1

21 a

2. Arthrous in Hebrew § Anarthrous in R

1

0

0

1b

3. Anarthrous in Hebrew § Arthrous in R

1

0

0

1c

4. Anarthrous in Hebrew § Anarthrous in R

4

0

0

4d

Indeterminate Forms
Total

4

1. Arthrous in MT § Arthrous in R

2e

2. Arthrous in MT § Anarthrous in R

0

3. Anarthrous in MT § Arthrous in R

0

4. Anarthrous in MT § Anarthrous in R

2f

Bound Forms with Pronominal Sufﬁxes
Total

2

1. Arthrous in R

2

0

0

2g

2. Anarthrous in R

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Bound Forms Functioning as Nomen Regens
Total
1. NR Deﬁnite in Hebrew § Arthrous in R

0
0

2. NR Deﬁnite in Hebrew § Anarthrous in R

0

0

0

0

3. NR Indeﬁnite in Hebrew § Arthrous in R

0

0

0

0

4. NR Indef. in Hebrew § Anarthrous in R

0

0

0

0

a. E.g., µyrix}Qøh" § tΩn qerizovntwn (2:3b). The 21 occurrences are:
1:8i, 2:3b, 2:5c, 2:5d, 2:6b, 2:6c, 2:6f, 2:7b, 2:14h, 2:20f, 4:1d, 4:3g, 4:4b, 4:5i,
4:5k, 4:6a, 4:8a, 4:10g, 4:10j, 4:11h.
b. The one occurrence is hb:V…h" § ejpistrevfousa (1:22e).
c. The one occurrence is laEGo § to;n ajgcisteva (4:14d(n)).
d. E.g., laEgo § ajgcisteu;Í (3:12a). The 4 occurrences are: 2:1b(a), 3:9e, 3:12a,
3:12b. For 2:1b this means going with the K reading instead of the Q reading in MT.
e. E.g., laEGol" § tåÅ ajgciste∂ (4:3a). The 2 occurrences are 2:4c and 4:3a.
f. E.g., byv¥mEl} § ejpistrevfonta (4:15a). The 2 occurrences are 4:15a and 4:16d(a).
g. E.g., ËreyKIm" § oJ ejpignouvÍ se (2:19c). The 2 occurrences are 2:19c and 2:20i.
1:1bPP(n),
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As the footnotes show, 28 of the 33 substantival participles in Hebrew are
translated as participles in R. Though this is not a matter of articulation, it
shows a proclivity toward formal equivalence by R. This is matched by its
translation of articulation and determination. Only 2 of the 33 occurrences
show variance to this pattern. In 4:14d laEGo is rendered by tovn ajgcisteva. This
may be due to the proximity of three prior occurrences, all arthrous, of the
same word (4:1d, 4:3a, 4:8a). Two more distant occurrences, however, lack
the article in the Hebrew and in R (3:9e, 3:12a).
In 1:22e there is an interpretive problem that may account for the absence
of the article in R. 26
ba:/m ydeC‘mI hb:V…h: HM:[I Ht:L:k" hY;bIa“/Mh" tWrw] ymI[’n; bv…T:w'
kaµ ejpevstreyen Nwemin kaµ Rouq hJ Mwab∂tiÍ hJ nuvmfh aujthÅÍ ejpistrevfousa ejx ajgrouÅ Mwab
Although it is not altogether clear, it seems that the participle refers to Ruth.
The Greek text drops both HM:[I and the article of the participle. This could
have been due to oversight (notice the ﬁnal h in both words preceding the participle), or R could have had a text that lacked the article. The awkwardness
of the verse, which is helpfully reﬂected in the nets translation, makes it difﬁcult to determine what happened. The point here is that other factors not easily sorted out inﬂuence the rendering by R. These cases should not detract
from the observation that R’s literalism with respect to articulation is rather
consistent.
2.3. Substantival Adjectives
Like participles, some adjectives function as substantives. The bracketed
letters in the footnotes for this section are the same as the previous section, except that here (p) refers to participles in R, and the unmarked references refer
to adjectives. Also, (g) refers to gentilic adjectives. Though Hebrew can articulate demonstrative adjectives, they are excluded because Greek does not
have the same freedom. 27 Twelve of the 15 occurrences have free forms. The
other 3 will be included in the discussion.
26. The grammatical and syntactical difﬁculties are discussed by Robert L. Hubbard,
Jr., The Book of Ruth (The New International Commentary on the Old Testament; Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988), 128–29. Hubbard notes that the Masoretes accent the word as a
third feminine singular perfect despite the article (cf. Ruth 2:6; 4:3). R obviously took it as
a participle, which would look the same without the accent.
27. Three arthrous (2:5f, 3:17c, 4:12i) and four anarthrous (1:19f, 4:7a, 4:7k, 4:18a) demonstrative adjectives in MT have corresponding pronouns in R. An eighth occurrence has
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Table 4. Free Forms
Total
Total

11

1. Arthrous in Hebrew § Arthrous in R

10 a

2. Arthrous in Hebrew § Anarthrous in R

0

3. Anarthrous in Hebrew § Arthrous in R

0

4. Anarthrous in Hebrew § Anarthrous in R

1b

a. E.g., t/YbIa“mø § MwabÇtidaÍ (1:4b). The 10 occurrences are: 1:4b, 1:22c(g),
2:2b(g), 2:20e(p), 3:10d, 3:10e(n), 4:5g(g), 4:10b(g), 4:11d(n), 4:17a(n).
b. The one occurrence is hY;rik}n; § xevnh (2:10e(n)).

The formalistic tendencies of R with respect to articulation continue to surface. Articulation in R is not affected even when an adjective in Hebrew is
represented by a noun or participle. To be expected, most occurrences use an
article to express the substantival function. Three substantival adjectives not
in free form—all plural forms of nqz—have corresponding nouns in R. In 4:9b
an arthrous indeterminate adjective is translated by an arthrous noun in R.
Twice a determinate nomen regens in a bound phrase is translated by an arthrous noun in R (4:2cHP, 4:4c).

3. Numerals
Six numerals in the Hebrew are excluded from the discussion. 28 This
leaves 11 cases to be considered. Most numerals in Hebrew are substantives. 29 “One” can function as a substantive, though it is usually an adjective.
“Two” is a “morphological puzzle,” 30 but it also can function as a substantive.
1:3d

h:yn,b: ynev‘W
kaµ o¥ duvo u¥oµ aujthÅÍ

1:4d

tj"a"h: µv´
oßnoma t¬Å miçÅ

no corresponding pronoun in R (2:7d). A ﬁnal demonstrative adjective is connected to a
preposition in Hebrew and has a corresponding adverb: hZ,mI § ejnteuÅqen (2:8e).
28. Three of the numerals are not in R (1:1k, 1:8b, 1:2h), and three others are translated
by an adverb (1:5a, 1:19a, 4:11).
29. Waltke-O’Connor §15.2.
30. Ibid.
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1:4g

tyniV´h" µv´w]
oßnoma t¬Å deutevrç

1:4j

µyniv… rc≤[<K}
wJÍ devka eßth

1:5e

h:yd,l:y] yneV‘mI
tΩn duvo u¥Ωn aujthÅÍ

1:7c

h:yt<Løk" yTEv‘W
kaµ a¥ duvo nuvmfai aujthÅÍ

2:13f

Úyt<jøp}v¥ tj"a"K}
wJÍ miva tΩn paidiskΩn sou

3:15b

µyri[øc‘Avv´
e¶x kriqΩn

3:17a

hL<aEh: µyri[øC‘h"Avv´
ta; e¶x tΩn kriqΩn tauÅta

4:2a

µyv¥n;a“ hr;c…[“
devka aßndraÍ

4:15e

µyniB: h[:b}V¥mI
uJpe;r eJpta; u¥ouvÍ

109

In every case, R follows the Hebrew in articulation. In 1:4d, 1:4g, 1:4j,
2:13j, 3:15b, 4:2a, and 4:15e, the pattern is followed formally. Articulation is
represented in 1:3d, 1:5e, and 1:7c, though the article is moved before the numeral. These latter occurrences are all bound phrases with “two” as nomen regens and sufﬁxed nouns as nomen rectum. R follows the rules of the target
language in translating these as article + duvo + noun + possessive pronoun. In
3:17a the article in R corresponds to a deﬁnite nomen regens. Thus, with numerals, R is sensitive to the articulation of the Hebrew while still presenting
“good Greek.” The nets translation offers suitable translations in all these
cases.

4. Bound Phrases
Five bound phrases are excluded here. 31 Only categories which have corresponding occurrences appear in the table (54 total phrases). In Table 5, NR
31. R turns 1:1abc into a circumstantial clause. Four others are bound phrases in MT
which are not so in R: 1:1kl, 1:8bc, 2:23ef, 3:8ab.
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Table 5. Bound Phrases
Regular
Phrase

Prepositional
Phrase

Total

Nomen Rectum in Hebrew = Arthrous
Substantive
1. Arthrous NR—Arthrous NM

8

1

9a

2. Anarthrous NR—Arthrous NM

5

2

7b

3. Arthrous NR—Arthrous NM

2

0

2c

4. Arthrous NR—Anarthrous NM

4

1

5d

5. Anarthrous NR—Arthrous NM

2

1

3e

6. Anarthrous NR—Anarthrous NM

4

0

4f

7. Arthrous NR—Arthrous NM

1

0

1g

8. Arthrous NR—Anarthrous NM

2

3

6h

9. Anarthrous NR—Arthrous NM

1

0

1i

10. Anarthrous NR—Anarthrous NM

4

8

12 j

3

1

4k

Nomen Rectum in Hebrew = Sufﬁxed
Substantive

Nomen Rectum in Hebrew = (Anarthrous)
Proper Noun

Nomen Rectum in Hebrew = Anarthrous
Common Substantive
11. Anarthrous NR—Anarthrous NM

a. E.g., vyaIh: µv´ § to; oßnoma touÅ ajndrovÍ (2:19ef). The 9 occurrences are: 2:3de,
2:19ef, 2:23cd, 3:17ab, 4:2cd(P), 4:3bc, 4:5jk, 4:10fg, 4:10ij.
b. E.g., vyaIh: µv´w] § oßnoma tåÅ ajndri (1:2ab). The 7 occurrences are: 1:2ab,
1:4cd, 1:4fg, 2:14bc (inﬁnitive in R), 2:14gh(P), 3:7cdP, 4:5hi.
c. E.g., Ëv´yaI t/m § to; ajpoqane∂n to;n aßndra sou (2:11de). The 2 occurrences
are 2:11de and 4:4cd.
d. E.g., h:yn,b: ynev‘ § o¥ duvo u¥oµ aujthÅÍ (1:3de). The 5 occurrences are: 1:3de,
1:5ef(P), 1:7cd, 2:11hi, 4:10lm. The ﬁrst 3 of these involve a number.
e. E.g., /Tv‘aI µv´w] § oßnoma t¬Å gunaikµ aujtouÅ (1:2de). The 3 occurrences are:
1:2de, 2:13de, 2:13fg(P).
f. E.g., HM:aI tybEl} § oπkon mhtro;Í aujthÅÍ (1:8ef). The 4 occurrences are: 1:2ghi
(though middle term is arthrous), 1:8ef, 1:9de, 3:11cde.
g. The one occurrence is ymI[’n; vyaI § oJ ajnh;r thÅÍ Nwemin (1:3bc).
h. E.g., ˆ/lj}m" tv≤aE § th;n guna∂ka Maalwn (4:10cd). The 5 occurrences are:
1:7fg, 2:1fg(P), 2:23ab(P), 4:10cd, 4:12bc(P), 4:18bc.
i. The one occurrence is Ël<m<ylIa” tj"P"v‘MImI § touÅ ejk suggeneÇaÍ Abimelec
(2:3gh; but unique construction in R).
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j. E.g., ba:/m ydeC‘mI § ajgrouÅ Mwab (1:6bc). The 12 occurrences are: 1:1hi(P),
1:2op, 1:6bc(P), 1:6de(P), 1:22fg(P), 2:6hi(P), 2:12ef, 4:3hi(P), 4:5de(P), 4:9lm(P),
4:17gh, 4:17ij.
k. E.g., µyri[øc‘Avv´ § e¶x kriqΩn (3:15bc). The 4 occurrences are: 1:22ijk(P),
3:11fg, 3:15bc, 4:2ab.

refers to a nomen regens in R, and NM refers to a nomen rectum in R. The
bracketed (P) in the footnotes refers to instances of prepositional phrases,
uniting the previous HP and PP notations.
R prefers anarthrous NM when there is formally no articulation in the Hebrew (82% in ##3–11). When there is an article in the Hebrew, however, R always articulates NM (##1–2). Thus, R shows an 87% tendency to quantitative
equivalence with respect to NM. Though 71% of NR are anarthrous in R, the
evidence does not suggest that this is due to an attempt by R to follow Greek
idiom. Rather, the principle of quantiﬁcation better explains the phenomenon.
This would support grammarians of New Testament Greek who claim that the
Septuagint is the major inﬂuence of anarthrous NR in prepositional phrases. 32
An examination of the nets translation with respect to bound phrases and articulation indicates that the translator is more concerned with using proper
English than with representing the articular differences between the Hebrew
and Greek.

4. Nota Accusativi
The direct-object indicator ta is used 35 times in MT. Of these occurrences, 26 have correspondences in R that ﬁt the parameters of this analysis
(see Table 6, p. 112). 33
This emphatic particle is used most often to mark the deﬁnite direct object
of a transitive verb. 34 It is not surprising, then, to ﬁnd R continuing its formalistic tendency to translate all but one of these forms with an arthrous construction. In 3:2d, the rare anarthrous form in 3:2d is rendered by R with an article.
This shows the inﬂuence of the particle on articulation, though more instances
would be needed to show a pattern for anarthrous forms in the Hebrew. The
inﬂuence is noticed most with proper names. In only one of the 12 cases does
32. See the discussion and references in Gentry, “Asterisked Materials,” 127.
33. Five of the excluded occurrences introduce relative clauses in the Hebrew and are
translated by relative clauses in R: 2:17, 2:18(2x), 2:19, 3:4. The other 4 occurrences introduce a phrase headed by lK. rv≤a“AlK: taE occurs once in 3:16 and twice in 4:9. In 2:21 MT
has a construct phrase ryxIQ;h"AlK: taE which is rendered in R by o§lon to;n ajmhtovn. This one
should perhaps be included, but it does not ﬁt exactly into the categories and so is excluded.
34. Waltke-O’Connor §10.3.
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Table 6. Nota Accusativi
Proper Sufﬁxed
Name
Form Arthrous Total
Deﬁnite in Hebrew = Arthrous in R
Deﬁnite in Hebrew = Anarthrous in R

11 a

7b

6c

24

1d

0

0

1

Indeﬁnite in Hebrew = Arthrous in R

1e

Indeﬁnite in Hebrew = Anarthrous in R

0

a. E.g., tWrAta, § th;n Rouq (4:13b).The 11 occurrences are: 4:11mn, 4:13b,
4:18e, 4:19b, 4:19d, 4:20b, 4:20d, 4:21b, 4:21d, 4:22b, 4:22d. But 4:11mn can only
be included if laEr;c‘yi tyBE is taken as a proper name (even then, in R, NR is arthrous
and NM is anarthrous).
b. E.g., wyt:/r[“n'AtaE § tΩn korasÇwn aujtouÅ (3:2c). The 7 occurrences are:
2:11c, 2:15b, 3:2c, 3:14d, 4:6b, 4:6c, 4:15c.
c. E.g., dl<Y,h"Ata< § to; paidÇon (4:16b). The 6 occurrences are: 2:9c, 2:20e,
3:20f, 3:4a, 4:11g, 4:16b.
d. The one occurrence is 4:10a.
e. The one occurrence is ˆr,GoAta< § to;n a§lwna (3:2d).

R use an anarthrous construction (4:10a), though proper names are usually
translated anarthrously in R. This is the clearest evidence for a quantitative
approach in R. An evaluation of nets is not helpful at this point.

5. lK Rendered by paÅÍ or o§loÍ
Of the 13 occurrences of lK, 12 are translated by paÅÍ or o§loÍ. 35 Six of these
are relative clauses with rva lK. 36 This leaves 6 cases:
1:19

ry[Ih:AlK: µhøTEw'
kaµ hßchsen paÅsa hJ povliÍ

2:21

ryxIQ:h"AlK: taE
o§lon to;n ajmhtovn

3:11

yMI[" r["væAlK: ['de/y
oπden ga;r paÅsa fulh; laouÅ mou

4:7

rb:D:AlK: µYeql" }
touÅ sthÅsai paÅn lovgon

35. The excluded occurrence is in 2:11: tyc¥[:Arv≤a“ lKø § o§sa pepoÇhkaÍ.
36. The 6 occurrences are: 3:5, 3:6, 3:11, 3:16, 4:9(2x).
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4:9

µydi[E µ[:h:Alk:w ]
kaµ pantµ tåÅ laåÅ mavrtureÍ uJme∂Í

4:11

r["VæB"Arv≤a“ µ[:h:AlK: Wrm}aYow'
kaµ e≥posan paÅÍ oJ lao;Í o¥ ejn t¬Å puvl¬
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Five of the occurrences in R follow the Hebrew in articulation (1:19, 2:21,
4:9, 4:11) or inarticulation (4:7). In 3:11 R translates a deﬁnite nomen regens
with an anarthrous noun. Quantitatively, there is no difference, but a different
noun is used. The nets translation shows the difference in the noun, but it fails
to show the indeﬁniteness of R. A better rendering for paÅsa fulh; laouÅ mou
would be ‘every tribe of my people’ instead of ‘the whole clan of my people’
(cf. the suitable nets translation of the anarthrous form in 4:7: “to conﬁrm every agreement”).
Nevertheless, as with many cases before, the change in articulation is not
done in isolation; other changes are made in these phrases.

Conclusion
In a previous study of Ruth, the present writer came to three preliminary
conclusions: 37 (1) The LXX of Ruth is a relatively literal translation of the
Hebrew, though elements span the continuum from slavish literalism to paraphrase; (2) the Hebrew text behind the LXX of Ruth is almost exactly the
same as the consonantal text of MT; (3) the nrsv may not be the best choice
as a comparative translation for the nets project since the latter follows the
Greek more literally than nrsv follows the Hebrew. The third statement is not
relevant to the present study. The second statement is supported by the comparison of articulation, and it helps one speak to the ﬁrst statement on translation technique. If the Hebrew text was much different from existing
manuscripts, it would be almost impossible to research articulation.
This study supports the position that R is a formal equivalence translation.
Here formal includes morphological details. In some cases the equivalence is
rather wooden, as seen with ta and proper names. The term slavish, however,
is far too strong. Many cases show relative freedom by R in translation, such
as the ability to render indeterminate forms according to sense rather than the
actual presence of an article. In conclusion, it seems that, when meaning was
not at issue, a modest quantiﬁcation principle was at work.

37. This paper was ﬁrst presented (unpublished) at an LXX seminar at The Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary, Spring 2000.
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Brief commentary on the nets translation was included in every section of
this paper. On the whole, a comparison of articulation does not make a significant contribution to an evaluation of nets. It seems that the nets translator
was more concerned with word choice and syntactical matters than with morphological details like articulation. This emphasis seems to follow the spirit of
the project’s principles.
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